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Report on a Routefrom the mouth of the Pakchan to Krauand thence

across the Isthmus of Krau to the Gulf of Siam.—Bp Captain

Alexander Fraser, Benpal Engineers, and Captain J. G. For-

long, Ex. Engineer T. and M. Provinces.

From Captain A. Fraser, Bengal Engineers.

To Lieutenant-Colonel A. Fxtche, Commissioner M. Sf T. Pro-

vinces, Tavoy, 26th April, 1861.

Sir,— I have the honor to forward to you the enclosed Report,

with plans, &c. as per margin, of a jour-

ney made by Captain Forlong and myself

up the Pakchan river, and across the

Isthmus of Krau to the gulf of Siam.

No one can he better aware than your-

self of the good which would accrue

to the Provinces of Pegu and Tenasserim,

by tl}e free importation of Chinese labour,

by the route recommended, and we there-

fore submit this Report to you. As, fur-

ther, the matter involves other, and far more important than local

interests, we recommend that the Report be forwarded to the Govern-

ment of India, as one worthy of immediate and attentive consider-

ation, with such remarks as your complete knowledge of the general

and local bearings of the subject may deem expedient.

2 z

1. Sketch map and Sur-

vey of route from mouth
of Pakchan via Krau to

Tayong on the gulf of Siam,

in two sheets.

2. Survey of the river

Pakchan from its mouth, in

the Mergui Archipelago to

above Krau.
3. General Sketch map

of steam routes iu Hay of

Bengal and China sea.

4. Tables I. to IV. of

Comparative cost of do.
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We would l>eg to bring to your notice the great civility and

kindness with which we were received by the chief civil authority,

Tacompa, in the Siamese territory.

I have, &c.,

(Signed) A. Fbaseb, Captain, Bengal Engineers.

1. The Steamer “Nemesis,” with Lt.-Col. A. Fytche, Commis-

sioner T. & M. Provinces on board, anchored about 15 miles up the

river Pakchan in five or six fathoms of water. Banks, steep and densely

wooded, with a stream running between them of (here) about a

mile in breadth.

2. Opening into the Mergui archipelago, opposite the south end

of St. Mathew’s Island, there are some six fathoms of water at low

water over the Bar at the mouth, though vessels coming from the

north, inside the Island, have to run some little way southerly to

avoid an extensive spit of sand, which runs partly across the entrance

to the river.

3. On the north side, the right or British Bank, of the stream,

are the tin mines of Malewoon, which are, we believe, workable to

any extent to which money and labour are procurable. On the other

side are the tin mines of Balniong worked by the Siamese Go-

vernment.

4. Collecting, on the evening of the 31st March, all the instru-

ments necessary for a rough survey, a Perambulator, Compass, and

Aneroid, we left the steamer in a native boat with a flood tide, and

proceeded up this river which forms the boundary between the

British possessions in these Provinces, and the Siamese territories.

A fog came on, and we were obliged to anchor for some time. "We

arrived, however, at Krau by 4 p. M. of the 1st April.

5. Krau is a Shan village of some fifty houses with a few Chinese

inhabitants. The civil authority was absent attending his superior

at Tsoompeon the chief place of the district, and where a "Woondouk,

a functionary equal in authority to our Dy. Commissioner, resided.

6. At Krau we rested the night in a good zayat, which had

been prepared for the aforesaid chief civil authority, who visits

periodically his district on this, the "Western side of his Majesty of

Bankok’s Southern dominions. We had some difficulty in procuring

means of locomotion in consequence of there being no one to give
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orders upon our wishes, but just as we were starting the next morning,

(2nd April) with some four or five coolies we had managed to procure,

an elephant made its appearance, and we were enabled to proceed a

little more comfortably than we had anticipated.

7. We commenced on the 2nd April a route survey across a

country which we believe is quite unknown to, and has never been

traversed by Europeans. There is a good level cleared road for the

first two miles, and to the third mile it rises and passes along the

right bank of the Krau river. The forest on each side contained

bamboos and trees, as mentioned in the plan. Up to a little short

of the 8th mile, the road follows the course of the Krau river,

and is difficult,—we had to wade for a mile through the stream, which

was not, however, more than ankle deep, but falling every now and

then over rocks, with banks about twenty or thirty feet high, and

forty feet apart
;
at this time, the rain commenced and fell with little

intermission till we returned to Krau.

8. At the 8th mile, we arrived at the water-shed of the country,

a small grassy plain. The Krau river runs hence west to join the

Pakchan at Krau
;
and a quarter of a mile further on, a river called

the Bankren, joining the Tsoompeon at Tasan (If miles) Hows to

the gulf of Siam on the east.

9. At Tasan is another zayat similar to that at Krau, with a few

houses and dry cultivation. We continued to cross and re-cross the

Tsoompeon river to the 10th mile. At 15 f miles, after crossing-

tributaries of small breadth, but with steep banks, we got again to

the Tsoompeon, where it was some 200 feet wide, but of little depth.

The jungle remained of the same character, and the nature of the

country, as the path descended to the plains passing through low

but steep hills, was very similar to that in the ascent from Krau

to Tasan.

10. At 17f- miles we got to Apaij, another zayat, and were glad

to rest for the night, for, in addition to the walking over very rough

ground and for miles through the rivers, wet throughout, the rain

had brought out the leeches, which attacked us most unmercifully.

The first indication of their attacks was finding our trowsers covered

with blood
;
our last resource was to tie the trowsers round the ankles

so as to prevent them getting inside, but even then, unless some one

was looking after us while engaged in taking angles or reading the

2 z 2
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Perambulator, if we stood still for any time we found them lodge in

our necks. The amount of blood these creatures take from one, be-

fore becoming aware of it, is really exhausting, and it is therefore

desirable to warn others.

H. The night was fine, the rain was reserved till day light for

our special benefit : crossed a tolerably sized (80 feet) river just

beyond Apay, and another at the 20th mile, a tributaiy of the

Tsoompeon. We came to the end of the Hills at the 22nd mile, and

entered upon a fine open country, with patches of jungle and garden

and paddy lands, capable of any amount of cultivation.

At the 22nd mile, the Hills stretched away to the southward, and

seemed to run east, parallel with our course, about a mile and a half

to the northward, and, as we fancied, along the left bank of the

Tsoompeon river.

At the 23rd and 25th miles, crossed another river of 120 feet in

breadth, the margin of which was much cultivated, and we con.

tinued along (about half a mile from) the left bank of this river,

which seems to be the Pah-Klong joining the Tsoompeon near its

mouth, to the 29th mile, after which, at a distance of thirty miles from

Krau, we re-crossed the Tsoompeon where it is about 200 feet broad,

and arrived at the residence of the chief civil authority of this

district, who received us most kindly at about noon of the

3rd April.

12. Tsoompeon is a large place of some four or five hundred

houses, with a water communication of twenty miles with the gulf of

Siam. We thought of continuing our journey down the stream the

same day, but the heavy rain that fell was even more persuasive

than the kind and polite old Governor who, as soon as we had made

up our minds to remain till next morning, placed every thing

that weary travellers could require at our disposal, and ordered

boats to be in readiness for us at 2 a. m. (4th April) when the

ebb made. There is a rise and fall of tide here of about 6 feet.

13. Started at 2 a. m. of the 4th April, and proceeded down a

very winding stream to the mouth of the river opening in to the

gulf of Siam, where we arrived at 5g a. xr. or in about 3^ hours

having the tide with us. Here we landed and found a fine villa,

in some disrepair
;
this was said to be the King’s residence when

he came to this part of his dominions. His steamers were said
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to come in two days from Bankolc, and fuel (billets of wood) in

quantities (about 20,000 pieces) was collected. There was a

schooner of about 1 50 tons lying off the shore at about 50 yards

distance in 5 fathoms of water, but there is a bar, above where

the schooner lay, across the mouth of the river Tsoompeon, with

only 1-| fathoms over it at low water. There would be no diffi-

culty in making wharves for large ships, and, so far as we could

observe, there would be no difficulty in making roads from Tsoom-

peon to this place. We found store-houses here with a couple of

32 Pr. Carronades belonging, we supposed, to the King’s steamers,

though we asked no questions about them. From the general

appearance of the buildings, &e., we think it is a place not open to

severe storms or heavy sea. This is confirmed by an extract from

Commander Kichards’ “ Gulf of Siam,” taken from the Bankolc

Calendar, stating that “ Heavy gales are unknown in the gulf.”

With a view of establishing a communication across the Isthmus

of Krau, it would be necessary, accurately to determine several points

which would render such communication practicable with reference

to the gulf of Siam, as we had ascertained in regard to our own

side
;
this the time and commissariat at our disposal prevented us

doing satisfactorily and we did not wish to exhibit a curiosity by

asking too many questions which might have proved offensive to

a friendly power. We made the distance from Tsoompeon to the

sea shore 21 miles, making the total distance from Krau to the

shore of the gulf about 50 miles.

14. At 7\ p. M. 4tli April we returned to Tsoompeon, surveying

the river roughly
;
we passed Tayoung about 4 miles from the

mouth a short distance up a creek which here falls into the Tsoom-

peon, we were told that two vessels of some 200 tons were loading

there. Tayoung is large, said to consist of some 200 houses, we had

not time to land, as we wished to get back to Apay this night.

15. We arrived at Tsoompeon at 10| a. m. and after much civi-

lity, which we hereby acknowledge, from Payar Teet the Governor,

who provided us with two more elephants, we started on our return

through heavy rain. Slept at Apay this night (4tli April). Got

to Krau the next day, 5th at 4 p. si., passing through the streams

which had swollen a little from the heavy rain, the commencement

of the monsoon. Went straight on board our boat, tested the cor-
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recfcness of the survey of the Pakchan (hereto annexed) said to have

been executed by an Officer of the “ Ganges” Steamer, which some

fifteen years ago, was employed in conveying Captain Durand on an

expedition up this river to settle a boundary question. Anchored

for the night
;
arrived next day at noon on board the “ Nemesis.”

15|. On the route from Krau to Tsoompeon we were struck

with a remarkable change of geological features. We had observed,

as we emerged on the plains of Tsoompeon, very marked looking

abrupt hills, which, being accustomed to such in the limestone Islands

of the Mergui Archipelago, we concluded were of the same group,

but on closer examination they turned out to be sedimentary

rocks of either the secondary or primary series, Captain Forlong

inclines to think the latter, and to be closely allied to the old red

sandstone group, the dip was N. E. by N. We were unable to collect

specimens worthy of being forwarded. All the Islands of t' e gulf,

that we could see, seemed of the same formation, worn into smooth

rounded tops, but with perpendicular sides, some of the layers were as

fine as thread, although generally half an inch thick,* all abounded

in pebbles, and what Captain Forlong believes to be minute fossils.

The rocks across the pass were mostly a quartzose sandstone.

16. It seemed, from our survey of the route, so manifest that

a communication might be established with little comparative ex-

pense across this narrow neck of land, thus connecting the Bay of

Bengal with the China sea by a route which would avoid the long,

dangerous, and circuitous passage by the Straits of Malacca, that

we thought it worth while to enter into a few calculations by which

might be shown in figures the comparative advantages of the two

routes. The following is the result, one which, to our minds,

makes a further examination of the Isthmus of Krau worthy of

immediate consideration by our Government in communication

with that of Siam, as likely to prove of advantage to each, and

of enormous value to commerce and the travelling world in general.

It would relieve the commercial world to a great extent of the

enormous steam charges which keep up the prices of the goods which

form the staples of trade between Europe, India and China, and

which render travelling almost prohibited, and it would open up

a new and interesting country to the geologist and the botanist,

[* Sic ex conject. The copy received has J
“ thick. Eds.]
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and introduce a hardy and hard-working population (the Chinese)

into provinces which contain mineral wealth in known and unknown

quantities
;
wealth, which merely requires labour to develop to any

extent, and in search of which the Chinese even now find their

weary way, but who would then come in large numbers, especially

as the new treaty allows them to emigrate with their families.

Much and valuable information regarding the great mineral wealth

of these provinces may be found in some interesting papers by Colonel

Tremenheere, Bengal Engineers, and Professors Heifer and Oldham,.

17. The Tables annexed I. II. & III. show the economy of fuel,

establishment, and time, which would be arrived at by establishing

easy communication across the Isthmus. A canal we consider out

of the question. A railroad is not only quite practicable, hut likely

to cost less per mile than any other in India.

1st. Table I. exhibits the costs of the present line

of steamers per month, without taking into consi-

deration the expenses of idle vessels, or any inci-

dental expenses whatever, merely the cost of fuel

and establishment per trip, for running steamers,

as kept up by the P. and 0. Company from Ceylon

via Singapore to Hong-kong, Rs. 39,700 0 0

Table II. the cost of ditto, (kept up we believe by

Messrs. Apcar &. Co.) direct from Calcutta to

Hong-kong via Singapore, 40,200 0 0

Table III. the ditto, of ditto, kept up by C. &. B. S.

N. Company from Calcutta to Maulmein via Akyab

and Rangoon, 11,900 0 0

Total Cost of present arrangement per month, 91,800 0 O

2nd. Table I. shows again the cost of a line run-

ning from Ceylon to Krau and from Gulf of Siam

(Tayoung) to Hong-kong, Rs. 32,900 0 0

Table II. the cost of a line from Calcutta via Akyab,

Rangoon, Maulmein, Tavoy, Mergui and Siam and

thence per China-line to Hong-kong, 17,300 0 0

Total cost of two lines which would answer all the

purposes of the present three lines, 50,200 0 0
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3rd. The saving therefore which would be derived by commerce

and the travelling world, by establishing a communication across

the Isthmus of Ivrau (provided it be quick and efficient,) by the

mere calculation of saving of fuel and establishment of running

steamers, will be represented by the sum of Its. (91,800—50,200)=

41,600 per mensem, or Eupees 499,200 per annum which sum at 5

per cent, would give a capital of 100 lakhs, or one million sterling.

4th. The Tables do not show, however, the vast further saving which

would accrue, by running two lines of steamers instead of three in

the Bay of Bengal, and one line instead of two on the China side

of the Siamese and Malay Peninsula
;
the reduction of the number

of steamers, the saving thereby of steamers lying idle while not

running, the concentration of coal depots, and many other incidental

expenses which of course increase according to the number of

lines running.

5th. The Tables again do not show what a vastly more pro-

fitable undertaking it would be to run one through line from Calcutta

via Akyab, and Kangoon to the Pakchan, and thence to China, instead

of one with a terminus inland at Maulmein getting no traffic as

compared with that which would open up to the through line, and

another line direct from Calcutta to China, only touching at the

Straits’ Settlements.

Gth. The 12 millions trade (if positive, but which is probably

only a transit trade) of Singapore, Malacca and Penang, and the

14j millions of Netherlands-India, could easily command a steamer

of its own, to run alternately on either side of the Malayan Penin-

sula, communicating with Krau on the one side for the Ba\’ of Bengal,

and Tayonng on the gulf of Siam, on the other, for China and

Europe, as shown by dotted green lines on the general sketch map.

It may occur to some, that the cost of this steamer should be

deducted from the saving calculated in the 3rd clause. We think

not, but there is much more than sufficient for it
;
and we may place

this cost against that of the other private steamers, between

Calcutta and Hong-kong via Singapore, not included in our calcu-

lations.

7th. From Point de Galle to the five-fathom anchorage in the

Pakchan river, and from Tayoung, in the gulf of Siam to llong-kong,

Table I. shows to be 281 hours’ steam (more or less does not matter
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for calculation, as the same rate of steaming is taken for all) while

the route via Singapore is shown to be 337 hours’ steam. We
calculate, as hereafter shown, that the passage across the Isthmus of

Krau would not ordinarily occupy more than twelve hours, witli a

liberal allowance of time.

We have therefore a difference of time in favour of the Krau route

[337 -f- 12
|

281 + 12] 56 hours. This is of much importance

when we hold in view the costly nature of the produce and goods

conveyed. It has also long been a desideratum to have a weekly

communication with England, but the immense cost of putting on

four steamers per month from Calcutta to Aden has hitherto, we

suppose, deterred the P. & 0. Company as they would thereby

obtain no extra trade.

But supposing the communication through Krau established, the

extra trade that would be brought by the extension of the line of

P. & 0. Co.’s vessels to Krau, would pay for an extra steamer be-

tween Point de Galle and Aden, by means of which by - making it

meet the Bombay mail at Aden by bi-monthly steamers from

Ceylon via Krau, the communication between England and Calcutta

would be weekly
;

twice per month by the P. & 0. Co.’s line

via Point de Galle and Madras, and twice by the vessels via Krau to

Calcutta, thus providing for the whole of the Eastern Coast of the

Bay of Bengal via Krau, as the P. & O. Co. does for its western

Coast vid Madras. The time from Ceylon to Calcutta via Krau

(by the direct steamer as hereafter mentioned) would be as follows.

Ceylon to Krau, ... ... ... ... ... 126 hours.

Krau to Calcutta, ... ... ... ... ... 102 ,,

Or days,.., ... ... ... ... ... 228

Nearly as quick as the route via Madras.

8th. By Table II. including 3 hours’ stoppage at Akyab, 12 at

Rangoon, 12 at Maulmein, 3 at Tavoy (Mamoogan) without going

up the river, and 3 at Mergui, (the trade of the two latter places

being about 5 lakhs), the number of hours between Calcutta and

Krau by those places is shown to be (113 + 33) 176, while the fur-

ther progress to China from Tayoung would be about 153 hours,

or with 12 hours across the Isthmus of Krau, a total distance
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of (143+ 33 + 12 + 153) 341 hours. The direct line of China

steamers touching at Singapore would probably delay, ordinarily

6 hours at Penang and 12 at Singapore,—this added to the steam

distance gives 36U hours, making a difference in point of time in favour

of the Krau route, via Akyab, of 19 hours, while the latter picks

up all the trade. The valuable goods (opium especially) and the

mail from England might be sent by a single steamer running twice

a month to and from Calcutta to Krau. The cost of this steamer

is shown in Table IV. and the capital for construction of rail-

road would be reduced to £700,000, much more than sufficient,

however. This arrangement of running a steamer direct to Krau

from Calcutta would beat the direct line to China via Singapore, by

93 hours as follows :

—

From Calcutta to Krau, ... ... ... 102 hour

From Krau to Tayouug, 12 11

„ Tayoung to Hong-kong, 153

Total—267

From Calcutta to Singapore, 179 11

Stoppages, 18 91

Hong-kong, 163 11

Difference, 93 hours, ... Total—360 11

and would give a regular weekly communication with Calcutta as

shown in last para, while the line running via Akyah gives to the

eastern coast of the Pay of Bengal all the advantages of early

communication with home, which its western coast enj oys via

Madras. But the steamers via Akyab, should not have to go up

the Rangoon and Maulmein rivers, by which means other 12

hours would be saved, making a total saving, even after touching

at all the four posts (for Mergui would probably be moved to the

Pakchan) of (19 + 3 + 12) 34 hours over the Singapore line. Ele-

phant Point and Amherst Point should be the respective posts of

call, for Rangoon and Maulmein, with telegraphic communication

between those places and the capitals of Pegu, and the Martaban

and Tenasserim provinces.
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9th. All the trade between Maulmein and the Straits, for which

there is no better mode of carriage than junks and kattoos, and

all the tin found on both sides of the Pakchan, in the Lenya river,

and indeed all along the coast up to Yeh, and which only requires

capital and labour to develop to any extent, would be picked up at

Krau, while the labour for the tin mines of the Pakchan, and possibly

for the coal mines of Mergui, could be imported direct from China.

All the 1| millions of the Bankok trade and that of the Malayan

Peninsula, on the eastern and western side, would be intercepted

at Tayoung and Krau, also all adjuncts, which none of the present

lines of steamers obtain, but which would go far to make them

pay. Between Maulmein and Krau, where the coast is profusely

wooded, wood-fuel might be used to increase profits, or decrease

expenses, should it take any time to develop the trade carried

on between Maulmein and Singapore. The cost of burning wood

on this coast, as compared with that of coal, is as 1 to 10, taking

the wood as 10 Its. per 1000 billets, and coal at 25 Its. 4 ans. per ton, and

assuming that 250 billets 4 feet long, by 4 inches diameter, equal

one hour’s steam, or one ton of coal.

18. It would answer no useful purpose, to go into all the

figures necessary to establish even an approximate idea of the greater

profit that would be assured to commerce and to Steam Companies,

by adopting the new lines herein proposed instead of the present

lines. It was only necessary to take three items, fuel, establish-

ment, and time of actual running steamers
,
to prove our position,

and if we can show, that by the saving of the two first of these items,

we can establish communication across the Isthmus of Krau,

which shall also beat all present lines in point of the third, and most

valuable item, time
,
we think it unnecessary to examine into the

contingent saving which, to any one who will give intelligent

consideration to them, will manifestly appear enormous.

19. In the 3rd clause of the 1 7th para, we have shown the

saving in fuel and establishment, of running steamers
,
to be 5 lakhs

per annum, representing a capital of one million sterling. Can the

communication by Krau be established within this sum ? If so, all

the contingent savings and gain in time, go to the profit of trade,

as well as any difference between the cost of the said communication,

and the keeping of it up. Our consideration of the subject of thee

3 a 2
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communication across the Isthmus of Krau has brought us to the

following conclusions.

1st. That there should be two or three tug steamers with long

flat-bottomed boats to carry goods and passengers from the five-

fathom anchorage of the large steamers, 26 miles up the river

Pakchan, as shown in the sketch map of the Isthmus, by the

dotted green line, in which distance the river is nowhere less

than one fathom at dead low water spring tides. There is a rise and

fall of 8 feet. Time three hours’ towing.

2nd. At this point (see plan) opposite Namoy river, a railway

terminus and hotel, whence a railway will proceed, (leaving Krau

to the north) by Tasan, to Tsoompeon on the shore of the gulf of

Siam, distance fifty miles. Time three hours.

3rd. Allow other six hours for discharging in the Pakchan, and

loading at Tayoung on the Siam side, (where there should be another

railway terminus and hotel) total time twelve hours, which is more

than that required by the P. & 0. Co. at Suez, on whose arrangements

we will suggest further improvements.

4th. There need be only one station in the centre of the line

where the rail should be double on either side, for the distance of

about one mile, to allow of trains passing, the remainder of the line

may be single as the Suez line.

5th. The boats of eight or ten tons for the river service, should

form the bodies of the carriages for the railroad service, patent slips

being formed at the Krau terminus and if necessary also on the

gulf of Siam shore, up which the loaded boats may be dragged on

their own wheels, which could form the slip cradles, and the boats

could be tacked on to the engine and proceed to the other side with-

out any delay. The arrangement of the boats for goods and passen-

gers is a matter of detail easily managed. There is no reason why

a carriage should not be in the form of a boat, especially when time

is saved in loading and expense in rolling stock. These boats would

be at the anchorage, ready for the steamers as they come in from

the mouth, when loaded, would be towed up to the railway terminus,

dragged up the slips, and taken off at once per rail to Tayoung, where

there should be a wharf for the China steamers, to lie along side, if

there be water enough, if not, the carriage should be launched at

once on to the sea, and sent to the steamers.
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Gfcli. We would here observe again, that our survey was rough,

that we merely passed along the native line (which is well defined,

but in many places in the beds of rivers) with perambulator, compass

and aneroid, that our aneroid showed no height above the sea of

more than seventy-five feet, and that our route presented no obstacle

of engineering difficulty, beyond dips to nullahs, ordinarily twenty

or thirty feet wide, with some three or four rivers from one to two

hundred feet wide. A careful survey would be necessary.

7th. We would, however, recommend very little masonry, though

lime and fuel for bricks are in abundance, but the vast and in-

exhaustible forests, through which the line passes, are full of timber

suitable for sleepers, for bridges, for stations and wharfs and for fuel

for the locomotives, all that would be required from England would

be plant, permanent-way, and rolling stock, the labour for the work

being procurable from China to any amount.

8th. We will double, what in our own, somewhat experienced

minds, would be the cost of such a railroad across the Isthmus, and

put down the amount at £5u00 per mile, including stations,

wharfs, hotels, coal-sheds, &c., &c. and rolling stock for fifty

miles of rail £250,000. For the river service three tug steamers

with all the advantages of disconnecting engines, towing with a

single hawser &c. which the Thames tugs possess, at £15,000 each

equal to, £ 45,000

32 Coal Barges @ £800, 9,600

Bolling Stock 50 miles, 250,000

Contingencies at 50 per cent, including Buoying

Elver, 27,300

Total £331,900

or say l-3rd of a million sterling. But there is the interest on a

capital of one million of money, saved every year in fuel
,
and

establishment of running steamers alone
;
surely it must be worth

while the expending such a capital, in establishing this communi-

cation.

20. We therefore think, that without reference to the dangerous

navigation, the Straits line should be abandoned as a communication

between India and Europe, and China
;
as the old Cape of Good

Hope line was abandoned for the Suez line. Considering, however, the
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difficulties of the Straits navigation, and peculiarity of the China

Sea, the steamers would probably do all the work, and beat sailing

vessels off the field, which they cannot do now, because the present

charges upon steamers are so heavy
;
this will be modified by adopt-

ing the Ivrau route.

21. The extra service required to give a weekly mail to Calcutta,

by a single extra steamer running twice a month between Aden and

Point de Galle, might be well undertaken by the P. and 0. Company,

as well as the whole service (by a lower class of steamers however on

the China side than is at present employed) between Ceylon and

Ivrau, and gulf of Siam and Hong-kong. The Companies running

the direct lines of steamer, between Calcutta and Hong-kong via

Singapore, and the line between Calcutta via Akyab, &c., and Maul-

mein, might advantageously to themselves and to the public amal-

gamate, and run one steamer twice a month direct to Krau, to

meet the China and Europe steamers returning direct to Calcutta
;

two from Calcutta via Akyab, Rangoon, and Maulmein to Krau,

returning via those posts. The railway should be a separate Com-

pany, and there should be a condition in their contract which would

scarcely require a guarantee to that effect.

22. With these arrangements carried out, we may incidentally

mention, that the telegraph, instead of being submarine from Ran-

goon should be carried along the coast from Maulmein, with a junc-

tion with the railway telegraph at Krau, and also a junction with

the Rangoon and Tongoo telegraph at Sittang, thus giving another

line of telegraph communication with Calcutta, by which Euglish

news, and China news, may be transmitted from Krau.

23. The arrangement which might be made with the Govern-

ment of Siam, for the grant of land Ac. has not formed a subject

for our discussion, as with the present liberal-minded, and far-seeing

monarch on the tin-one of Bankok, to whom the advantages which

must result to himself and his people, by carrying out this project,

will be at once obvious, we see no difficulty on this point.

24. We have thus laboured to prove, and we think have done

so satisfactorily that as a mere speculation, the construction of a

railway across the Isthmus of Krau, will be profitable
;
that the

communication may be established for a third of the capital, the

interest of which is now being expended yearly on mere fuel and
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establishment of running steamers, and that a vast amount of time

will be saved over present routes. Of the political bearing of the

subject, we have said nothing, but holding in view that the line

from Ceylon to Cochin China, is nearly straight, we are convinced

that if Great Britain does not take it in hand, France must, with

every chance of a profitable opposition to the P. and 0. Company in

their line with Europe to Calcutta via Madras.

Alex. Fraser,

Captain, Bengal Engineers.

J. G. Forloxg,

Captain E. II. S E.

Ex. Engineer, Tenasserim Provinces.
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A Further Note on Wild Asses, and alleged Wild Horses.

—Bg E. Blytu.

1. The Wild Ass of the African Zahara.

At the time that my paper ‘ On the Different Animals known as

Wild Asses,’ (Vol. XXVIII. 229,) was submitted to the public, I had

seen no detailed description of an undoubted African wild Ass, though

(for reasons assigned) I claimed it as the veritable Ashots onager,

as distinguished from sundry kindred specific races that had been a

good deal confounded. This animal has, of late, been received both

in the Paris Jardin des Plantes, and in the London Zoological Gardens ;

though, still, no particular notice of it would appear to have been yet

published, shewing its distinctive characters, upon comparison, with

the hemippus, hemionus, &c.
;
nor have we been made acquainted

with those that are alleged to justify the discrimination of the Kyang

from the Ghor-lchur. In a very interesting work* that I have lately

seen, however, I find a description of the wild Ass of the African Zahara,

which, I think, worthy of citing, and thus bringing more prominently

to notice
;

and, especially, as it indicates the existence of at least a

second African species, as the 1Tamar or Ahmar of Sudan
;
which

latter is, doubtless, that which Dr. Barth considered to be identical in

species with Mr. It. Sehlagintweit’s Indian Ghor-lchur. I may further

notice, that, in Kraff’s Travels, &c., in E. Africa (p. 277), “ wild Asses”

are mentioned as being “ plentiful in Kayo” (about 5° N. lat.)

Mr. Tristram writes, that, while his companion “ set off with his

sketch-book, I returned to see a very fine Ass which had been brought,

for inspection, and was valued at thirty dollars. Having heard that

wild Asses were to be occasionally found in the Soufa desert, on the

route to Ghadames, I had made every enquiry after one
;
fully be-

lieving that I should see the Koomrah (Eyuus liippagrus, Jardine,)f

mentioned by Dr. Shaw, and known to inhabit some of the sparsely

wooded hills of the Fezzan country.

“ My surprise, therefore, was great on seeing a veritable 1 Onager’

or wild Ass, of what exact species I cannot state. He certainly

approached, very near, the A sinus onager of Asia [meaning the

Ghor-lchur
,
or E. asinus onager of Pallas and the younger GmelinJ],

* The Great Sahara : Wanderings South of the Atlas mountains. By EL B.
Tristram, M. A., F. Z. S., &c. (1860), p. 318.

t Potius C. Hamilton Smith, in Jardine’s Nat. Libr.—E. B.

J Asinus indicus, Sclater.

3 B
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and possessed all the marks which distinguished this species from the
llamar or Ahmar of Sudan[!]. He stood about two hands higher

than a common Ass [the race found in England is doubtless meant*]
was very strong-limbed, of a rich slatish ash-colour, with the stripe

running from the mane to the tail, and the cross-stripe on the shoulder

;

his coat very sleek and short [the summer vesture]. His nose and
limbs were white

;
and the lower part of the neck, and between the

shoulders, whitish
;
the mane and tail blackish

;
with ears broad

;
and

I think, perhaps, longer than in the common Ass : square-built and
powerful

;
with a keen, lively eye

;
and teeth ready to seize the first

opportunity for a snap at any by-stander. He trotted with great speed,

and cantered easily. He had been caught when very young, and was
considered unusually tame for one of his species

;
but still he was capri-

cious and unmanageable, and required a tremendous bit to hold him.
“ these Asses form valuable beasts of burthen, from their power of

sustaining a three-days’ march without water
;
but the adults are very

difficult to entrap and impossible to train. The natives say that they

are not gregarious [?], but consort regularly with the Ostrich, and

have a keen sight and still keener scent. I have since regretted tha^

I did not make some effort to bring this animal to England
;
because,

I feel persuaded, that it differs, as a variety, if not as a species, from

anjr hitherto seen in our Zoological Gardens.”

Of a rich slatish ash-colour, with the humeral as well as the dorsal

stripe well developed ! Surely the true aboriginal Donkey, as I con-

tended before
;

and, from a brief description which I have received

from the present talented Secretary of the Zoological Society, P. L.

Sclater, Esq., I should say identical in race with another African

(Nubian p) specimen, received some time ago in that Society’s mena-

gerie : only the latter has limb-stripes, also, which is not stated of Mr.

Tristram’s animal
;
though this is of no importance whatever, except

that the African Onager’s limb-stripes would seem to be those com-

monly seen in domestic Asses
;
whereas the limb-markings of the

Ghor-khur (when it shews them), are altogether different, consisting

of narrow and close wavy and sometimes reticulating cross-lines’

chiefly at the joints, and of a light fawn-colour
;
those of the true

* The late Don Carlos had an Ass in his stud-house at Aranjuez, in 1S32, that

exceeded fifteen hands ill height. Vide the llon’bte Diehard Ford's Gatherings

in Spain (1846), p. 72.
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Donkey being broader, much wider apart, and black. None of the

kindred races is stated, ever, to be of a slaty hue
;
though it now

appears that both Ghor-Tehur and Kyang are subject to variation of

colour; and, in India, the puny domestic Asses of the country exhibit

precisely the same range of colouring as the Camel. A pied Ass is

what I have never heard of. Here, the reported ‘ wild Ass’ of the

N. E. Shan States, noticed in p. 169 anted, may again be referred to.*

2. The alleged Wild Horses of Alongolia.

In the late Mr. T. Witlam Atkinson’s ‘ Travels in the Regions of the

Upper and Lower Amoor,’ &c. (2nd edit., 1861), the Appendix consists of

a series of highly interesting lists of the mammalia, birds, and ordinary

plants, respectively of the valley of the Amoor (divided into Upper,

Middle, and Lower), of the Kirghiz steppe, Ivara-taw, Ala-taw, and

Tarbagatai, and of the trans-Baikal and Siberia.f Equus hemiostus

is mentioned, as an inhabitant only of the upper Amoor territory
;
and

Equus caballus sylvestris, only in the grand last-mentioned region :

but the description (in p. 325) most assuredly denotes a feral as

distinguished from an aboriginally wild race of Horse, or rather of

Pony, analogous to that of true wild Ass in Africa. With the wild

Asini (of different specific races), some variation of shade of colour un-

doubtedly does occur, as before remarked
;
but is exceptional. No

aboriginally wild mammal is known that varies ordinarily so much in

hue, as would seem to be implied by Mr. Atkinson’s description of

the alleged wild Horses of Mongolia.

“ This animal is not like the wild [or rather feral ] Horse of

South America, which undoubtedly sprung from those taken into the

country by the Spaniards. He is of a distinct race from the Asiatic

Horse [which, of among so very many Asiatic races F At all events, he,

too, is Asiatic
;]

very small (not so large as an Ass), beautiful in form,

having a small head and short ears, and varying in colour from black,

bay, grey, and white, the latter being the most rare. He is called ‘ Muss’

by the Kirghis. His sense of smell is very acute, which renders him

most difficult to approach, and few Horses can run him down.” The
author incidentally mentions that these animals are found, in great

herds (about May), near the foot of the mountains beyond the river

* I have recently observed several domestic Asses, of a very dark colour, but
having no trace of the cross.

t From Dr. Leopold von Schrenk. Vide Natural History Heview Jan
18G1, p. 13.

'
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Hi; and describes the mode of hunting them, which is to chase a

herd into a narrow mountain-pass, secured on the other side, so that

the poor animals run into a trap, and are there cruelly butchered

with battle-axes
;

for “ the Khirghiz consider their flesh the greatest

delicacy the steppe affords.”

I am disposed to consider that the herds, referred to, have about as

much claim to be considered as aboriginally wild, as have the New

Forest Ponies in England,—neither less nor more,—or, as the feral

cattle of Chillingham Park, with their likewise very suspicious colour-

ing
;
the latter, too, being artificially maintained by weeding out all

calves that deviate in hue. I do not think that the Equus caballus

has, anywhere, so good a claim to be regarded as aboriginally wild, at the

present day, as have the One-humped Camels noticed by Euppell, as

abounding in the long stretch of desert between the valley of the

Nile and the Red Sea
;
but, it is to be regretted that M. Riippell does

not mention the colouring of these animals, whether, or not, subject

to much variation. A large proportion of the domestic Camels of vast

tracts of the African continent are white
;
and a prevalence of white

individuals would be highly suspicious, in the herds which M. Riip-

pell considers as feral
;
but which may yet be truly as aboriginally

wild as are the African wild Asses, which, also, by the way, were

considered as feral by the late Prince of Canino. It must be a rare

circumstance, indeed, for a Camel, left to perish by the Arabs and

others, to recover ;
though, still, Camels may have strayed from

domesticity. Should the wild herds not vary much in colour, I see no

reason why they might not be regarded as probably aboriginal.*

* When I noticed what I termed the decimation of the wild herds of Ele-

phants in Borneo (
in p. 197 antea,) it should have been remarked, that, if the

tuskers only were killed, it would no more affect the multiplication of the race, than

does the withdrawal by emasculation of so many males of our common domes-

tic animals. Pro tanto, therefore, the decimation argument goes for nothing.

The Mo°ul Emperor Baber mentions, incidentally, the occurrence of the Rhino-

ceros the wild Buffalo, and the Lion, in the neghbourhood of Benares; and

wild Elephants in the vicinity of Chunar ! When nearly approaching Benares,

he states “At the station, a man said that in an island close on the edge of the

camp, he had seen a Lion and a Rhinoceros. Rest morning we drew a ring

round the ground ;
we also brought Elephants to be in readiness, but no Lion

nor Rhinoceros was roused. On the edge of the circle one wild Buffalo was

started***. In the jungle around Chunar, there are many Elephants.” (p. 407).

Elsewhere, he asserts that the Elephant “ inhabits the district of Kalpi ;
and the

higher you advance from thence towards the East, the more do the wild Elephants

increase in number. That is the tract where the Elephant is chiefly taken. There

may be thirty or forty villages in Karrah and Manikpur that are occupied solely ill

this employment of taking Elephants.” Upon w hich, the translator justly remarks,

ilia note penned about half a century ago, that—“The improvement of Hindustan,
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Order Clielonia.—By S. R. Ticicell, Esq.

Maulmein, March 8th, 1862.

To the Secretary of the Asiatic Society, Calcutta.

Dear Sir,

—

I have the pleasure to send to the museum of the

Society a specimen, as well prepared as circumstances permitted, of a

rare and little described species of Turtle, of which I beg to annex

the following description, which may perhaps be considered worthy of

publication in the Journal of the Society.

Your’s obediently,

S. R. Tickell.
Family. Thalassidse.

Genus. Sphargis (Merrem).

Synonyms. Corinda (Fleming).

Dermatochelys (Blainville).

Species. Coriacea ? (Auctorum).

“ The Trunk Turtle” (apud Bell).

The specimen herewith forwarded to the Society is a female. She

was captured, February 1st, 1862, near the mouth of the Ye river (in

the Tenasserim Provinces), on the sandy beach of which she had

since Baber’s time, must be prodigious. The wild Elephant is now confined to

the forests under Hemala, and to the Ghats of Malabar. A wild Elephant near
Karrah (Currah), Manikpur, or Kalpi, is a thing, at the present day, totally

unknown. May not their familiar existence, in these countries, down to Baber’s

days, be considered as rather hostile to the accounts given of the superabundant
population of Hindustan in remote times ?”— I have now reliable information of

the unexpected fact of a two-horned Rhinoceros having been killed in Asam!
where it is undoubtedly exceedingly rare. I was told this by a friend, whose
informant (when in the province) had seen the two horns attached to the

skin
;

but I cannot at present obtain further details.—As regards the

reported existence of a one-horned Rhinoceros in Africa {vide p. 153 antea).

Dr. Livingstone incidentally remarks— and I cite the whole passage because

of its interest— that “ Sportsmen have still some work before them in the way
of discovering the fauna of Africa. This country abounds in game; and
beyond Berotse, the herds of large animals surpass anything I ever saw
[elsewhere], Eilands and Buffalos, their tameness was shocking to me : 81
Buffalos defiled slowly before our fire one evening, and Lions were impudent
enough to roar at us. On the south of the Choba, where Bushmen abound, they

are very seldom heard
;
these brave fellows teach them better manners. My

boatmen informed me that he had seen an animal, with long wide-spreading

horns like an Ox, called Liombilcalela

;

also another animal, which does not live

in the water, but snorts like a Hippopotamus, and is like that animal in size

—

it has a horn
,
and may be a one-horned Rhinoceros. And we passed some holes

of a third animal, which burrows from the river inland, has short horns, and
feeds only by night. I did not notice the burrows at the time of passing, but I

give you the report as I got it. Sable Antelopes abound, and so does the
Nakong; and there is a pretty little Antelope on the Sesheki, called Teeanyane

,

which seemed new to me. These animals did not lie in my line, so you must be

content with this brief notice.” {Journal of the Royal Geographical Society
,

Yol. XXIY, 700.) A horned burrowing animal is not very likely to exist.
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deposited about a hundred eggs, when she was surprised by a number

of Burmese fishermen, who bad been lying in ambush near the spot

(a favourite resort of the common Turtle, Chelonia virgata}, and, after

a desperate struggle, was secured.

The strength, aided of course by the enormous weight, of the

animal, was such, that she dragged six men endeavouring to stop

her, down the slope of the beach, almost into the sea, when she was

overpowered by increased numbers, lashed to some strong poles, and

brought into the village by ten to twelve men at a time.

Being desirous of taking an accurate drawing of the Turtle, I was

puzzled for some time how to induce her to sit for her portrait, as

she was very restless, and, in her endeavours to scramble away, upset

any moderate number of people that tried to stop her. At last, I

bad her slung with slings, as they hoist a water-butt on board a

ship, from the branch of a tree, and then, with a guy or tripping line,

from the tree to the caudal extremity of her shell, to prevent her

slewing round, she hung quite motionless.

The description, in Dumeril and Bibron, of Sphargis coriacea is so

minute and accurate, and applicable to the present specimen, that it

would be mere repetition, were 1 to add, here, the notes which I took of

the animal. I will merely mention the points in which it differs from

the details given by the above authors. The principal one of which is

the colour; due allowance being made for the specimens described in the

Paris Museum d’Histoire Naturelle, having been more or less faded.

The colour of the animal, now under notice, while still alive, and

fresh from the sea, was a plain blackish neutral tint, extending all

over the carapax, crown, nucha, upper half of tail, and outer face of the

paddles. The whole being dabbed over with white spots, of irregular

shape, like little patches of white-wash. The seven tuberculous longi-

tudinal ridges of the carapax were also whitish. All of the under-parts,

including the sternal and abdominal shields, and the inner sides of

the paddles, pale flesh-colour, blotched and spotted with pale blackish

neutral, which, on the sternum, take the form of three longitudinal

bands on each side of the mesial suture, with irregular edges and spotted

intervals. The white spots, on the head, have a fleshy tinge. Throat

reddish flesh-colour, marbled pale blackish
;
iris burnt umbre-brown.

Dumeril and Bibron’s adult subject is described, as having the

carapax “ un brun marron” which, I should translate, as “ castaneous-
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brown” with pale yellowish patches
;
and the lower parts brown, as

well as the head and neck.

The specimen, under review, was sufficiently aged to have lost all

traces of plates or shields on the head, which was tolerably smooth,

and apparently covered with a plain tight coriacious skin, loosened

into folds and wrinkles on the throat and neck, like that on the trunk

of an Elephant. The paddles were covered with similar hard stretch-

ed leather. The fore-paddles had, on the extremities of the middle

and little lingers, a triangular flat nail, the spaces answering to the

ends of the index and ring-fingers being marked with a cuvilinear

sharpish edge of the skin. On the hind-paddle, the innermost or

little toe will be found strongly relieved from the contour of the rest

of the foot, and covered by a broad triangular scale or nail. These

features will, doubtless, be apparent in the dry skin, and are particu-

larly noted here, as Dumeril and Bibron deny the existence of any

nails or scale extremities to either fore or hind digits.

The carinse, or longitudinal ridges of the carapax, are not serrated

(“ faiblement dentelees en scie,”) as in Dumeril and Bibron’s subject,

but are composed of lines of large, rough, and partly worn tubercles.

No traces of plates are visible on either sternum or carapax, which

are covered, as with hardened untanned leather apparently, continuous

with the integuments of the neck and limbs. There are no traces of

ridges or tubercles on the ventral aspect of the body
;
but the mesial

line is marked by a slight depression.

The dimensions of the animal taken, rather roughly, by me, were

as follow

:

Entire length from upper lip to end of carapax, 6' 2f" (straight).

Its weight I had not the means of ascertaining : but it required

six men to lift it fairly off the ground
;
and Taloung fishermen are

not a particularly feeble race.

The eggs were spherical, of If" diameter, and are as palatable as

Length of head,
the

neck, ..

.

carapax,

Fore paddle,

Hind ditto,

Breadth of carapax,

Depth of body,
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those of the river Tortoise are nauseous. Besides those, the animal had

laid in the sand, there, must have been upwards of a thousand in her

ovaria, in all stages of maturity. The flesh was dark and coarse and

very few of the crowds of Burmans assembled at Ye to see the animal

would eat any of it. For the eggs there was a popular ferment.

According to my fishing friends, in that part of the country, this

Turtle, which they called simply c8(S(c^? (LyJegyee,
or ‘ large Turtle,’)

is of exceedingly rare occurrence. The few that have been seen were

on the shores of the numerous islands along the coast. This was

the first one they had ever found on the main-land. Cantor does not

mention it in his catalogue of the Chelonia in the Malayan seas, nor

does Jerdon in his list of those of the Indian peninsula. Dumeril

and Bibron remark that it is very rare, and found in the Mediterranean

and Atlantic Ocean. One is mentioned by Rondelet, captured at

Frontignan, seven cubits long (!). Two more specimens are recorded

as having been taken off the coast of France; and Borlase mentions

one netted on the Cornwall coast in 1756, of which he has given,

says Dumeril, “ une mauvaise figure.”

The only illustration, that I have seen of this animal is in Bell’s

British Reptiles. It is of a young one, and is copied from a plate in

the “ Fauna Italica” of the Prince of Musignano. Never having seen

a young specimen, I cannot speak of the faithfulness or otherwise of

the drawing.

Sphargis coriacea is stated, by Audubon, to resort to the Turtle

islands of Florida, for the purpose of depositing its eggs. The aver-

age number laid by it may be 350
;
and it is less cautious than the

common Turtle in performing this function. “
Its food consists of

mollusca, fish, Crustacea, sea-urchins, and various marine plants,”

(Bell’s Septilia, p. 14). As far as my experience goes, the food of all

Chelonia (excepting the Potamidce) is purely vegetable.

Bell adds, that of two specimens of this Turtle taken, off Cornwall,

in 1756, the larger weighed 800 lb., the smaller nearly 700. Another

was caught on the coast of Dorsetshire, and is now, it is conjectured,

the individual in the British Museum. An instance is related by

Pennant, of the flesh of this animal causing serious illness to a person

who had partaken of it, producing “ dreadful vomiting and purging.”

Those who ate the individual now described, at Ye, experienced no-

thing of the kind. S. R. Tickell.
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The Chdrvdlca System of Philosophy.—Py E. B. Cowell, M. A.

Colebrooke (Essays, Vol. I. p. 402) states that “for want of an

opportunity of consulting an original treatise on this branch of

philosophy or any connected summary furnished even by an adver-

sary of opinions professed by the Charvakas,” he was unable to give

any sufficient account of their peculiar doctrine further than that it

is undisguised materialism. The system is continually alluded to in

different philosophical treatises, but it is only by the recent publica-

tion, in our Society’s Bibliotheca, of Madhavacharya’s Sarva-dars'ana-

sangraha, that the want which Colebrooke regretted has in any way

been supplied. Among the fourteen systems there analysed, that of

the Charvakas holds the first place
;
it being entitled to that priority

in consequence of its being the most degraded of all,—the next places

to it being successively occupied by those of the Bauddhas and the

Jainas.

A translation of this chapter appeared in the fourteenth Yol. of the

Zeitschrift der Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, but unfortunately it

abounds with errors of every description, that it can convey no proper

idea of the original. In fact one might almost doubt whether such a

book as the Sarvadars'ana-sangralia could be properly translated in

Europe. Even here it is difficult to understand it in the absence of any

commentary, even with all the assistance at one’s command of pandits

thoroughly versed in the ancient philosophies of their ancestors
;
and

there are many parts of the volume, which the most learned pandits

of Bengal confess their inability to explain.*

The doctrines of the Charvakas are frequently confounded with

those of the Bauddhas and Jainas, but Madhava’s summary, as well

as still more authentic notices from the sects themselves, proves

that this is erroneous. Charvaka is sometimes taken as the name

of a leader of the sect, and sometimes as a generic title,—in the

Mahabharata mention is made of a rakshasa of that name, who en-

deavours by a false report of Bhi'rm^s death to ruin the Papdavas in

the moment of their final triumph. Most accounts, however, ascribe

the founding of the sect to Brihaspati. We might have more natur-

* The present chapter is one of the easiest in the work, but there are several

passages in it which 1 could not have translated, but for the aid of Pandit Mohesh
Chandra Njajaratna.

3 c
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ally expected, that the doctrines in question would have been attri-

buted to S'ukra, the preceptor of the demons, rather than to Brihas-

pati, the preceptor of the gods
;
and plausible grounds for such an

adjudication might have been found in the singular passage at the

end of the Chhandogya Upanishad. There we read, that Indra

among the gods and Yirochana among the Asuras or demons, went to

Prajapati to learn the knowledge of the Soul, and that Yirochana

acquiesced without further inquiry in the exoteric doctrine of the

Self. “ He, Yirochana, with a feeling of satisfaction, repaired to the

Asuras, and unto them imparted this instruction, ‘ Self alone is ado-

rable
;
in this world Self alone should be served

;
by adoring and serv-

ing one’s self, both this and the other world may be attained.’ There-

fore thenceforward the Asuras give no alms, have no faith in good

works, and officiate at no sacrifice
;
hence are they called Asuras.

This is their Upanishad. Their dead are besmeared with aromatics

and adorned with ornaments and costly raiment, and they think that

thereby they will overcome this region and that.” Tradition, how-

ever, gives a different origin
;
and just as Yishnu is said to have as-

sumed his ninth avatar as Buddha to destroy the daityas, so Brilias-

pati is described as promulgating his system to overthrow the pre-

eminence of the sons of Baji.

The legend is given with more or less detail in the Yishnu and

Matsya Puranas.* I subjoin the following abridgement of it from the

Harivausa (chapter 28).

A'yus, the son of Pururavas of the lunar dynasty, had five sons,

Xahusha, Yriddhas'arman, Rambha, Raji and Anenas, of whom Eaji

bad five hundred sons. A great war was going on between the devas

and asuras, and Brahma had foretold victory to that side which was

espoused by Raji. The two parties claim his aid,+ but on his de-

manding to be made an Indra as his reward, the demons refused^

saying, t; Our Indra is Prahnida.” The gods on the other hand ac-

cept the proposed condition, and Raji accordingly conquers their

enemies and becomes during his lifetime their Indra. On Raji’s

death, his 500 sons seize the inheritance, and Indra is unable to

prevail against them. In the extremity of his distress he is repre-

* The latter makes Brihaspati teach the Jaina doctrine.

t Raji was descended by his father from Soma, but by his mother from Svrar-

bhanu, a danava.
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sented as going to Brihaspati and begging for a piece of the sacred

Purodas'a though it were only the size of a jujube fruit, to support

his fainting strength, just as Aristophanes represents the gods coming

to Peisthetserus when the walls of ISTephelococcygia interrupted the

smoke of the sacrihces. Brihaspati in compassion promises to aid

him in recovering his lost dominion, and for this purpose he invented

a new system of atheistical doctrines, “ A practical S'astra of atheism,

utterly hostile to religion, most subtile of logical systems, and

beguiling the hearts of the wicked, though such as could never please

the mind of the truly virtuous.” This new S'astra of Brihaspati

easily deluded the minds of the young princes, and they soon lost all

their merit and fell from their ‘ pride of place,’ and India regained

his throne.

The earliest mention which I have found of the word Ndstika (nihi-

list,) or its derivatives is in the Maitrayani Upanishad (3rd book, § 5)

where Ndstikya is enumerated as one of the effects of the quality of

darkness.* Ndstika and Ndstikya occur several times in Manu. In the

Ramayana we have an allusion to nastikas in eh. 109 (Schlegel’sed),

of the Ayodhya Kanda, where Rama censures Jabali for advising him

to break his father’s vow and return to his capital.

“ I blame that deed of my father that he chose as his priest one

so unstable-minded as thee,—wandering to ruin with such opinions,

a very atheist (Ndstika) astray from the path of religion.

“ As is the thief, so too is the Bauddha
;
and know that the Nas-

tika is equal to them. Therefore the sage whom men most hold in

awe, will not speak face to face with the Nastika.f”

We find Ndstika as well as dstika in the Purohitagana attached

to Panini’s grammar. I have already mentioned that Charvaka ap-

* Buddhist, or materialist, opinions seem alluded to in such passages as Chhau-
dogya Upanishad, VI. 2, 1, &c.

t There is a variation in Schlegel’s text and that of the late Calcutta edition.
The former has rTWlff «•' Sh5JI^rt

5
tli e latter has -S^rTJT, and the

Schol. explains the S'loka thus
;

vfVli •Tlf^ra tTpW rT^I-

31fT faff I ^TfwfailW’Snillrr: <Tffa

i ^sTT*n*SJur?<tifir uvmfa i fafatpq»r

^
g gilT fl'sfJWT Sufafasfa^T vT urifa »r

fvfdoEJ’a: I fl^ivrrsfa <Tfaf*sh‘ ^ifafa I

3 c 2
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pears as a demon in the Mahabhiirata, and he is there described as

hilled by the curses of some Brahmans of Yudhishthira’s party.

Some authorities say that Brihaspati taught his doctrines to his

disciple Charvaka, but if we may judge by the occasional quotations,

the so-called Brihaspati-s'astra must have been from ancient times

the text-book of the sect. No copy is now known to exist,* but we

have quite enough extant in the form of quotations to enable us to

judge of the character of the work. Its author, like Lucretius among

the Homans or Omar Khayyam among the Persians, was strong to

overthrow,—he could ridicule the absurdities of superstition, but he

was blind to the religious instincts which underlie them,—and hence

they are, all alike, men

—when faith had fall’n asleep,

Who heard a voice ‘ believe no more,’

And heard an ever-breaking shore

That tumbled in the godless deep.

Of course if we look at these blind gropings of bewildered humanity

simply in themselves, they can have nothing to teach or even interest

us
;
but it is not so, if we consider them in relation to the history of

the human mind. The Charvaka doctrines, and in fact, all such

purely negative systems, may be regarded from three separate points

of view, and it is as seen under these several aspects that they present

such widely varying characters. If we only look at them so far as

they deny the deepest instincts of our nature, we can but turn from

them in disgust and horror,—the belief in God and in the soul’s immor-

tality are not the results of logical inference, but the very postulates

of human thought, and we deny our own humanity if we choose to

question them. Again, so far as these sceptical systems only uttered

a protest against the superstitions of their age, we may regard them

not only with pity but with mournful interest. But so far as they

express the negative side of philosophy, they may even claim our

most serious attention, for they help us to remember those natural

limitations and defects of the human mind, which we are so apt to

forget in the excitement of new discoveries. Are they not in fact

* Since writing this paper we have received the third part of Yol. XIX. of the

Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal, which contains a paper by Mr. Muir on the

fragments of Brihaspati as compared with similar passages in the Ramayana
and Vishnu Purana. He there states that Dr. Hall had in vain searched for any

copy of these Barhaspatya S'lokas. We may well despair of their being ever

found, if even the discoverer of the Bharatiya S'astra has failed to fiud any trace.
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the necessary shadow that the human mind flings as it advances,

—

the slave set to warn the conqueror in the triumphal procession ?

We now proceed to give a literal translation of Madhava’s

account of the system from the Sarva-dars'ana Sangraha.

The Charvaka doctrine.

We have said in our preliminary invocation “salutation to S'iva, the

abode of eternal knowledge, the storehouse of supreme felicity,” hut

how can we attribute to the Divine Being the giving of supreme

felicity, when such a notion has been utterly abolished by Charvaka,

the- crest-gem of the atheistical school, the follower of the doctrine

of Brihaspati ? The efforts of Charvaka are indeed hard to be eradicat-

ed, for the majority of living beings hold by the current refrain,

While life is yours, live joyously,

None can escape Death’s searching eye;

When once this frame of ours they burn,

How shall we e’er again return?

The mass of men, in accordance with the S'astras of policy and

enjoyment* considering wealth and desire the only ends of man, and

denying the existence of any thing belonging to a future world, are

found to follow only the doctrine of Charvaka. Hence another name

for that school is Lokayata,—a name well accordant with the thing

signified.

f

In this school the four elements, earth, &c., are the original principles,

—from these alone when transformed into the body, intelligence is

produced, just as the inebriating power is developed from the mixing

of certain ingredients, J and when these are destroyed, intelligence at

once perishes also. They quote the S'ruti for this (Brihad Arany.

Up. II. 4. 32.), “ springing forth from these elements, itself solid

knowledge, it is destroyed when they are destroyed,—after death no

* See Dr. Hall’s preface to the Yasavadatta, p. 11.

+ “ S'ankara, Dhaskara, and other commentators name the Lokayatikas, and
these appear to be a branch of the Sect of Charvaka” (Colebrooke). Lokayata
may be etymologically analysed as ‘prevalent in the world’ (toka, and ayataj.

Laukayatika occurs in Pan ini’s ukthagana.

J Kinwa is explained as “ a drug or seed used to produce fermentation in the

manufacture of spirits from sugar, bassia, &c.” Colebrooke quotes from S'an-

kara : “The faculty of thought results from a modification of the aggregate ele-

ments in like manner as sugar with a ferment and other ingredients becomes an
inebriating liquor; and as betel, areca, lime and extract of catechu chewed toge-

ther, have an exhilarating property not found in those substances severally.”
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intelligence remains.”* Therefore the soul is only the body distin-

guished by the attribute of intelligence, since there is no evidence

for any soul distinct from the body, as such cannot be proved, since

this school holds that perception is the only source of knowledge and

does not allow inference, &c.

The only end of man is enjoyment produced by sensual pleasures.

Nor may you say that such cannot be called the end of man as they

are always mixed with some kind of pain,—because it is our wisdom

to enjoy the pure pleasure as far as we can, and to avoid the pain

which inevitably accompanies it
;
just as the man who desires fish,

takes the fish with their scales and bones, and having taken as many

as he wants, desists
;
or just as the man who desires rice, takes the

rice, straw and all, and having taken as much as he wants, desists.

It is not therefore for us, through a fear of pain, to reject the plea-

sure which our nature instinctively recognises as congenial. Men
do not refrain from sowing rice, because forsooth there are wild

animals to devour it
;
nor do they refuse to set the cooking-pots on the

fire, because forsooth there are beggars to pester us for a share of the

contents. If any one were so timid as to forsake a visible pleasure,

he would indeed be foolish like a beast, as has been said by the poet,

The pleasure which arises to men from contact with sensible objects

Is to be relinquished as accompanied by pain,—such is the reasoning of

fools ;

The berries of paddy, rich with the finest white grains,

What man, seeking his true interest, would fling away, because covered with

husk and dust ?f

II you object, that, if there be no sucb tiling as happiness in a

future world, then how will men of experienced wisdom engage

in the agnihotra and other sacrifices, which can only be performed

with great expenditure of money and bodily fatigue ?—your objection

cannot be accepted as any proof to the contrary, since the agnihotra,

&c., are only useful as means of livelihood, for the Veda is tainted by

the three faults of untruth, self-contradiction and tautologjT then

* Of course S'ankara, in his commentary, gives a very different interpretation,

applying it to the cessation of individual existence when the knowledge of the

Supreme is once attained. Cf. S'abara’s Comm. Jaimini Sut. i. i. 5.

t I take qfiji as here equal to ^5.—Cf. Atharva Y. xi. 3, 5. JIl^-

Nj \J

X See Njaya Sutras, II. 57.
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again, the impostors who call themselves Vaidic pundits are mutually

destructive, as the authority of the jnana-kanda is overthrown by those

who maintain that of the karma-kanda, while those who maintain the

authority of the jnana-kanda reject that of the karma-kanda; and

lastly the three Yedas themselves are only the incoherent rhapsodies

of knaves, and to this effect runs the popular saying,*

The Agniliotra, the three Vedas, the ascetic’s three staves, and smearing one-

self with ashes,

—

Brihaspati says, these are but means of livelihood for those who have no

manliness nor sense.

Hence it follows that there is no other hell than mundane pain

produced by purely mundane causes, as thorns, &c.
;
the only Supreme

is the earthly monarch whose existence is proved by actual perception
;

and the only Liberation is the dissolution of the body. By holding

the doctrine that the soul is identical with the body, such phrases as

‘ I am thin,’
1 1 am black,’ &c. are at once intelligible, as the attri-

butes of thinness, &c. and intelligence will reside in the same sub-

ject (the body)
;
and the use of the phrase ‘ my body’ is elliptical,

like ‘the head of Bahu’ (Rahu being really all head).

All this has been thus summed up,

In this school there are four elements, earth, water, fire and air ;

And from these four elements alone is intelligence produced,

—

Just like the intoxicating power from kinwa, &c. mixed together
;

Since in ‘ I am fat,’ ‘ I am lean,’ these attributes abide in the same subject,

And since fatness, &c. reside only in the body,f it alone is the soul and

no other,

And such phrases as ‘ my body’ are only significant by ellipsis.

“ Be it so,” says the opponent, “ your wish would be gained, if

inference, &c. had no force of proof
;

but then they have this

force
;

else, if they had not, then how on perceiving smoke, should

the thoughts of the intelligent immediately proceed to fire
;
or

why, on hearing another say ‘ there are fruits on the bank of the

river,’ do those who desire fruit proceed at once to the shore ?”

All this, however, is only the inflation of the world of fancy.

Those who maintain the authority of inference accept the sign, or

middle term, as the causer of knowledge, which middle term must

* The word abhanaka
, which occurs several times in the S. D. S. (e. g. p. 107),

is not found in any lexicon. The Pandits explain it by Icimvadanti.

t I read for
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be found in the minor and be itself invariably connected with the

major.* Now this invariable connection must be a relation destitute

of any condition, accepted or disputed ;f and this connection does not

possess its power of causing inference by virtue of its existence, as

the eye, &c. are the cause of perception, but by virtue of its being

known. What then is the means of this connection’s being known p

We will first shew that it is not perception. Now perception is

held to be of two kinds, external and internal, i. e. as produced by the

external senses, or by the inner sense, mind. The former is not the

required means
;
for although it is possible that the actual contact of

the senses and the object will produce the knowledge of the particu-

lar object thus brought in contact, yet as there can never be such

contact in the case of the past or the future, the universal proposition J

which was to embrace the invariable connection of the middle and

major terms in every case, becomes impossible to be known. Nor may
you maintain that this knowledge of the universal proposition has the

general class as its object, because, if so, there might arise a doubt as

to the existence of the invariable connection in this particular case,§

(as, for instance, in this particular smoke as implying fire).

Nor is internal perception the means, since you cannot establish

that the mind has any power to act independently towards an exter-

nal object, since all allow that it is dependent on the external senses,

as has been said by one of the logicians, “ The eye, &c., have their

objects as described
;
but mind externally is dependent on the others.”

Nor can inference be the means of the knowledge of the universal

proposition, since in the case of this inference, we should also require

another inference to establish it, and so on, and hence would arise the

fallacy of an ad infinitum retrogression.

Nor can testimony be the means thereof, since we may either al-

lege in reply, in accordance with the Yais'eshika doctrine of Kanada,

that this is included in the topic of inference ;
or else we may hold that

this fresh proof of testimony is unable to leap over the old barrier

* Literally “ must be an attribute of the subject and have invariable attend-

edness (vyapti.J"

t For the sandigdtia and nis'chita tipadhi see Siddhanta Muktavali, p. 125.

The former is accepted only by one party.

J Literally, the knowledge of the invariable attendedness (as of smoke by fire).

§ The attributes of the class are not always found in every member,— thus

idiots are men, though man is a rational animal
; and again, this particular smoke

might be a sign of a fire in some other place.
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that stopped the progress of inference, since it depends itself on the

recognition of a sign, in the form of the language used in the child’s

presence by the old man

;*

and moreover there is no more reason for

our believing on another’s word, that smoke and fire are invariably

connected, than for our receiving the ipse dixit of Manu, &c., (which

of course we Charvakas reject).

And again, if testimony were to be accepted as the only means

of the knowledge of the universal proposition, then in the case

of a man to whom the fact of the invariable connection between

the middle and major terms had not been pointed out by another

person, there could be no inference of one thing (as fire) on seeing

another thing (as smoke)
;
hence, on your own shewing, the whole

topic of inference for oneselff would have to end in mere idle

words.

Then again comparison,

%

&c., must be utterly rejected as the means

of the knowledge of the universal proposition, since it is impossible that

they can produce the knowledge of the unconditioned connection (i. e.

the universal proposition), because their end is to produce the

knowledge of quite another connection, viz., the relation of a name

to something so named.

Again, this same absence of a condition, § which has been given as

the definition of an invariable connection (i. e. a universal proposi-

tion ;) can itself never be known
;

since it is impossible to establish

that all conditions must be objections of perception, and therefore

although the absence of perceptible things may be itself perceptible,

the absence of non-perceptible things must be itself non-perceptible,

and thus, since we must here too have recourse to inference, &e., we

cannot leap over the obstacle which has already been planted to bar

them. Again, we must accept as the definition of the condition, “it is

that which is reciprocal or equipollent inextension|| with the major term,

* See Sahitya Darpana (Dr. Ballantyne’s trans, p. 16) and Siddhanta M. p. 80.

t The properly logical, as distinguished from the rhetorical, argument.

j “ Upamana or the knowledge of a similarity is the instrument in the pro-

duction of an inference from similarity. This particular inference consists in

the knowledge of the relation of a name to something so named.” Dr. Ballan-

tyne’s Tarka Sangraha.

§ The upadlii is the condition which must be supplied to restrict a too general

middle term, as in the inference ‘ the mountain has smoke because it has lire,’ if

we add wet fuel as the condition of the lire, the middle term will be no longer too

general. In the case of a true vyapti there is of course no upadlii.

||
A' vTi(TTpe<peL. We have here our own A with distributed predicate.

3 a
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though not constantly accompanying the middle.” These three dis-

tinguished clauses, “not constantly accompanying the middle term,”

“ constantly accompanying the major term,” and “ being constantly ac-

companied by it” (i. e. reciprocal), are needed in the full definition

to stop respectively three such fallacious conditions, in the argument

to prove the non-eternity of sound, as 1 being produced,’ ‘ the nature

of a jar,’ and ‘the not causing audition ;”* wherefore the definition

holds,—and again it is established by the s'loka of the great Doctor

beginning samdsama
.

f

But since the knowledge of the condition must here precede the

knowledge of the condition’s absence, it is only when there is the

knowledge of the condition, that the knowledge of the universality

of the proposition is possibie, i. e. a knowledge in the form of such a

connection between the middle term and major term as is distinguished

by the absence of any such condition
;
and on the other hand the

knowledge of the condition depends upon the knowledge of the in-

* If we omitted tlie first clause and only made the upadhi “that which
constantly accompanies the major term and is constantly accompanied by it,” then
in the Naiyayik argument ‘ sound is non-eternal, because it lias the class of sound,’
‘ being produced’ would serve as a Mimansik upadbi, to establish the vyahhichara
fallacy, as it is reciprocal with ‘ non- eternal but the omitted clause excludes it,

as an Upadbi must be consistent with either party’s opinions, and of course the
Naiyayik maintains that ‘ being produced’ always accompanies the class of sound.
Similarly if wc defined the upadbi as ‘not constantly accompanying the middle
term and constantly accompanied by the major,’ we might have as an upadbi ‘ the
naturefof a jar,’ as this is never found with the middle term (the class or na-
ture of sound only residing in sound, and that of a jar only in a jar,) while at the
same time wherever the class of jar is found there is also found non-eternity.

Lastly if we defined the upadbi as “ not constantly accompanying the middle
term, and constantly accompanying the major,” we might have as a Mimansik
upadbi ‘ the not causing audition’ i. e. the not being apprehended by the organs of
hearing

;
but this is excluded, as non-eternity is not always found where this is,

ether being inaudible and yet eternal.

+ This refers to an obscure s'loka of Udayanacharya, “ where a reciprocal and
a non-reciprocal universal-connection ( i . e. universal propositions which severally

do and do not distribute their predicates) relate to the same argument (as e. g.

to prove the existence of smoke,) there that non-reciprocating term of the second
will be a fallacious middle, which is not invariably accompanied by the other re-

procal of the first ” Thus ‘the mountain has smoke because it has fire’ (here fire

and smoke are non-reciprocating, as fire is not found invariably accompanied by
smoke though smoke is by fire,) or ‘ because it has fire from wet fuel’ (smoke and
fire from wet fuel being reciprocal and always accompanying each other)

;
the non-

reciprocating term of the former (fire) will give a fallacious inference, because it is

also, of course, not invariably accompanied by the special kind of fire, that produced
from wet fuel. But this will not be the case, where the non-reciprocating term
is thus invariably accompanied by the other reciprocal, as ‘ the mountain has fire

because it has smoke ;’ here though fire and smoke do not reciprocate, yet smoke
will be a true middle, because it is invariably accompanied by heat which is the

reciprocal of fire.
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variable connection. Thus we fasten on our opponents as with ada-

mantine glue the thunderbolt-like fallacy of reasoning in a circle.

Hence by the impossibility of knowing the universality of a propo-

sition it becomes impossible to establish inference, &c.#

The step which the mind takes from the knowledge of smoke, &c.,

to the knowledge of fire, &c., can be accounted for by its being based

on a former perception or by its being an error
;
and that in some

cases this step is justified by the result, is accidental just like the

coincidence of effects observed in the employment of gems, charms,

drugs, &c.

From this it follows that fate, &c.f do not exist, since these can only

be proved by inference. But an opponent will say, if you thus do

not allow adrislita, the various phenomena of the world become des-

titute of any cause. But we cannot accept this objection as valid,

since these phenomena can all be produced spontaneously from the

inherent nature of things. Thus it has been said,

The fire is hot., the water cold, refreshing cool the breeze of morn,

By whom came this variety ? from their own nature was it born.

And all this has been also said by Brihaspati.

There is no heaven, no final liberation, nor any soul in another world,

Nor do the actions of the four castes, orders, &c., produce any real effect.

The Aguihotra, the three Vedas, the ascetic’s three staves, and smearing

one’s self with ashes,

Were made by NatureJ as the livelihood of those destitute of knowledge

and manliness.

If a beast slain in the Jyotishtoma rite will itself go to heaven,

Why then does not the sacrificer forthwith offer his own father ?

If the S'raddha produces gratification to beings who are dead,

Then here too in the case of travellers when they start, it is needless to give

provisions for the journey.

If beings in heaven are gratified by our offering the S'raddha here,

Then why not give the food down below to those who are standing on the

housetop ?

* Cf. Sextus Empiricus, P. Hyp. ii.—In S. D. S. pp. 7, 8, we have an attempt to

establish the authority of the universal proposition from the relation of cause and
effect or genus and species.

t Adrislita, i. e. the merit and demerit iu our actions which produce their

effects in future births.

J I take Dhatri as= God, or nature, speaking by common parlance. Dr. Hall
(Catalogue, p. 162) would seem to take Dhatri as the name of an author,—Dhatri
may sometimes stand for Brihaspati.

3 d 3
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While life remains, let a man live happily, let him feed on ghee, even though

he runs in debt,

When once the body becomes ashes, how can it ever return again ?

If he who departs from the body goes to another world,

IIow is it that he comes not back again, restless for love of his kindred?

Hence it is only as a means of livelihood that Brahmans have established

here

All these ceremonies for the dead,—there is no other fruit anywhere.

The three authors of the Vedas were buffoons, knaves and demons.
*

All the well known formulae of the pandits, jarphari, turpharf, &c.*

And all the obscene rites for the queen commanded in the Aswamedha,

These were invented by buffoons, and so all the various kinds of presents to

the priests,

f

While the eating of flesh was similarly commanded by night prowling

demons.

Hence in kindness to the mass of living beings must we fly for

refuge to the doctrine of Cliarvaka. Such is the pleasant consum-

mation.

It would have been an interesting inquiry, if we could have traced

the relations between the Hindu materialism and the orthodox systems

on the one hand and Buddhism on the other. But we can only weary

ourselves with asking questions to which there can be no answer, as

all traces of chronology and successive development have been obli-

terated in the present sutras of the Dars'anas. Each one now seems

to imply the contemporary existence of all the rest, and consequently

for historical purposes they .are delusive and useless. We can only

tell that at a very early period in Hindu speculation, the “ negative

arm” was unusually vigorous
;
and it would not perhaps be impossible

to reconstruct from still extant allusions a complete series (though

not in chronological order,) corresponding in Greek philosophy to that

from Xenophanes to Sextus Empiricus.

* Rig veda, x. 106.—For the As'wamedha rites, see Wilson’s Rig V., preface,

Vol. ii. p. xiii.

t Or this may mean “ and all the various other things to be handled in the

rites.” There seems something omitted in the s'lokas, as only two classes are

specified, and we should naturally expect that the knaves would have been con-

nected with the various offerings to the priests.—Could we venture to read V|VS-

cf,i?rr fo 1- and v^: for ?
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By way of conclusion to this paper I subjoin a singular passage

from the Uttara Naishadha of Shi Harsh a, which puts together in a

compact form the principal Charvaka arguments against the authori-

ty of the Veda, the Smriti, and the orthodox philosophical systems.

S'ri Harsha (whatever his precise date*) lived late in the silver age

of Sanskrit literature, but his works have a great authority in such

matters, as he had a profound acquaintance with every part of Hindu

philosophy
;
and hence his poems enjoy a great celebrity even among

Naiyayik Pandits, who, as a rule, are generally considered to despise

the ‘primrose path’ of poetry .f

He represents the five deities as returning to heaven from Dama-

yantl’s Swayamvara, and on their way they meet the retinue of Kali,

the presiding daemon of the iron age. Foremost in the multitude are

seen Kama, Anger, Covetousness and Folly, and behind them follow

a tumultuous throng of worshippers, among whom the representative

of the Charvaka philosophy holds of course a pre-eminent place.

As this host drew near, like a sea that hath burst its bounds,

The gods heard from some one in the midst words harsh to their ears.

“The truth of the S'ruti for the effect of sacrifices is like that which tells of

stones that swim

What faith can we place in it, Oh ye grey-bearded sages, that the path of enjoy-

ment should be left ?

A certain Bodhisatwa has arisen to give a mortal stab to the Veda,

Who has declared by infallible proofs that all the world is in a state of flux.§

The daily fire, the rules of the Veda, the ascetic’s vow, the sectarian mark of

ashes,

—

Briliaspati tells us that these are the livelihood of those who lack sense and man-

hood.

Purity of caste consists in the purity of both lines of our ancestors through

each backward generation

;

Then what caste can be faultless now, divided as each is into endless families ?

Through the contact of women, what man is there undefiled by sin ?

Why then does the infatuated world fast and bathe debarred from enjoyment ?

* See Dr. Hall’s Vasavadatta, Preface.

t The S'rotriya-jaranmim&nsaJMdayah are excepted from the hopeful students
of poetry by the Sahitya Darpana.

t This alludes to some Vaidic passage grdvdnah, plavanti, which seems to have
become proverbial, cf. Mahaviracharitra, p. 13.

§ Alluding to the well-known doctrine of the Buddhist sect, the Madhyamikas,
sarvam tcshanikam, iravra. ftei. It i3 worth observing that S'ri Harsha, in com-
mon with most later Hindu authors, confounds the Buddhists and Chdrvakus.
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Fie on those who boast of the purity of their race and jealously keep their wo-

men secluded,

And yet keep not their men secluded, though each sex is equally blinded by

passion.

That s'astra which forbids adultery,— idle illusion as it is,

—

Was itself disregarded by Indra when he wooed Alialya.*

Oh Brahmans, cease to attribute sin to approaching a guru’s wife,

Since your Master,f the Moon, plunged reckless into this snare.

“ The dead hath torment from his sins and joy from his merits,” thus saith the

Veda,

But sense-evidence attesteth the contrary,—it is for you to determine which is

the stronger.

If sin is to be avoided, from the possibility that we may attain another body af-

ter death,

Then, Brahmans, cease to sacrifice from the possibility of the sin of injuring

living animals.

How can you put faith in good actions (sukrita

)

and not in good enjoyments

(surata) 1

Let a man do that action by which at the end his happiness is increased.

Commit sins as forced by your passions, and then they will be as not done,

Manu said that those actions were as not done which were committed by force.J

Oh ye followers of tradition, dispute not this passage of your own s'astras,

But follow every pleasure which your heart may desire.

Where is there union among the learned in the interpretation of S'ruti and

Smriti?

Interpretation depends on the interpreter’s power of mind,—wherefore despise

not ours which leads to happiness.

When the body is once burned, which is the true subject of the thought ‘ I am,’

what becomes of sin ?

If the soul, which is separate and the witness, is to suffer, then why not any

other unconnected thing ?

The dead man remembers his former births,—the successive waves of the fruits of

actions affect the dead,

—

The dead hath pleasure in food eaten by Brahmans,—enough of this talk of

knaves !

By men who feel that they are only body,—when told that they are something

else,

This very body is disregarded and some other object accepted, through the all-

deceiving Veda’s influence!

* May we not compare Terence (Eun. III. 5),a3 exemplified in St. Augustine’s

confessions (I. 16) ? The same argument recurs in the Das'akumara Charitra.

t Soma is the king of the Brahmans as Indra of the Kshatriyas (Taitt. Saulii-

ta, I. 8. 10).

J Manu, viii. 168.— Cf. Aristotle, Ivic. Ethics. III. 1, 23.
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One side of an alternative must come to pass,—so when the desire is fulfilled

The cheats say their mantras were the cause, which in case of failure were not

rightly performed.*

If He alone by the sins of all is already plunged into infinite suffering,

f

Then, timid one, how can this revealed Soul feel any new burden through sin of

thine ?

Of what use is a flower plucked from its stalk ? only when growing thereon does it

bring forth fruit

;

If thou would’st place it on the head of a stone, as identical with deity,J then why

not place it at once on thine own ?

Fling away like empty chaff thy bitter speeches against women,

—

Why longer deceive the world, when thou thyself art equally depraved ?

Follow the commands of Kamadeva, which even Brahma and the rest did not

disobey ;

The Veda is the command of the gods, and what command more authoritative

than his ?

If you allow that a part of the Veda is only idle repetition,!

Then by what ill-fortune do you hold it not of those parts which inflict toil and

expense ?

Ve believe the authority of the Veda, stout-hearted champions in Vaidic discus-

sions,

And yet, bewildered as ye are, yourselves pronounce interpolated the passage

that enjoins the gift of the elephant tied to the post.

The Vaidic passage which says, “Who knoweth what is in the other world,”

By that very authority how can one accept another world at all ?

Manu,—talking of merit and demerit, the one impossible to be gained as the

other to be avoided,

And seeking under the pretext to mulct mankind,—has been idly followed by the

learned.

‘Verily by the words of Vyasa comes faith in another world,’ thus ye say, logi-

cians as ye are

;

O ye disciples of the fish, who would deign even to call you fishes ?

That Vyasa of yours, the Court poet of the Pandavas, well versed in the syco-

phant’s art,

When was he ever known to speak a contrary word, if his patrons either

praised or blamed ?

Did not Vyasa through passion commit adultery with his brother’s wife?

* Cf. the Bengali proverb, 'S CvStVfa

+ Alluding to the Vedantic doctrine that all are Brahma.
t ! e • as tlie S'alagram, &c., as identical with Vishnu, &c. I would read iu the

second line

§ Alluding to the artliavada as distinguished from the vidhi.
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Or again 'when ho loved his maidservant, can his mother’s command be his ex-

cuse then

?*

Books made by gods and Brahmans are your only authority for paying them

homage,

—

And see ye not, when ye bow down to the cow, ye debase yourselves even lower

than that ?

Bravely have our passionless priests relinquished desires—ever hankering after

sacrifices,

And longing, even when they are dead, to obtain a heaven of apsarases with eyes

like fawns.

Why seek to be passionless, ye sages? rather labour to win the love of the fair;

When once a creature is dust, it is idle to think that he comes hither again.

Let both sexes devote themselves to enjoyment,—such is the opinion

Even of the Muni Panini, when he said “ apavarge tritiyd."\

Men dive into the Ganges in hopes to rise higher (hereby

Like a ram forsooth who retreats backward before he rushes forward to charge

!

Why should we fear sucli Vaidic threats as “ by this sin one will become a beast ?’’

Even the rajilaj is as happy as a raja in its own means ef enjoyment.

If the slain in battle rejoice in heaven, § then the demons,

Slain by Vishnu in battle, may fight with him there, slain though they be.

“ In the world there is Brahma and the self,
j|

in liberation there is only Brahma,”

Oh the wisdom of the Vedantists who would make liberation to be the seifs

obliterating

!

lie too who propounded his system that a stone’s state is the true liberation,

—

You may well call him Gotama, for a superlative fool was he.^f

The wives of S'iva, Vishnu, &c., are intensely devoted to their lords ;

Why then are they still the prisoners of love—why have they not attained to

liberation ?

If there be a Supreme Being all-knowing, all-merciful, and whose word never fails,

Then why does he not make us, suppliants, happy by the mere expense of a word ?

The Supreme producing sorrow to mortals, arising from their evil deeds,

W’ould be an enemy without a cause, while others hate only when provoked.

Since all are equally vacillating in proof and each destroys the other,

What opinion is there which is not futile, just like two contradictory premises?

* His mother had given him her command in the first case as his brother

died without issue, but this excuse will not hold in the second.

t This grammatical rule (Pan. II. 3, 6) properly means “ the third (ease is to

used) when the action is continuously performed till the desired end is obtained,”

(as “ he read it in a month,” masena,) but S'riharsha puns on each word and
makes it mean “the third (i. e. in the list of objects of human desire—merit,

wealth, enjoyment and fiual liberation) is to be used to obtain the final end.”

J A kind of snake.

§ Bhag. Gita., II.

||
Siva means here the individual soul. He now proceeds to attack the dilfereut

systems of philosophy, beginning with the Vedanta.

If Go -}- tarna. Eor the mu/di of the Nyaya, see Nyaya Sut. I. 22.
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Ascetics, wrathful themselves, teach others to restrain their wrath,

Just as the penniless alchemist will teach you the rules to turn everything to

gold.

Why give away your wealth ? S'rf, Vishnu’s beloved, loves him who giveth not
;

Poor Bali, who gave away all his wealth to the dwarf, found a chain as his reward’

(Give not) for every body desires to rob or injure the wealthy man
;

Hardly one can be found who sits tranquil and has flung away the greed of gain.

Not to steal makes poverty thrive, to hold any food unlawful cheats the belly ;

Live then as you will, this is the only root which bears the shoot of happiness.”

Having heard these evil words Indra burst into anger,

And loudly exclaimed, “ Who is this that stabs the heart of religion ?

Who dares thus to speak while I, Indra, rule the three worlds,

I with my hand flashing with the thunderbolt, and the worlds with the three

Vedas as their eyes !

As for the non-commixture of the castes, their continuance or interruption,

—

Bow to the proof that no murderer has escaped on this plea in the ordeals.

The paramour of a woman known to belong to the upper castes, finds not victory

in his oath,

—

This fact proclaims the purity of the generations of all the castes.

Thou acknowledgest the ordeals of water and fire, as ordained in the Veda,

For shame,—do not these force thy mind to throttle these atheistic thoughts ?

Even though the marriage rites are lawfully performed, the production of issue is

uncertain,—

•

Oh ye atheists, how is it that some unseen cause pierces not your hearts with

conviction ?

Why believest thou not the stories, attested by men of different countries,

Of men born again as goblins who have assumed some body and implored a

s'raddha at Gaya?

How dost thou not credit the corroborating stories of another world

Told by men on their return who have been seized by Yama’s messengers under

a mistaken name ?”

Then the god of fire flamed forth and scornfully addressed him,

“ How darest thou in our presence thus to speak with unbridled tongue ?

Oh thou who faintest at a moment’s fast, art thou not astounded to remember

The ancient fasters of twelve days and nights who supported life by the sole

power of their religion ?

The visible effects which follow such rites as that for a son, and the hawk and kan'ra

offerings,*

—

How is it that these do not dispel like sunrise the prowling demons of thy

doubts as to religion ?”

* The hawk sacrifice is used to imprecate destruction on an enemy. For the

offering made with the fruit of the capparis aphylla (Kar'ira), for rain, see Taitt.

Sanh. II. 4, 7-10.
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Then making the sky flash with sparks as he shook his staff to and fro,

Yama thus poured forth the waves of his speech, as if his heart was pierced by

the other’s words.

“ Stay, stay while I forthwith silence thy lips and throat,

Wretch as thou art that utterest these hostile words in the midst of our assembly.

Oh Lokayata, who for thy mere words will give up the other world,

Established by the Vedas and hundreds of opinions that wear the garb of the

Veda ?

When there is a dispute about the true road, between a few and many of equal

claims to knowledge,

As thou wouldst act in regard to an earthly journey,—why not thus too as re-

gards another world ?

Whoso sees the consent of all men to give away their daughters to others,*

How can that man’s faith but be firm in the reality of another world ?

If any opinion be true, then those who forsake all opinions must be undone
;

If a rite fails, it is only the defect of fruit, but positive injury can never come

from following duty.

Either from the general consent of mankind, or the fear of guilt to be incurred,

Some Vaidic principles are obeyed by all,—then, if these, why not all for their

sake ?”

Then spake Varuna, red with wrath, a speech devoid of pity,

“ Base heretic, why fearest thou not my tremendous noose ?

There are stone's beyond man’s power to make, marked with Vishnu’s incarna-

tions,

How is it, ye fools, that these do not persuade you to the path of the holy ?

Iudra’s title S'atakratu and the very names of the castes, as born from the thigh,

&c.f

Why do not these confound you with the old traditions of the Veda ?

How do ye not believe the Vedas when ye see by sense perception

The dead animating various shapes and imploring a s'raddha at Gaya, &c. P

Forsake not the Vedas when ye yourselves behold men bearing witness to their

truth

Who have been carried to Yama by some mistake of name and have then re-

turned to their bodies.”

Then stepping forth from Eali’s host, which stood paralysed by the wrath of the

gods,

The varlet thus lifted his voice, raising folded hands to his forehead,

“ I am not guilty, oh lords of heaven,— I am subject to another’s will,

I am but the bard of the Kali Yug,£ fair-tongued to flatter it.”

* It would not be done but for the S'ruti’s command.

+ S'atakratu is a common Vaidic and non-Vaidic name of Indra (e. g. Rig V.

I. 4, S.) The mythic origin of the four castes occurs in the Purusha-sukta.

J In Schlegel’s Ramayana we find Jabali similarly apologising.
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The most remarkable part of this singular episode is the rejoinder

of the four gods to the Charvaka’s attack, as it is difficult to con-

ceive that the arguments adduced could ever have been considered as

of any weight in the discussion. It is perhaps a bold surmise, but I can-

not help drawing the inference, that we have here a symptom of a very

important phase of Hindu thought which has been only casually no-

ticed by European inquirers. Shu Harsha is the advocate of a pecu-

liar school of Hindu philosophy, which holds the same place between

the older Bars'anas and the absolute negation of the Charvakas, as

the sceptical school of Pyrrho and the new academy of Arcesilaus

did with regard to the older Greek systems and the later Epicureans.

“Academiei novam induxerunt scientiam, nihil scire,” says Seneca;

and Pyrrho’s doctrines are well enough known to us in that “ armou-

ry of scepticism,” Sextus Empiricus, where every department of

human knowledge is attacked, and every affirmation or negation met

by the same unruffled brofq between equally balanced alternatives.

In the same way Shu Harsha in his celebrated work Klicindana-

Klianda-Eliculya (‘ the sweetmeat of universal refutation’) has endea-

voured to establish a quasi Vedantic aKaro-Xy^j/La or e-n-oyry of his own. He
tries to show that every system of philosophy involves in its first

principles the elements of its own overthrow, and each in turn falls

before his analysis. The only thing that remains amidst this uni-

versal refutation is the mere fact that we know,—the object matter of

this knowledge is alike illusory and impossible, but the exercise of

intelligence in our knowing is true. To use his own words, “ we

in fact, desisting from any attempt to establish the existence or the

non-existence of the external world, are perfectly contented to rest

all our weight on the one Brahma, identical with thought, establish-

ed by its own evidence
;
but as for those who descend into the arena

of controversy and desire by means of their own imagined arguments

and refutations to discover and establish the actual truth of things,

we can always maintain as against them, that their mode of proce-

dure is fallacious, since it can always be confuted by the very princi-

ples that they lay down.” And again “ the only difference between

us and the Saugatas (or Buddhists) is that they maintain that every-

thing is inexplicable (dnirvaclianiya ,) while we maintain that every-

thing is inexplicable except the mere fact of knowing.” We are

hardly likely, therefore, to be doing Shi Harsha much injustice, if we
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interpret his dialogue between the gods and the materialist as in-

volving a deeper meaning than a mere episode in a romance
;
its issue

was premeditated and his sympathies were with the aggi-essor. To
him the contest was not one between truth and falsehood, but simply

between equally balanced alternatives of doubt, and materialism in

his eyes was only one of the manifold varieties of possible opinion

which might equally serve to amuse the mind in life’s wear}- play-

ground. The true philosopher would look down on the busy scene,

endless alike in aim and duration, from his aKaroX-q^la as from Lucre-

tius’ watch tower,

Despicere nude queas alios, passimque videre

Errare atque viam palantes quserere vitae.

How different from the creed of Plato, as he puts it in the mouth

of Simmias, in the immortal dialogue with Socrates in prison,—“ It

seems to me, as perhaps it seems to thee, that to know the certainty

of such matters in this life is impossible or at any rate most difficult

;

but he were the veriest craven who for all this would shrink from

proving to the uttermost every opinion current among men, resolved

never to desist until fairly worn out with exploring in every direc-

tion. For one at least of three things we ought to achieve,—either to

learn from others where truth is to be found or, may be, to find it our-

selves,—or else if this be impossible, then to take the best and least

disputable of human opinions, and risking our fortunes thereon like

him who commits himself to a raft, to sail across this life, unless one

can embark on some surer vessel or some divine demonstration.”
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Vestiges of the Kings of Gwalior.— Jig Babu Rajeudralala

Mxtra.

Ordinarily, monumental history rectifies or completes written his-

tory. But in India, where oblivion has gloriously triumphed over all

ancient records, making puzzles of Cyclopean erections, and turning

old glories into dreams
;
where most of her sovereigns and great men

live not in the pages of a Xenophon or a Thucydides, but in a few

fanciful fables, rude coins, smouldering ruins, and blotted inscrip-

tions
;

it has to establish a history and not to rectify it. Hence it

is, that in India it has a value which is utterly unknown in other

parts of the civilized world. It has already thrown valuable light

upon the annals of many a prosperous reign
;
and much is yet

expected of it. Our As'okas and Guptas live but in their inscrip-

tions and coins, and our Scythians and Indo-Baetrians and Shah

Kings have left to us their only vestiges in their mint-marks. In-

dividual inscriptions and coins may not often yield matter of en-

grossing importance, but as most inscriptions of by-gone times,

when only kings and princes and such like men could afford the

luxury of recording inscriptions, contain something which in con-

nexion with others may be of interest in elucidating the annals of the

country, I trust, the following analyses and translations of some

from the celebrated fortress of Gwalior, affording as they do the

traces of a number of sovereigns, mostly unknown to Oriental

scholars, will not be altogether unacceptable to the readers of the

Journal. For fac-similies of these inscriptions, I am indebted to the

Government Archaeological Enquirer, Colonel Alexander Cunningham,

who has heen kind enough to place at my disposal, for publication,

reduced copies of several of them in anticipation of a paper by him

on the antiquities and history of Gwalior.

Pere Tieffenthaler in his description of Agra has given a long list*'

* The list runs as follows :

—

Suite del Rajahs gentils de

Gualier, de la race de Culschua.

1. Le premier a ele Souradj
sen

,

qui changea sou nom en celui

de Souradjpal, et batit la fameuse
forteresse de Gualier, Fan 332 de

l’Ere Indienne appelee l’Ere de

mtcarmatschet. II la nomma Gua-

lier d’apres un Hermite nomine
Gualipa, qui le guerit de la lepre
avec l’eau tiree d’une fontairie (ou
source) et qui l’anima et l’aida a
construire cette forteresse. Sou-
radjpal la gouverna, ainsi que
sou district pendant, ... Atis. 36

2. Son fils Rescpal lui succeda,
mais ne gouverna qu’un,

t>( q

3 F
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of a race of kings, the first of whom Souradj Pal or S'urya Pala is

said to have been the founder of the fort under notice. He built it in

the year of Samvat 332 = A. C. 275, and dedicated it to his patron

saint Gualipa. The story runs that this worthy had predicted that

the race in question, the Kachvaha, would hold the place as long as

they should retain the surname Pala, but that the first transgressor

would forfeit the heritage and for ever. Accordingly the successors of* ~ —

3. Ensuite le fils de celui-la 42. Sindhoupal, ... 7
Narhalapal, 0 43. Mahespal, 9

4. Apres le precedent, Amar- 44. Ruddarpal, ... 13
pal, ... ... 10 45. Madanpal, ... 20

5. Bhimpal, 25 46. Adjepal, ... ... 14
6. .Gangpal, fils du pree, 21 47. Sadhanpal, ... 20
7. Radjapal, de meme, 10 48. Birbiiadarpal, ... 13

8. Bodjpal, de meme, 10 49. Candarpal, ... ... 2L
9. Padampal, de meme, 29 50. Sedjpal,

Dewenderpal,
... 21

10. Anangpal, de meme, 12 51. 25

11. Enderpal, 3 52. Ramtschand Issorpal, ... 30

12. Mahendarpal, 13 53. Houdpal, ... 6

13. Djenatpal, ... 14 54. Saroudjenpal, ... 9
14. ' Bassantpal, ... 17 55. Paroudjeupal, 2

15. Scheoupal, ... 3 56. Reskpal, ... 19

16. Dhandpal, ... 11 57. Anangpal, ... 7
17. Latschmipal, 4 58. Anantpal, ... ... 5

18. Lohendarpal, 2 59. Gadjpal, ... 7
19. Bhanderpal, fils du prec, 60. Zagdigpal, ... 30

fondateur de la forteresse et de la 61. Gangpal, mort sans enfan9, 31

ville de Bhander, ... 0 62. Ramdewpal, ... 20

20. Adiepal, (Tous ceux qu’on 63. Bhoumpal, ... ... 3

vient de nommer descendoient de 64. Hartscliandpal, ... 17
Souradipal,) 9 65. Birkhpal, ... ... 3

21. Adiepal succeda Assapal, 0 66. Tilekpal, ... 11

22. Selispal, ... 0 67. Bedjepal, 9

23. Bhodjpal, 0 68. Dandherpal, ... 6

24. Bherounpal, ... 0 69. Nilcanthpal, ... ... 5

25. Cantpal, 0 70. Partab Rudderpal, 10

26. Tschandar Souklipal, 0 71. Madhpal, 7
27. Goumnatpal, 0 72. Bhopal, ... 3

28. Nakesspal, ... 0 73. Assoupal, 30

29. Sagarpal, 0 74. Enderpal, 5

30. Madhpal, ... 0 75. Kerpal, ... ... 3

31. Amharpal, ... 0 76. Earanpal, 16

32. Kantpdl, ... 0 77. Agarpal, 0
33. Kiratlipal, 3 78. Manpal, ... 3

34. Danipal, 19 79. Beschanpal, ... ... 21

35. Bhippal, 4 80. Sagarpal, 16

36. Hamirpal, ... 9 81. Ender Selispal, 11

37. Tschatarpal, ... 3 82. Renpal, 1

38. Bhoumenderpal, 10 83. Houmarpal, ... ... 19

39. Hirpal, 30 84. Boudhpal, 27

40. Nakenderpal, 6 85. Tedjcaran, Fils de Boudh-
41. Sindhpal, 2 pal, ... 0

Bernoulli, Description historique et geographique de l’Inde Yol. I. p. 217.
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S'urya uninterruptedly held the stronghold and the territory around

it for several centuries, until at last a daring prince, in the person of

the 85th descendant, Tejakarna, neglected the surname and lost the

principality to the Pauvars of Amber. How far this fable is worthy

of credit, it is scarcely worth while to enquire
;
never in the history

of Indian principalities within the last two thousand years, has there

been an instance of uninterrupted succession of 85 potentates of one

race all enjoying the same patronymic
;
while certain it is that

during the period which would belong to the Palas, there were several

kings of the Pramara and other races who exercised the powers of

either immediate rulers or suzerains, over Gwalior. This fact would

argue very strongly against the authenticity of Tieffenthaler’s list

;

nevertheless we think it possible that a small principality with limit-

ed powers, sometimes independent and sometimes iu vassalage, might

exist for a long series of years in the same family. At any rate it

will not be too much to assume, on the strength of the tradition

which has borne paternity to the list, that the Ivushites were the

founders of Gwalior and that they did long exercise sovereignty

within its precincts. No monument, however, has yet been found

which records the name of any of the Palas, as an immediate ruler

of that place.

The earliest name that has been found in any inscription in con-

nexion with Gwalior is that of Toramana, and next that of Pashu-

pati his son. But both are put down for suzerains and not immediate

rulers, and this is most probable as we find their names in connexion

with Malwa, Guzerat and Kashmir, where the Palas have had no

control. The record which bears their name exists on a Vaishnavite

temple in the fortress of Gwalior and is marked No. 1 (Plate I.

fig. 1) in Colonel Cunningham’s collection.

A translation of it has already been published in this Journal

along with a conjecture of mine on the identity of the sovereigns

named iu it with two of the Gonerdya Kings of Kashmir.* How

* Professor F'ltz-Edward Hall, if. A., D. C. L., Inspector of Schools, Sagore
Division, North-Western Provinces, has honored me with a patronising tap on
the shoulders for this paper (Ante Vol. XXX. p. 383). He hails it “ as an en-
couraging sign, that the natives of this country are beginning, here and there to
evince an intelligent interest in the history of their forefathers,” although the
paper is not the first of my contributions to the pages of this Journal. As in
184.7, I had for some months had the honor of giving the learned Doctor lessons
in Bengali, I feel very thankful to him for the kindness with which he notices me

3 f 2
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far the opinion there hazarded is based on facts, it is not for me now

to enquire
;

I am glad, however, to perceive that Dr. Bliau Daji of

after the lapse of so many years. He is even condescending enough to say
“ Consulting the Babu’s welfare I would, however, exhort him to the study of

accuracy, and to an advised consideration in the choice of his premises.” As a

general maxim it will, I hope, prove widely useful. I receive his advice witli a

deep sense of gratitude, and promise always to bear it in mind. To shew that

I have already benefited by it, I must, even at the risk of being tedious, adduce
my premises for the errors in his reading of the Iran inscriptions to which I

take exception. Dr. Hall has attributed most of them to the printers (Ante

XXX. p. 1-19), but it is difficult to conceive how those scape-goats are to be
responsible for the word sansurata which Dr. H. altered into sansurabhu without

any authority. Again he commented upon the word #j 3JTrr*S as “ a
J

hoary solecism in Sanscrit books” and translated it, “ who was the counterpart

of his sire.” Prinsep has “ father’s-talent-possessing,” and Goldstiicker explains

the word "^VTSHrT 'n his Dictionary by “ born like or with similar qualities as
C\ . _v .v

(another).” Next he translates vpa into the unmeaning “derived

prosperity to his race,” when he should have followed Prinsep and given “ for

the prosperity of his race.” Regarding the elegant simile of a king electing his

wife like a maiden her husband, the Doctor says, that as soon as he saw his

paper in print, he amended it for his “ private eye.” Unfortunately, however, when
some months after he prepared for the public eye his bulky errata it entirely escaped
him, and as 1 happened not to have the faculty of ubiqultousness I could not benefit

by the emendation. The dissyllable which Dr. Hall had overlooked in

ftTVTfci «T and I pointed out in a note to my paper on Torainana, is not a word

of any moment, and would have called for no animadversion in connexion with
ancient inscriptions where the decypherer has in most cases to grope completely

in the dark, but when a critic, professedly the most microscopically exact,

comes forward with the avowed object of correcting the errors of such a

scholar as Prinsep, it is naturally expected that he should take some precaution

to ensure accuracy, and not blunder even in those places where the unfortunate

subject of his criticism happens to be correct. His dissertation on the uses

of Sanskrita prefixes I shall notice on some future occasion. The subject is of

importance and claims more consideration than can be devoted to it in the space

of a foot note.

Since writing the above, I find the Doctor has once again come to the

rescue of his sansurabhu. When he first suggested it as an improvement
upon Prinsep’s sansurata he stated (Ante Yol. XXX. p. 16) “ standing
BEFORE THE ORIGINALS, I COMPARED MY FACSIMILES LETTER BY LETTER
WITH THOSE THAT HATE BEEN LITHOGRAPHED; AND EVEN THE SLIGHTEST
DISSIMILARITY OF THE COPIES WAS PATIENTLY TESTED BY THE PEKlsHING
ARCH HYPES.” In his first corrigenda, which he published some months after,

he added, “ It ought to have been remarked that what I read as sansura-

bhu is doubtful in its penultimate syllable and very doubtful in its final. If

right render ‘in which is Ihegood land of llie gods.’” (AnteVol. XXX. p. 150.)

When I expressed a doubt regarding its accuracy, the Doctor administered a

severe rebuke to me for my presumption, stating “ It goes with the Bab for but

little, I find, as contributing to induce credit in the trustworthiness of my version

of the Eran inscriptions, that standing* before the originals, I compared my
facsimiles, letter by letter, with those that have been lithographed and even

the slightest dissimilarity of the copies was patiently tested by the perishing

architypes. The lithographed copies were those of Prinsep.” And yet at the

same time he (ell another step back and was quite undecided as to giving up his

reading or abiding by it, for he said (Ante Yol. XXX. p. 3i>7.) “ I have far
FROM INTIMATED ANY CONFIDENCE IN THE CORRECTNESS OF MY READING : and i
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Bombay, in his paper on Kalidasa,* arguing on very different grounds,

has come to the conclusion that the different Toramanas noticed in

inscriptions are identical with the prince named in the Bajataran-

gini. The date he assigns to them is, however, a century later.

This I am not at all surprised at. Dealing with a subject on which

exact information is of course impossible, and where historical con-

clusions are of necessity to a great extent hypothetical it would be

remarkable if at least some of my assertions were not met with oppo-

sition. The writer of a letter “ on some recent statements touching

certain of the Gupta Kings and others,” adverting to my remark

that the Toramana of Kashmir lived about the end of the fifth cen-

kave no partiality for it whatever. The fact is simply that the original symbols
looked to me, in the dilapidated condition in which I found them, rather like the

constituents of sansurabhu than like anything else.” And now to complete the

renunciation, we have the learned gentleman in his last paper (ante p. 127)
informing his readers, that when his paper in the Eran inscriptions was written,

he had only a facsimile before him and not the original. This may appear very
startling without proof, and I therefore quote his words. “ For the second time

I have just read the old inscriptions here, (Iran) in the column and on the
gigantic stone boar. It has caused me no surprise to find, that my former
decipherments of them admit of a few corrections.” (No surprise indeed after

the ‘ letter by letter’ comparison !)
“ Four months after my first visit to

Eran writing under the guidance of my facsimile copy, (and not the

original?) I said of what looked to me like sansurabhu, that it is doubtful in its

penultimate syllable, and very doubtful in its final. Mr. Prinsep’s lection is

sansuratam. The result of a close re-examination of the word as it stands on the

stone is this. The final syllable is clearly tri. The penultimate, judged by
what is left of it in its damaged state, could not well have contained any conso-

nant but Tc or r. The vowel, if it had one, may have been a
,
e, or o (Why omit

the % and the w?) Possibly the word was sansuratri
,
and it may be a plausible

theory, that it was the name of the country which had the Yamuna and the

Narmada for two of its boundaries. Or is it a repetition of the date, an
ABBREVIATION OF SAMVAT FOLLOWED BY THREE LITERAL SYMBOLS OF ARITHMETI-
CAL VALUE ? If I had access to Mr. Thomas’ edition of Mr. Prinsep’s Indian
Antiquities, it might be easy to say, whether this last suggestion is of any account.”

So that what was given with so much positivity as sansurabhu now melts into

three figures of arithmetic! If patient examination, letter by letter, lead to

nothing better, I must hold myself excused for not at once pinning my faith to

the new reading of the Gwalior inscription lately published by the Doctor, or

joining with him in invoking “ the shade of Sakatayana” to rescue myself from
a misprint. I guessed the first word of the Gwalior record to be jaguti from the

ti which is alone visible, Dr. Hall would take it for jayati
,
and I gladly let linn

have his choice : but his conversion of my jalada nilam into jalada khelam is

quite inadmissible. It is used as an adjective to dhantam ‘ darkness,’ which may
well be compared to “ black clouds” jalada nilam, but not to “ playful clouds”

jalada khelam. The next alteration is udayagiri into udayanaga both meaning
literally the mountain where the sun rises, but udayanaga has not the support of

Indian usage. The upadhmaniya is a printer’s blunder, and my md/dpitustatha

is quite as correct as the suggested mdldpitrostaihd, the one being an itaretara

samdsa, and the other a samdhdea.
* Journal, Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. VI. p. 220, et seq.
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tury observes :* “ No attempt whatever has been made to set aside

my implied assignment of him on the basis of an ascertained date

to the first half of the second century, and the time of Budhagupta,

on which his own depends, is hypothetically reckoned by the Babu

in an era which perhaps began in A.. D. 278. The result is a

difference of three hundred and thirty-five years.” The ascertained

date to which the writer so emphatically appeals is contained in a

foot-note to his paper on the Eran inscriptions, (Ante Vol. XXX.
p. 15) in which he says

;

“ Since writing this paper I have had time

before sending it to the press, to refer for a solution of the date in ques-

tion, to my friend Bapu Deva S'astrin, Professor of Mathematics in

the Benares College. He apprises me in reply that it conforms to the

era of Vikramaditya and does not conform to that of Salivahana.

It is therefore, all but demonstrably certain that Budhagupta was

reigning on Thursday, the 7th of June, in the year of our Lord one

hundred and eight, new stjde. Toramana must have flourished short-

ly after him with something of likelihood indeed as his next suc-

cessor.” Thus the basis is no other than the ipse dixit of Pandita

B.ipu Deva, opposed as it is to the deductions of Prinsep, Thomas,

Cunningham, and other distinguished orientalists. I have the

highest respect for the Pandita’s learning. But I know not how'

he can positively deduce from the data of the Eran document, that

it was recorded in the era of Vikramaditya and of no other. The date

there given is :
“ In the year 165, on the J 2th day of the light fort-

night of the month of A'sliadha,” according to the revised decvpher-

ment published in the last volume of this Journal, and “ 165, the

thirteenth day of the light fortnight, in the month of A'sliadha”

agreeably to Prinsep’s reading.f The facsimile published by Prin-

sep is in favour of his version, but the accuracy of that document has

been questioned, and therefore until another facsimile is published, it

is impossible to decide which of the turo is the correct reading. And
since the premise thus remains undecided, deductions founded upon

it must necessarily be very dubious. Even were I to admit the date

of the re-decypherer, I do not think it would follow, (I have not

the leisure now to calculate,) that the 12th of the light fortnight in

Ashadha on the meridian of Gwalior could be conjoined wTith a Thurs-

day only on the 165th year of Vikramaditya, and on no other year.

* Ante Vol. XXX. p. 387. t Ante Vol. VII. p. 634.
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If it be so, still the question would occur, were the calculations of the

almanac from which the date was taken, founded upon the meridian

of Ujjayinl the best known of India ? or of Lanka ? or of Kanouj ? or of

Gwalior p and if the last, when was the moon’s age reckoned ? at its

beginning, the middle, or the end ? Without these data, no calcula-

tion can be so exact as to give us the era of a document from its

date, much less to point out its correspondence with a foreign era

with the circumstantiality of new styles and old styles. The testi-

mony of Alberuni leaves no doubt as to the existence of an era of

the Guptas, and a ‘priori one would suppose that the era which

would be current in the time of a Gupta sovereign would be that of

his family. To controvert such an idea, it is necessary that we should

have something more satisfactory than the ex-cathedra opinion

of a single individual. Mr. Thomas and Col. Cunningham are still

at issue as to the commencement of the Gupta era, and as long as

that point remains unsettled and the date of the Toramana of Kash-

mir is not proved to be different, the conjecture regarding the iden-

tity of the several Toramanas of Eran, Gwalior, Kashmir, and, I

may add, of the third Girnar inscription adjoining that of the bridge

of Palasinf, will maintain its ground, and the date of that prince left

to float between the middle of the 5th to the end of the 6th century.

The several dates already assigned to Toramana are, 1st 87-3 B. C. by

Professor Wilson, 2nd, 88-9 B. C. by Major Troyer, 3rd, 415 A. C. by

Col. Cunningham, 4th, 110 to 120 A. C. by Mr. Hall, 5th, middle of the

fifth century by myself, 6th, seventh century by Dr. Bhau Dajf.

Taking Toramana and his son to have been suzerains and the Palas

vassals or feudatories, we know not whether on the demiseof the former,

the latter assumed independent sovereignt}7, or continued in subjugation

to their neighbours
;
but we find that in the third quarter of the 9th cen-

tury, they were placed in subordination to a Bhoja Deva, who called

himself a “ paramount sovereign.” His name occurs in an inscription

marked No. 4* on Col. Cunningham’s plates, (pi. II. fig. 4,) and found

* No. 2 though placed immediately after the record of Paslnipatiia apparently
of a very modern date. It records the dedication of a temple to Srimad Adivaraha
or the Boar incarnation of Vishnu, and alludes to the Ramayana. The charac-
ters of the record are slightly removed from the modern Devanagari, but its

language is very corrupt, and so intermixed with provincial Hindui and Mar-
liatti (?) as not to admit of a reliable translation.

No. 3 is similar in character to the above and being imperfect is not .intelligi-

ble. The first line has the name of one Sri Chandra-iuika, but who he was, the
monument sayetli not.
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in a temple of Vishnu at Gwalior. It is a record in prose, in the Kutila

character of a somewhat peculiar type, of a grant of three small plots

of arable land for a flower-garden, a serai or halting-place and a

drinking fountain, as also of an edict for the supply of oil and flowers to

certain temples. The donor’s name is not apparent, and no genealogy

is given of the sovereign during whose reign the ordinance was

promulgated. The grants, says the record, were made in the year

of Samvat 933 = A. C. 876 when the country was under the supre-

macy of a Lord Paramount Bhoja Deva, whose dominion extended to

Turkastaua which was governed by his Lieutenant Kottapala Malla

or ICongapala Malla. Where this Turkastaua was situated it is difficult

to make out, although it is evident that it was a large province, and

included several sub-divisions or cantons (sabbiyakas) having non-

Sanskrit names. This would warrant the supposition that it was a

Trans-Indian locality and situated somewhere in Balooehistan or

Afghanistan. But judging from the fact that the river which is

said to flow through it has a purely Indian name

—

Vrischik/tld, and the

temples of the place belong to the Hindu divinities Rudra, Rudra-

m, the nine Durgas, and Pushnasa, I feel disposed to think its locale

was nearer home, probably by the nulla which flows by the foot

of the hill close by the temple
;

certainly not quite so far as

Delhi to the north, or the Aravalli to the west
;

the Rajas of

Gwalior never having, to the best of our knowledge, held sway

beyond those limits. The name of one of the gods, Pushnasa, is of

doubtful origin. Pushan is a Yedic divinity and believed to be an

ancient term for the sun, and also of the presiding deity of roads,* but

that word by no rule of grammar can become Pushnasa, and the query

therefore is suggested as to what relationship it may bear to the Pushan

of the Parsees. The names of some of the inhabitants are Hindu, while

others have strange cognomens. Some names are partly Indian and

partly foreign, such as Ba-illa Bhatta and Naka-illa Bhatta, in which

while the latter member is decidedly Sanskrita, the ilia has a strong

Arabic leaning .f The standard of linear measure in the country was

peculiar, and known as that of the Lord Paramount

—

Pdrames'wara.

The quantitive measure of droni was also different, and peculiar to

* Vide Wilson’s Eig Veda, I. p 115.

t The ilia might be a Prakrits corruption of vaitip, but we have few instances

of its use in Hindu proper names.
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Gopagiri. The king flourished in Gwalior in the year 876 i. e. much
more than a century before the great Bhoja of Dhara, predecessor of

Udayaditya and the hero of the Bhoja-prabandlia, and three centuries

after the first (540) and two after the second Bhoja of Col. Tod (Jain

MSS. 665). He was different too from the Bhojas of Bengal recorded

by Tieffenthaler (Bernouli’s Description historique &c. de Flnde,

Yol. I. p. ), and that of the Thaneswara inscription noticed by me
(Journal Asiatic Society, Yol. XXII. p. 673). Almost every one of

these Bhojas, called himself a “ Lord Paramount,” and the genealogy

of several are wanting. It becomes, therefore, a matter of great concern,

how superficial antiquarians jump into conclusions as to the date of

any particular record from the mere name of Bhoja occurring in it.

Judging from the date the sovereign under notice would appear to be

one of the two Bhojas of Kanouj, whose supremacy is known to have

extended to the S. W., considerably beyond the boundary of Agra,

and Gwalior in their days was a part of that district. The date,

however, is open to question. The first figure is peculiarly formed

and may be taken for a 7, which would carry the prince to A. C. 676

(= S. 733) or within eleven years of the 2nd Bhoja of Col. Tod, with

whom he may be taken to be identical.

For a long time after Bhoja, we know nothing of the history of

G walior. According to Tieffenthaler, 7
1 princes of the house of Pala

reigned for 860 years, at an average of 12 years per reign. If we
allow at that rate, 168 years to the remaining 14 princes of his list

whose reigns are not recorded, the era of the last would be brought

to the beginning of the 14th century (1303)—but it appears

from the inscriptions before us, that the supremacy of the Palas had

passed away in the middle of the 10th century, for we find Ma-

liendra Chandra son ofMadhava on the throne of Gwalior in 958, and

Yajradama 20 years after him. Mahendra is noticed in an inscription,

(Plate I. fig. 5,) recorded on the pedestal of a Jain figure at Sulianiya

which was dedicated by him. His name, however, appears without

the usual regal titles and his claim to royalty may therefore be

questioned. The writing of the record is interrupted by Jain

emblems. The last word is incorrectly given
;

it is evidently a cor-

ruption of pratisthita. It is dated Samvat 1013.

Yajradama likewise appears on the pedestal of a Jain figure which was

consecrated on the 5th of the waxing moon in the month of Vais' akha,

3 a
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Samvat 1034 = A. C.977. The record (No. 6 of Col. Cunningham’s

plates) does not allude to the race ofthe sovereign, but we have that in-

formation in some detail in an inscription on an adjoining Jain temple.

(Appendix, No. 7.) It is inscribed on two large slabs measuring 5'—2''

by V—7" and 5'— 6'' by 1'—6" respectively, the number of lines being

21 on each. Col. Cunningham has not included this record in his plates,

but he has favoured me with a facsimile of it. I have also a Thent

Hindvi translation of it, which was prepared for the late Major Mark-

ham Kittoe. The original document is in Sanskrita, and comprises 110

stanzas in various metres, the characters being intermediate between

the Ivutila and the modern Devanagari. It opens with a salutation

to Padmanatha and records the dedication of a temple to that divi-

nity by a Maharaja Mahipala in the Samvat year 1149 = A. C. 1092.

The document itself was composed or rather completed, for the whole

of it could not be composed, on the 5th of the wane in the month of

As'wina, 1150 = A. C, 1093. The composer of the deed was one

Manikantha of the Bharadwaja gotra, and its writer Digambararka.

Its engraving needed the services of three artists, Padma son of

Pevaswami, Sinliavaja and Mahula.

The genealogy of the Baja begins with one Kachchhapaghata, a

mighty sovereign “ who was revered by innumerable princes,” but of

whose race and dominion, nothing seems to be known. Judging from

his name “ the destroyer” (ghata) of the “ Kachchhapa,”* I imagine he

was of Puar descendant and of the solar race. Col. Wilford in his essay

on Vikramaditya and Salivahanaf states that Gwalior, ancient Gopa-

giri, passed from the Palas to the Puars, but he gives us no clue to the

whereabouts of his authorities. According to Col. TodJ the descendants

of Kusha son ofRama first settled at Rhotas, whence after a time they

spread under the name of Kaclivahas or Kachchhapas to the West and

the South. To the west they went as far as Amber where they establish-

ed a flourishing principality, and checked the spread of their kinsmen,

the descendants of Lava and the 36 AgQikula Rajputs. In their pro-

gress to the west, they had evidently taken Gwalior
;
for the 85 Palas

* In an inscription dated 1177, mention is made of a prince of Xalapura

named Virasiiiha Deva, who was a “sun to the lilies in the lake of the happy
Kachchhapaghata lineage,” and therefore of the race of the sovereign here

named
;
the genealogy, however, not being given, it is difficult to ascertain the exact

relationship he bore. Journal American Oriental Society, Yol. Yl. p. 545.

f Asiatic Researches, Yol. IX. p. 513.

j Rajasthan, Yol. I. p. 336.
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of that place afie known to have been Kachvahas. I have no faith

in the number 85, nor in the periods assigned to the different sove-

reigns in the list of Tieffenthaler, but it would not be too much

to suppose that a long line of the Kushites did reign in Gwalior, and

that our Kachchhapaghata was a conqueror of one of those Kach-

vahas, from which circumstance he assumed his distinctive name.

A descendant of this Kachchhapaghata was Lak'shmana. According

to the panygerist of his race, he was a great king who rivalled the re-

nowned Prithu of the Yedas by his extensive conquests; but they do

not seem to have extended as far as Gwalior, for we read that his son

Vajra-dama was “the first who proclaimed his valour and his hero-

ism by striking his kettledrum in the fortress of Gopagiri.” This

must have taken place a few years before 977 A. C. as we find him

in that year well established in his conquered country and dedicating

the Jain figure from which inscription No. G has been taken. Tradition

has it that the Kachvahas were expelled from Gwalior by the Puars

or Puriharas, and as we find Vajra-dama the descendant of*a de-

stroyer of Kachvahas, the first who overcomes the old dynasty of

the place, it will not be unreasonable to infer that he was a scion of the

Puar race. Tieffenthaler supports the tradition regarding the aggres-

sion of the Puars, or Panuvcirs as he calls them, but his list of

names does not correspond with that furnished by the inscriptions.

According to his authority, the conquerors of the last Kushite

Tejakarna was Pamdew who was after a reign of J9 years successively

followed by Birmdew (7), Makherdew (13), Rettendew (11), Lavnak-

dew (L5), Barsingdew (17), and Parmaldew (2 1) ;
the seven taking

up altogether a period of 103 years. It is scarcely necessary to add

that these names are of little value against the positive testimony of

the inscriptions under notice.

Vajra-dama, according to our inscription, before entering into

Gwalior, had subdued the king of Vindhyanagara. His son Man-

gala Raja, forsaking the Jainism of his father, offered his adora-

tions to Vishnu, but he seems never to have achieved any po-

litical greatness. His successor Kirtiraja, a prince of a warlike dis-

position, signalised himself in many a battle against his neighbours.

Malwa was reduced by him to the rank of an appenage of Gwalior,

In religion he was a Sivaite, and a temple to the Lord ofParvatx in

the town of Sinhapaniya still stands to attest the ardency of his

3 G 2
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devotions. The family encomiast accords to his son Bhuvanapala,

the usual attributes of greatness, but has nothing specific to record

of him besides his having had “ a son of great beauty, unsurpassed

by Ivarna in charity and the rival of Arjuna in archery.” The

name of this worthy was Devapala, who bequeathed the family sceptre

to his son Padmapala. Several verses are devoted to record the glories

and charities of Padma, his expedition to the South (Dekkan), his

wars with demons (Rakshasas), and his dedication of temples to

Brahma, Vishnu, Lakshmi and Narasinha. He died childless, leaving

his principality to Mahipala the son of his brother Suryapala. Nearly

a third of the inscription is devoted to recount the glories of the

last named sovereign. He rivalled all the gods and goddesses of

the Hindu pantheon and surpassed every eminent object in nature

to which a prurient imagination could hold him in comparison.

During his reign a figure of Padmanatha— a Jain divinity—came

suddenly into existence, and to it he dedicated the temple by the

doorway of which the inscription under notice is recorded. He
caused a range of rooms to be built around the temple for the use of

the officiating priests, and cut flights of steps in the solid rock to

decorate the whole. Assignments of laud in the district of Brahmapura

were made for the support of the temple, and a charity for feeding

the poor, and a large number of jewels and gold and silver utensils

were presented for the use of the idol. Among the donations, men-

tion is made of some jewellery and utensils for the idols of Aniruddha,

Bamana and Vishnu, but how this allusion to Hindu divinities came

to be made in a Jain record, put up by the entrance of a Jaiu temple,

it is difficult to divine. Prom Vajra-dama to Mahipala the seven

successive descendants of Lakshmana oscillated between Hinduism

and Jainism, but in Mahipala we find the same individual dividing

his faith equally between the two adverse creeds.

The date of Vajra-dama has been recorded at 977 A. C., that of

Mahipala 1093 of the same era, giving 115 years lor the seven, or an

average of years for each reign. If the date of Vajra’s accession

and that of Mahipala’s death could be ascertained, this average would

be slightly increased ;
but as it is, it affords a close approximation

to the average of Indian reigns ascertained by James Prinsep.

The successor of Mahipala was Bliuvanapala alias Mauoratha, who

is described as a Vaishnava who resided at Mathura and was a pro-
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tecfcor of Kaesthas. His reign lasted for only a few years and he

was succeeded by his son Madhusudana. The date of Madhusudana’s

accession is not known, but on the 6th of the waxing moon of

Magha, in the year of Vikramarka 1161 — A. C. 1104, i. e. within

twelve years after the erection of Mahipala’s Jain temple, he dedicated

a temple to Mahadeva and repaired a great number of the Hindu

sacred edifices of Gwalior. His name and that of his father occur

on a large tablet upwards of 6 feet in length on the Mahadeva temple.

The record is, like the preceding, inscribed in characters intermediate

between the Ivutila and the modern Devanagri. Owing to the loss

of a portion from the left of the record, it is difficult to make out the

context of the whole. (Appendix No. 8.)

We have no monumental record of the successors ofMadhusudana for

near a century. According to Tieffenthaler, Shamsuddm, king of

Delhi, wrested Gwalior from the Puars and made it over to the

Tannvariens, a family of Rajputs who held it as governors for ten

generations,* to the time of Humayun. But this is opposed to the

statement of Ferishta who sa)rs that Kuttabuddin took the fortress

in 1193 A. C. Whether the deposed king was a Kachchhapaghata

of Madhusudana’s line, it is difficult to ascertain
;

for we find

on Kuttab’s death a Tomara prince defying his son Aram and

subsequently acknowledging fealty to his brother-in-law Altemish

in 1232 A. C. One of the Tomara’s built the celebrated fortress of

Tomaragarh or Taragarh, and others of the race distinguished them-

selves as valiant and able chieftains. They were probably the same

with the Tannvariens of Tieffenthaler, but their names do not cor-

respond with the roll of the learned Missionary. The oldest monu-

mental names of the Tomaras are those of Sankarendra Deva and Naga

Sinha. They occur in three short records from the Teli Mandir of

Gwalior, which, though undated, we judge from the style of writing to

belong to the end of the 13th century. The first name occurs twice

(Plate II. figs. 11 and 13), and in both places is mis-spelt, and the

second is twice written in the same inscription. (Fig. 12.) The

names appear without the usual regal titles.

* The names are I. Parmaldew
;
IT. Adharandew brother of I. (5 years)

;
III.

Biramdew son of I. (15 years)
; 1Y. Alhandew (15 years)

; Y. Barsingdevv (75
years) ; VI. Doungar Sen, (30 years)

;
VII. Kirath Sing son of VI. (25 years)

;

VIII. Kalian Sing son of VII. (28 years)
;
IX. Man, (50 years)

; X. Bikarmahschit
(Vikramaditya ?) son of X. The reigns in some cases appear too long, but for

vassals they are not altogether improbable.
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The next name of the Tomaras which we have to notice is tl\at of

BilangaDeva. It occurs in No. 15 of Colonel Cunningham’s plates (iii)

which hears date the 5th of the waxing moon inMagha, Samvat 1467=
A. C. 1410. Tieffenthaler has a Yiramdew,but he was three generations

removed from Dungara. It is more probably therefore the same with

his Barsingdew, who had a long reign of 75 years and was followed by

Doungar Sen, forwe find thirty years after Bilanga a Dungarendra Deva

of whose reign there are three different inscriptions in Col. Cunning-

ham’s collection, dated respectively on Sunday the full moon, Sunday

the 9th of the waxing moon, and Friday the 7th of the waxing moon,

in Vais' akha, Samvat 1497 = 1440 A. C. (Figs. 16, 17 and 18). The

language used in these monuments is an obsolete patois unintelligi-

ble to me. The last of them records the dedication of a Jain figure by

K&la a high priest of the congregation of Adijina. Two of the records

bear the name of the Raja who seems to have enjoyed a long and pros-

perous reign. He is described as “ the supreme lord of great kings”

in an inscription on the foot of a figure of Mahavira* which is

date the 8th of the waxing moon in the month of Magha, Samvat

1510 = 1453 A. C. His name likewise appears on a pillar of victor)'

at Narwar which was erected by one of his descendants Syam Shahi

(Plate IV.), as also in the Rohtas inscription on the Kothoutiya

gate of the old fort at that place.f The Narwar Pillar records

the names of probably thirteen princes, but they are not all intelligi-

ble, owing partly to efacement of the engraving and partly to the

document being in an obscure patois, a mixture of Sanskrita and

obsolete Hindvi. They correspond, however, so closely with the names

on the Rohtas monument, that I have no hesitation in taking them

to refer to the same dynasty, and of correcting the reading of one by

the other. The first name on the pillar is Yira Sinha, (I.) which occurs

likewise at Rohtas. The second name on the pillar is illegible, and in

its place at Rohtas we have Uddharana, (II.) who is followed in both

records by Ganapati Deva (III.) whose successor according to the

Rohtas record was Hungara Sinha (IV.) and according to the Narwar

pillar Dungara Sinha, both evidently identical with the Dungarendra

of the inscriptions 17, IS and 19 ;
the difference in the initial being due

* In an inscription in the collection of the late Major Eittoe, No. 34, ride

Appendix No. 19.

f Ante Vol. VIII. p. G93.
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to mislection. The follower of Dung ara, according to theRohtas record,

are traces of two names. Again in the Narwar pillar the successor of

Kirti Sihha is Kalyana Malla who in the Rohtas record appears with

the mongrel title of Kalyana Shahi, (VI.). The next names at Rohtas

are successively, Mana Shaha (Y1I.), Yikrama Shaha (VIII.), Kama

Shaha (IX.), Salivahana (X.), Syama Shahi (XI.), and Viramitra Sena

(XII.)
;
of whom the 8tli and the 10th appear doubtful on the Narwar

Pillar. The last two were brothers and contemporary of Jalaluddin of

Delhi who designated them “ the unique heroes.” The Rohtas inscrip-

tion is dated Samvat 1688 = A. C. 1631, which gives a period of one

hundred and sixty years for the eight successors of Dungarendra who

reigned in 1453 A. C. How many of Dungara’s successors were

independent, the family chronicler sayeth not, but we find from the

Mohammedan historians that the Hindus surrendered Gwalior to the

forces of the Emperor Ibrahim in 1519 A. C., probably at the time of

Kama Shahi, and in 1543, it was taken from the troops of the Emperor

Plumayun by Slier Khan, his successful competitor for the empire of

India. We may fairly drop, therefore, all notice of the feudatories

and vassals who succeeded to the throne of Gwalior after the middle

of the 16th century.

To summarise
;
according to the rolls of Tieffenthaler we have three

dynasties of Hindu princes in Gwalior from 275 to the time of

Humayun. The first was named Kachvaha
;
it included 85 princes and

an aggregate reign of 1028 years from 275 to 1303. It was followed by

the Puars, seven of whom took up 103 years and then by the Tann-

variens, ten of whom spread over about 250* years. Of these the

first has no mention in the records under notice. The oldest names

traceable are first Toramana and then his son Pashupati of the 6th

century
;
next after a large gap a Lord Paramount Bhoja either in the

year 676 or 876
;
then after a time we have seven reigns of a race

of Puars from 977 to 1104
;
subsequently a Sankareudra and a

ISTaga Sinha without date, then Bilanga Deva in 1410, and lastly

the dynasty of Dungarendra Deva including twelve princes. The

names may be thus tabulated

:

was Kirti Sinha (V.) whose counterpart at Narwar is illegible, but there

6th century.

* For eight reigns Tieffenthaler gives 212 years.
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A. C. 676 or 876. Bhoja Deva, suzerain.

99 958. Mahendrachandra, son of Madliava (Xing ?)

99 978. Yajradama, son of Lakshmana of the fa-

99 1C93.

mily of Kachchhapaghata, King.

Mangalaraja.

Kirtiraja.

Bhuvanapala.

Devapala.

Padmapala.

Makipala.

99
1104.

Bhuvanapala alias Munoratha.

Madliusudana.

Sankarendra. (King ?)

Nagasinha. (King ?)

99 1410. Bilanga Deva.

Yira Sihha.

Uddharana Deva.

99
1440—1453.

Ganapati Deva.

Dungarendra Deva.

Kfrti Sihha.

Kalyana Malta (Shahi).

Mana Shahi.

Yikrama Shahi.

Bama Shahi.

S alivaliana.

99
1631.

Syama Shahi.

Yiramitra Sena.

Coins of most of these princes are still extant, and Col. Cunning-

bam has now in hand a plate which will afford to the readers of the

Journal, specimens of a great number of them.
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APPENDIX.
Sanslcrita Inscriptions alluded to above.

No. 1. Already translated and published, (ante Vol. XXX. p. 275.)

No. 2. Rock Tablet near Laksliman Puar. Not intelligible.

No. 3. Rock Pilaster, Gwalior.

No. 4. Inside rock-cut temple, Fort of Gwalior.

Transcript.

(\)# «WT
I

JITTI-

3SR:ffT^

J -J

(ts) W^^3IRNTl%^T^TR5fcr4^^i;fJTiJT^r ^in xrr^IW^-

^^«nn:ci^raTr«rf*jsir ’i^r ^q«>

(>i) W3TCW41 W ^=3 TT^q^Tf^T^

(<)
TFT^?R^ 1IWgfcT^K ^HTalfqsraT^recTTC

lifter § ctVTT-

(®) qfcf^fl§cl*R^3TT^cRT*r ^
•qTT^£TW WT^4if¥qiTfvnnq[^f

|| ]

(c) cran^fc ^fV
?T^-qqi3fecra*rT*:wffcl^N =5 qqi^Tqrirrt^qT-

(•£.) W^T^IRT qqT^t ^PSJ cfil^qKfq ^4T^T^I2':

qqm qm<ni
C\

* recte.

t The first figure may be 7, Vide ante p. 399.

J The word B'dqTV here, at the beginning of the record and in the 11th

line, is written incorrectly. The v has been made to coalesce with the preceding
anuswara in the same way as if it were a b.

§ ^rTKW recte.

||
The letters within the brackets are unintelligible.

3 H
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(^e) cT^T4T^T^Tf%cT^

^TTClfW^^T^: 71 cT : W-
J ^

(\\) ifg-^T xT V~c( TT*!3^ff*T H-

^Tt*
|
crqTf^^ xn^^^TT^TOT-

(VO ^xrf^f^Tfecr^^T^t <faiT 1̂^-
ctst *tt-

y^-

(\V ^cT-^?^Tf^r ct^tt ct^jt t^t^ct-ji^-

^ I cTOT *rfw=fiTr^-

(^ 8
)

f^T^i <f^T ^q^cT-^T^T^ xff%-

(\y.) ’W’rRi cf^T wf^UT^cT TTT^r^i cl^l

<^^cf *H3=R cT^T ^TTCTQcT I ^JTTK-

(^) ufainTOr ?nf% *nf« ^^i-

%^TXff^TqRi xff^r^r ^nrei^TOt

(v®) *TO ^tTT II cTO%TO^r«<4 ^TfahllfjrrfccT-

(\
c
) cT^r cr^JT ^^TT^cT cim ST^T^f-

IcI cl^JT ^N^rT cf^T ^Rinisj-

(^£_) — *T^t <TOT

3n*nqf^^vtf^mi

—

(^ e
)
^JTtnJir w gfcrfccf ^ici^w-

^J^nfJi^T S^tTT
|

(R^) Tl^JT^lt^f«^^l«IT«JT^^T^r^fcTWiT^ S^tT Tfft

— — cT^T, ^tTTTT^tTT 3T "QT

^?) i ^ef^^T^tiiffT^T
|
^3?-

fvts^-sjimfrr ^r^rfViWTr^Tf^fH:
i w

(^) TO HfTO^J TO TO xfism
|| # ||

(^0) — — — — — — — — — — —
{R'i) — — — — — — — — — — —
* The visarga after gT’^.^f! is wrong,

t ?STrs&‘ for ^EfifjjTq' |
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Translation.

Om ? salutation to Vishnu ! In the Samvat year nine hundred plus

thirty-three, on the 2nd day* of the waxing moon, in Magha (in

figures) S 933, Magha 2 Sudi.

To-day, this to the auspicious Lord of Glopagiri (Gapagirisvara)**

under the supremacy of the Lord paramount S'ri Lhoja Deva, and

subject to the rule of Kotta-pala Malla, within the jurisdiction of

Turkasthana, beyond the cantons (sabbiyakas)f Sreshthi Babbiyaka,J

I-chchhuvaka, Sarthavaha, and others, on the opposite bank of the Vris-

chikala river (canal ?) which was made (excavated) § by Rail a son of

Nakailla Bhatta, within the village of Abuya|| Pallika, which is in my
possession, a spot of ground, measuring in length 270 cubits of the Lord

paramount (Parameswara)^f and in breadth 187, is presented on a for-

tunate day for the purpose of a flower garden for the temple of Rudra,

Rudrarn, Pushnasa &c. as also of the nine Durgas. Further along

with this place, on the 1st day of the waxing moon, in the month of

Phalguna of the current year, on the side of S'ri Bhoja Deva High-

way, made by Malla* as also Bailla Bhatta, within the village of Jaya-

puraka, which is in my possession, the field which passes in the

namef of Dallaka son of Sadgadaka*****]; and named Vyaghrakar-

nika, as also the field which passes in the name of Mesaraka the son

* The case affix of dvitiyayam is carried over the date in figures to the begin-

ging of the word “ Adyeha.”

t A non-sanskrita term apparently something like our Bengal Zillah or Pur-
gunnah. A district to the north-west of Gwalior has the name of Sabalyook.

J Sresthi at first sight would appear to be the title of a banker, the Sett of our

days, but here it is so placed that grammatically it cannot but stand for the name
of a place.

§ A river cannot be said to have been made by anybody, and yet the word
Ratlakdrita “ made by Iialla” is so placed that it cannot but be taken as a pre-

dicate of th e river, the name of which immediately follows it ; thus Rallalcdrita

vriscliikdla nadvpara-tcule. I take the word for a canal which was probably the

origin of the Sula-rnarilcslid or the nulla at the foot of the hills.

||
The is, and es are written alike, I am not certain therefore whether the

name should be Abuya or Avuya.

If This evidently refers to Bhoja, it may therefore be assumed that lie had a

special standard of linear measure.
* The subject and its predicate do not agree

;
the former is in the locative

case, and the latter mallenaivakdrita “made by Malla” is joined to the follow-

ing word Bailla Bhatta by the conjunction cha. Karita was probably written

Kdrite which would make it correspond with avatare, but I know not what to

make of the nominative Bailla Bhatta.

t The word is valiita, which 1 believe is equivalent to the modern form of the

“jot (holding) of so and so.”

J Here six syllables are unintelligible. The letters appear to be distinct, but

they convey no sense.

3 h 2
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of Kshatriya Devavarma, which is situated to the north of the field

first mentioned, and which two together require for cultivation eleven

dronis* of barley according to the measure of Gapagiri, and have

the following for their boundary viz. To the east the field which

passes in the name of Naidaka to the south Pahadanna.t to the west

the trees in the field which passes in the name of Dallaka, as also

the field which passes in the name of Mammaka. To the north the

field of Vahaka and a road across, as also Laghupahatika ;—these

two fields thus bounded on the four sides, are presented on an

auspicious day for the purpose of establishing a drinking fountain and

a place of rest, as also for supplying offerings for use in the

afoi’esaid temple of nine Durgas. Further on the 9th day of the

waxing moon in the month of Phalguna of the current year, I ordained

that for the two classes of gods aforesaid and for (the good of) my
soul, all the oil merchants beginning with the following should,

month by month on the 9tli day of every waxing moon, allow for

every oil pressj a pala§ full of oil.

(The names are) Sarveswara son of Bhochchaka the head oil mer-

chant of Sri Sarveswara-pura ! next Jayasacti son of Madliava, next

Sahulla son of Sivadhari, next Gaggikason of Gaggaka, next Siughaka

son of Kunuka the head oil merchant of STi Vatsasw&mipura,

next Khahadaka son of Ballava, next Jajjata son of Deuvaka

the head oil merchant of Chachchika and Nimbaditya market places,

Gaggaka son of Bachchhillaka, next Jambaka son of Daddraka, next

Jambahari son of Sadrata*******.

(A similar ordination is made for the daily supply of flowers, Ac.

and the deed closes with the usual imprecations against the resump-

tion of grants by the successors of the donor, but this part of the deed

is so full of lacunae that it cannot be translated.)

No. 5. From the Pedestal of a Jain Figure at Suhaniva.

* A common droni measures 128 seers, or 2561b. avoirdupois
; the Gopauri

standard was probably dillerent.

f What this Pahadanna is, I cannot make out.

t The word is Kuluka, which I believe is the arehtype of the modern Hindi
Kolu “ an oil press it does not occur in any Sanskrit dictionarv.

§ The weight of a paid differs from 3 tolas 3 mashas and 8 ratios to eight
tolas. A paid of gold or silver weighs 4 Kars'hds or tolas.
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No. 6. Also from the Pedestal of a Jain Figure at Suhaniya.

* * *

On the 5th of the wane in the month of Yais'akha, Samvat 1034.

Maharaja-dhiraja Vajradama (rest not legible).

No. 7. From the Great Jain Temple in the Fort of Gwalior.

Transcript of the left half.

(1) # ^?T:
I

fVfe YT-

3<Oc£RT Yf^ci Y1^T^¥ WJT-

fw( f^fifrsTW. ^cnf^r ||(^)||

lira tlfft: I

ii(^)ii f^fcifcr-

(2) TflYT^T^T: nfcXYfcX-

|
^Tc^cf

MTflclTXf^cf 3: ^lir ^
fcWH ||(^)|| ^ Vfcfm fpf *T?TfSlT-

ST^

|| ( 8 ) ||

G\ C\

fY^YVfft^cIT ^i
:^YYTcI3 1

3lfcI^T^: ^TJnttrfcT^T-

^IW:
|

3: SpSTTfl'W^Y^W ^[^Tippil^es,:

Y^l^cT: II (l) II cf^TY^YHW
f^OT-

(4) Yfcr: ^RTf^-
7T Y3I

|
f^T^SSTfUfY tfY^YT^^Y^YT^f 3ffcH-

cf^^: ll(<)ll gf^:f^i«lfer-

^VX^TKfcT cf^WI<T I g^YfcJ^X g<<nxr^X?:

<^3: |i('S)|l

yTfTT ^XTlVR-

(5) 1 ^^Y^t^nnfcTEiw^i^^^^unmxircr:

li(<=)n ^^tf^Yisn^Tfcx^m^w sreiite tw-

*WSP I ^tf^clT^: M f«X^ i
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II (<0 II f%* gBT*?T gfgT^cf gggaggggrigTfsigT ^tT «T-

*wi: ^HWcft^Tf^ci:
| gf^g gifggTJTg

fgf* greT-

(6) gT7?gifl!I f^gfggig: *?s$TggT^fgfi;
||

ll(^°)ll ^cf: gg g.lfgg:
|
grtfg *??*»*-

T^T^lfcT ITTOT^: gigg}gg: |l(U)|| cT^n^an^cTW’fTWfcI-

^lTTfBVn?*TTIT«T *fg sfe^: |
^gs^gugJig.

fgf^gggigfgfg^ggggcig^g^gg^flfTr:
|| (>

N^) II
gxg

^^nfcHUT^rt
^ Cv ^

(7) gifl:
|

f^:^nT^BW^T3Tfl ||(^^)|| wt
gcn eng ggggftfggivrgg

i
g?gr gftgggT^Tvggggng

r
^

C
^

HUB:
|
gigg iiI^?T?fg^gT

1
g*jkl5T=3

*igg *rggi fgggigg: j(lOll ^rer^i fg^gfefgvrg:

g^S: •g^T5TTBVf^I5g[gg ^ gsfigfrTfggTg:
^

-v ^
wi gc^igjfgg-

(8) gggfTrggggsglg gf^gfjg^rgm g^^giggg^ grt-
^ <t ^
i^ggwfVf: 11(11) || Urging: gfHgsrTt^ gElTgfg

gf^Tgg^Tnggrgrfswgfggg gifggir-
i

^gpgggg — — — — — ° gig^gggftgTg

winiggg^gggjgfggT g*gf% 11 ( 1^)11 gg?5^-

^fg^gjff g^gg gi^ nguuiggi giggwggtggigig-

(D) vtsigmsggj: fggig
|
gg srgigg:igT^ggggrfT: f^g

gngrg — — — — — — gfg g gggg: ggi

gTngrfgg 11 ^ ggr
vj

giggt gig; ^ng^gi

gf^fgfgigggx: i

gq ggiggi tt g Ip —ggx gfggi
'J <A

gjgr gifg ggf% gf^gg: ^ngggigtgifg i
g?^i g g^a

j >* ^

sggfcTtX-

(10) fggf^gig gTHiggifg gglugg g^vng:
i

gi^rfg— — — — ggfafgggrjn — — — — —
'j

ll fgig-

ggi g griJJ.-gqgigg^ g i
ggfegi
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3W5 ^ — — — —
II

— — — — — —
— oTfq

\
n — — — *l*r5TW WWlfw

^nwfcjn>j f^imw
1

—
(ll) — — — TnfVu

1

wciixf fwniwt —
11

WWwk wrctniT fTwiwtw «wf^fW:
1

~ *S c °SC r~ - *S

1 irfei ^
HT^TH II ST^T raw

(12) W f^fwfcl^Wc}’ W*RW ___________ efftfccW^
|

— — _ _ ______ f^cf ur^T *T*?l ftn§T ^-JlT^uf^T

^iirfww ^ 11

— — — —
— wnw

eft^f WWTWWfl Xfn^tl fw4iw 34lfw VlfcT-

(13) fw^iwft
||
cT^WW^ITW? ^ffWcTI TT^-

f%wfw
I

—
>j nj

wfisff ii_ — — — — — — _ ^w^nraw:

WiXffcrfw^T^T

^pETfTp'WW!
| fWlWT ^T€W:

RTHT^

(1-1) ^Icf$W3TTT%T ^raT "fi^5Fu?crffT?T
|

— — — — —
fw^xHTW*! wfwf^w^w xt^fxTT’wr:

i wiwtwgfw^wwi
— — —— — — — ww 11 w^f *wwi

C1 **N
^

^^IfTra^f ^Tfim#: Wffwfw^W:
|

wfwcrsru^wiTwwwt ^wraT ihw twitti ^fO;*;-

f^lwiw^^^T framin' 1 wfwwwwjiwt fwwx-

(15) 1
W^Ttf —
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farcer: im'iii ^?EHPrcrr Tpfawr-

^qrq^rsT:
i

•iT^r xtstt; srem fas fa^-

xffa^cTT

(1G) ?rcin^q^7 li ^^fttrfcr^JTGET qi^sqifq^* xafin^^f

fa vti *rq fqwfsr i
sqm xnr- qqqfa fafa^g-

%lfq qtfafqfsmi

^sqmqrafa^fqqimj xjv- farqj smfa ^t’zt *t
nJ

1 ^qqT^qfafqfaqqTqq^* w %fa *Twfacrrpq

ii
^xf ctqifasi —

(17) qfa^q^Tfa qq i
s ^Iqfa^qqqTTrjmmqrfa

fgcffaq^fa^qq^J li vramTqfa^fa faqqt'q^rfa
C\ 4 « D \i

WTiTc3*ffa: — v
i
vrfcfv 0\

W*zf II

C\ >*

s qqrar fafaqfa:q?Tq: qfiqfa srfai qxnfa

1
w*?iFcqr faxnrw

•j

(18) — qqnfa^fa qj*s* ^qfrqr^faHqraiqpRT ii s q^m-

qqqfa q^fviqxqirq wrffaqi f^^qjqsrqfqqifa i

C\ ^ >J

^suqrqrrfa ^ifa<q wfamrf^m^fq-
iiqqxq

I
x^jict qxfaq^qqg-spufaqrq qfT^ffTqf^Tqfjr-

fWTCRW ^TTTTT || Smmqfal S iflfa

qj^nfaqrqqqi

(19) — faq^J I cJ^TTfafa^fifa wfa'JZq: ^TSmr- Ufpm: qfa:

qqcm^cR^qqr
I
qTHiqq: ^TcfcWfqTr «T?JJ %lfa <q

qqwq*: ^mi^fqi^iq^T ii qTR*qqrfa qr^cn-qs^T-

rqqriqt HTxqTfqcTlf^qrW^: qPCfll^qq I., S' ST'qqt^qfsr.

qifa srqrwqqsifaqnqiW ii si*fa-

fa-

(20) srqfai ^-yfqqml sqmTfvrcmqqw^sqra: qxgj —
— ^qfaq fqffcj sqq ST ilfa qrqmq^qiqcffaq^

|

far XJ^fa^faq ^qgi*riqqqTqfq*faT srfa-^ \3

c|: *sTW
|
qq f^ffcJI^Tfa q^^qrajq^-
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cTT — VTtffcW II
^cTt^T 3»cWcTT^*TI^fTO* ^THI

3TTt¥

(21) ifK
i

3nftr ’f’fr ftxr*rre^*:per?i^w 11 TOsw^roftr *r<5i*re-

^i^$of^3!jT^»i^Tif^Tr:
i

c^ irftr ftTjarcir-

f^ciwgvrfci: ^Tiifti^^ftfwnftk^i n vi wftfi-
Cs J '»

c ^ C\^
— WfacTcT^trtlT^Tfa

-

I
El^sT

Transcript of the right half.

(1)
— — — — — — !^Nifte3»«T*rT^ —
srt^c^i

i iTii^jfl'SB: wftr ^r^^crt ^rfw. ^TftrqiTftnr-

i
vi inftr

II ^Ih^Tft^^tNwtTOsp XT^ir-

sfaxrertni-ftftra^fr
i

(W iiiftr vrwftci — — —
s» s c\

(2)
— — — — -s^Trfsr *fw ^vfftcfrei^rtnftr xnw-
WWftTCci: Efft^T’t

I
^snrpftm^W ’fft: ^TcTcf TOC

ftf^xnftxj;5n?r?;*rnri:^T 11

— — — sftfr^mnRraTcf-

^T^fw^f^sftcffsrxrre: i ^tmftwreircfti:-

d. Cv ^
^iftr ft^Rsr xfsniu^a* ^auiftr^irc^T

(3) ^ciift^xf:^i?n)3J^T ^T^rft <4 ^iftrtft-

c^H^nun^
ii ^ftiwffrftr fsr^crsj^T^r *:t^-

’f^^TXT^cnn^W:
I ^Tfa-^imsriTftT SRlftTCIW

ft?«TT«I»rairr3IlTT5RI II ^cq^wftcfcl^:^ C\

cfihr
C C '

— — — — — — ^ ^ ff^i — —
*\ "\ ^

-N

(4) ^Jixriftxp^cr^
ii

wr xt^jcit ^*:ftr ^ *r*riftr ^r 3^^-
«?jw^Jiftr ftnraiofjrcra;

i
iriftr wsr^w^rih-

C\ j

ftm ii TOtrarcJOTO fw-
i
wf? — —

%ftr iT^si^
ii

— —
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(5) *n*r 'wfornr-

fjrfcT-. w^i ^ ii f*r*a ^faf^r nxri^tnT^rTgi^ifwvr^cr *r

snfaspr
i
wfa^» ^ sr-

j v

^rf^cTT^^^cft^ — — — m^afaftcrerenfii *m-
— — — ^fV'

— — — — — —

f^RTsIcTt ^rtcTT:

(G) fa*! gfcjwfw v*u

^tn^^ftxri^cT 3HTT^T^*r ^ET’fWT ftT3*T

TW II f^f WflTftT — — — — — — —
C\

^ftf^tfl^T ^TTlnf ‘5TJTcflxr^i;fci'^!IT?lloRfsiIT?IIT S?3!T
|

^fjfr^l^fcr fTcJ— — _____ —
TV3

M

(7) Wlfc^XW^lfa H •

— — — ^TOTOVJ^rTO o^T ^JlfxfcTI
|
fef^ —

— — — — — — — — — ^^lr?T»lT f%tV^T

i

— — — — — —

(8) ?r«n^ficT ii ^Vfa^^JTWTftww 5*!^!
|

^ferf^f^-

Vf^cJ^T^TTcT: || TO¥nnTOT5I^£ f%-
"* C\ C\ >j

^imir
i

fa-srsif^:
\\

— — —

(9) ^trf3r<TT*T :fSf3rcf%W*r
I

fWFfi^I-

^ | W5!!^ ^^ITCT: 1|

||
*r-

(10) -Rf^cTT ^ «3T
I

Scfffr

— — swctfs!^ aF&TsiTn$*f*nnf**ffar u

*T^l^«n*T — — — — — — — —
— __________ —f^^TT

(11) — — ^Tfc^nfeT: ?rfrf?T
I ^ W-

*nw ii TnxnurxTwf s-

^3T — - — —
|

cm
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(12) 3RT ^Tcf: f^fcHRs

fipSITSRT:
j
SEfRRlfcR^ Sft*T¥RT *TfiT:

^nTSTnref — ^ W ^^rfcf:

(13) 'wltnw 'ITT f^T^rf^iT ztt*t ufcrf^cfiJ
i w

f%^;¥TT?Rlfccn ll ^R<*rfi£j: ^ifl^T^^Icr: ^t-

srcftfigcr: ii

(11) — — — — f^RW’STT ^T*TW flW. |

^T^ilT — — — — f?w:
|
xritRTTtx^i

— — — Tpftwmti
i
^i^Trf^T^g forint ^rw-

WcT:
|

— — — — — — SV j
I
fw^X

|| ^rx<T ^Tf:

^JTTfTOTJ — — — — Wtr-

(15) — — — 4 ^tr i ^iferfErV f*xR^ fir^r — — —
PER£^fcT.

II ^T — W^RTT^T ^^Nsftrofonr | ny
TOT«IT 5T^T^iTf®Wr^cr3T

I

_ — — — —
f^cffa 3Tf% — — ^7 Ifr^ fR~T ^TRT

I
^l^JIIRT^.

cT^T
I

— — — — «f: xf^f^^cfl I

— — — STRRR^
(16) I

|

— trfat?Ti^Hicrwt^ci ii xn^xit xr cp?r-

— —
|

— — gf%TTT Or<g ?rf3!I — — — —

3TT«T«ft II
— — ^T foffax - — - ^Icft

I

ttw — — fRl^ri^r —
i

err: srai^r fcr~

^Tfq TRSffi- — — ^wf%
I

CT^ cTI^TRT Ki ^foST
Cv

*jfe^RR«T |

(17) — — «R
|

cTI^RXTT^f%cT5f cT^ri ^xf
|

^XT^iTT: ^TH nnpTOT | cTT^-

|
WT^WTSPT TXRTipfcT: - — — —

RT*R^ tll^fRT <TT^T — —
|

^tti^ <rtcx^rx: ii

- — ^tm^TmwTJnr nir^cr:

1

/*
1

(18) — — — - cilxfl^TTcI^T^TR — - cTRIcRipr
|
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*nN i
fsr — —

^ i ^r?r *n?r — —
— — WTTT^ |

i sjifacTT

IVnfgcT^l^^cIT
I

(19) — — ^iN^cn^r fvm
Ss.

V ^

I

xr^ra ^rif^ ^mnrw I xcfaxrr xrfiffixipr

iwf%f^^rT ii ^mfci ^<4 °
ii

^nf’sjxres^nr^

(

20)

__-_
fl§^li iTTt*r 1 TO tf) cTUHTOt ^ JT^[ TTHIT VfW — —

|

*iTO Tj^fafetRT II

(21)
* # * * $

No. 8. From a Sivite Temple in the Fort of Gwalior.

Transcript.

(0 - :
(=0 xsrra i ^TO^TOTOTOTft^Tf^TO^l^T^f^iftTO-

I
^fTOtTO5lfaTOfVtTW WT wffITOTT JTTfTTT^-

6\

to ii g^if^TOfroinTO^jr 5 TOncrTOT 5i-

I
^^f^f^T3TtcT3TO

^«fTl II tTOcT^TOIlf^ TTT

U) 3WTO^f^T*r5i^rWt II TOlfTO f%fWclT TO^F

TOTTOt*:to§t: ^frofeiTO i
xnwifaTO «ra:irfTO^ : -

5T^c5f TOT^rff^ftl TOWTO: || TOTOTOTOT
ftTO I TO TOnuTOuftr TOTTOTO^niTO ||*ll

*tto wt^i^TO5t£ft —
(8) :^T ^T^TOn II qr HTOTVITO fTOTXP ®RT-

TOTOfefTO*TO*;: srw^i: i fe«if^TOTO?nf*T *tto:-

TO TOl^^TO TOTO TUrfwWTJ WTOTT^TOf^-

TOWTTWfTOTJTfaTOTOf^: I ^fTOTO^TTOf^fVTOT

3T1!IS\TO^TO II ^TOFf^T-
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(<i)
|

VIRT^.

^fefiWTI^R^qT fqW: || VI iFTTf^RT Ik^^Tl^iW *

* Tumif^^i 'f^nOr

tl^T II ^Tfe^m^Hfrn^TT ^I^R^SRRT-
^ ^ ^

0\ c\

^

frfcn^W:
|

($) ^icr^gt^T
i
^f^f^ininfa^R^Tf^^rHisr-

t^iTfJTferf^^^
ii

f%5TJTf^cTcn?37er$Tf^^rftiicrfg^ *r

*<2Rifag; fcifsi^ginijiinr: ^tcrt nfct^fsjfcT

V fcj^TW
II
Wlfel^T WT^HW

(«) ^RffTTfg^G
||
ipr

^Tfq f^^TcT??: fsffSR^
|
^RgHRlftcTT^cR-

^5TRIHT^lf=[^faTcT*rir ^f^Rgi^T! II

^ci oT^ffff^^ ^RRRRg'ftRT
£ o^ Si

^
Ni

*TST
Iv. ' >J si

(<=) — 1|
^fTSITU ^T: ^RT^^RTeRret

|

«r*TT cRTSH^R 3W IltcRR ^rf || Tlfclcig-

^Orf^r:
i

«^f vr^t^-
W ^T ^R*rfcnjf Heft II f*R^T*pR*Rf%: ^rt^T-

(«£.)
— firwf^RT'er:

I
^:^T^lf^clcT^clI^g^^ 3i*TRT *pf T-

HcUJRkT *T ^Ot: ^HIR^RT ||
*RTVRT^Rlfafe"

•^Tcl^ilW
|
^R: *RRT gtl ^THT

WT^TcTt cT*R}75RRTR^^flr^RR^Ri!; -

StWT ufcPSmcTJ
C\

Translation ,

(Line 1st is not decypherable. The second has two s'lokas in the

Bhujangaprayata meter and the first eleven syllables of another in a

different meter.) Next came the protector of earth, Mahipala Deva,

who established himself in his dominion along with the Gopalikas.

His valour had caused the heads of his enemies to incline, whereby

garlands had dropt from them in respectful offering before his foot-

stool— (?) Proficient in destroying hosts of inimical Kshetrias, lie
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placed the earth under one royal umbrella. He spread (the glory of)

his deeds to the extreme verge of the three regions, and placed it as a

shell ornament* on the temples of the elephants which guard the

(ten) quarters of space.

(3rd line, after eleven syllables a verse each in the Vansantatilaka

and the Anustup meters.) His widespread majesty, like the rays of

the sun, proved insufferable on every side, of him whose feet rested on

the heads of royalty—the remover of vice.f His enemies (—) fly far

from the ardour of his commencing warfare—even the news of his

approach drives them away to a distance. (Here 19 syllables in the

TJpendravajra meter missing.)

(4th line, after 9 syllables 1 s'loka each in the Indravajra and the

Drutavilambita meters.) The auspicious was born, he whose family

was in Mathura, the disinterested, the cherisher of Kayasthas.J Feel-

ing delighted, all good people named him Manoratha§ for verily his

mind was directed to the path which leads to the three-fold enjoyment

of virtue, wealth and pleasure. All the resources of arithmetic and

rhetoric fail to those who attempt to write in praise of the income

and expenses of King Bhuvanapala (four syllables unintelligible).

(5th line, after G syllables the second half and a full s'loka in the

Indravajra meter and 1 in the Vahsasthavila.) Like Kama wife of

Vishnu she was great in love and affection, and had made her race,

morals, and accomplishments manifest by her conduct. Unto him

was born by her a son renowned for noble deeds, who made the

blossom of desire of the respected to blow, who like the moon to the

four oceans— ?

The waving of the flag on the top of his palace of beautiful white]|

and black|| marble seemed to fan away the vices of mankind (two

syllables wanting to complete the verse).

(Gtli line, after 9 syallables the latter half of a TJpendravajra

* In allusion to the ornament of cowries with which elephants’ heads are gen-

erally decorated.

f Dosha in Sanskrit, which in the case of the king means Tice, and in that of

the sun, night
;
as one removes night so does the other the vices of maukind.

J Lit. The rain-bearing cloud to the forest of Kayasthas. It is remarkable

that he should have selected the Kayasthas for his special care.

§ There is a play upon the word Manoratha (desire or the object of desire) which

cannot be reproduced in English, and consequently the reason of the prince’s

being called by that name, docs not become apparent.

|]
Of the colour of the enemy of Cupid i. e. Mahadeva who is white, and that of

l’urvamara or demons i. e. black.
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s'] ole a and a s'loka of 18 syllables to the foot) His gentle and pure

smile added to the lustre of his brilliant necklace—

?

His fame which pervaded all the three regions of the universe had

enlightened all quarters. A son Madhusudana, who was like a sun

to the bright lotus of his race, was born. He was familiar with all

great merits. Unto him of great and noble qualities, who was eulogized

by the learned (16 syllables unintellegible).

(7th line after 10 syllables. Two s’lokas, one in the vasantatilaka

and the other in the Prithvi measures.) By whom religion was pu-

rified for ever, that religion which ennobles the mind every where in

the three regions. Her powers would fail her were even Sarada*

to attempt describing his pure and wonderful disposition. That

wise king considering the life of mankind to be as unstable as water

held in the palm of the hand

—

(8th line, 3 s'loka in the Indravajra and 1 in the Totaka.) He placed

wealth earned by his own hands for the gratification of the good

people of the earth. Therefore did mankind say that the great full

moon of gratification was born of him.

His treasure of virtue daily increased by his devoting his purely

earned wealth to the preservation of falling or prostrate temples,

or such as might in future be destroyed for want of care. He
removed the sufferings of yatis, Brahmanas, and of men deseased or

in misfortune
;
he also built a temple to Hara the destroyer of the

world (12 syllables unintelligible).

(9th line, after 5 syllables the second half of a s'loka in the Manda-

kranta, a s'loka in the Anustubh and the date in prose.) The saint,

who was like unto a flag-emblazoned store-house of sweet and

poetical language, and who composed this most excellent eulogy, is

named Sri Jasodeva. May the god Bhava (Siva) the destroyer of

the enemies, the mind-bornf and Andhaka, J who dresses himself in

elephant hide and ashes, bestow on you wealth ! This was dedicated

in the year of King Vikramarka, sixty-one plus eleven hundred, in

the month of Magha, the 6th day of the waxing moon.

Nos. 9 and 10. not given by Col. C.

No. 11. Teli Mandir, Fort of Gwalior.

* The goddess of poetry.

f The Hindu Eros. Manobhava.

J A giant of that name.
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ii ir * ^rii

No. 12. Teli Mandir, Fort of Gwalior.

•IT *TV

^TTT^fTTO

No. 13. Teli Mandir, Fort of Gwalior.

No. 14. not given by Col. C.

No. 15. From the Temple of Ambika Devi at Suhaniya.

^ SfacT \8i_^ ^ T ^T, fcsf || JT^fT-

^T^lfy'O'ST
| ^TptfV ^TTSfiTnsUpfHC STlUr

|
g.

•J

^1T*T — 3f-TT^^T: I 3F5I^T*r SIT 5T —
| nTT^T*!

3TW || nTTSI vf<T ||

—
Prosperity ! On the 5tli day of the waxing moon in the month of

Magha, Samvat 14G7. Maharajadhiraja Bilanga Deva (rest unintel-

ligible). Col. C reads the name, Virama.

No. 16. From the foot of a Colossal Figure at Chaitnath, Suhaniya.

^ ii fnftr i
^ fk—

^

ir s: — a^T snuvrcTT *hi — juht ^
ex — a?r — icr — ?t s s — ? —
May prosperity attend (on all) on Sunday the full moon of Vais'a-

kha, Samvat 1467. (The rest unintelligible.)

No. 17. From the Great Temple at Suhaniya, on Pillars.

—
II $ — ftrfM sfacl 18^0 £.^

n^TS-

nqf*Tsrn HTt®
4 Nj 'J 'J Nj

^^ I ^ I ^ I ’f

— ^UTT^TTT^ ^TfsT^QcTfcr?:

On Sunday the 9th of the waxing moon, in the month of Vais' akha,

Samvat 1497. During the reign of the Maharaja Dungarendra Deva

(rest illegible).

No. IS. Pedestal of a Colossal Figure of A'dinatha at Gwalior.

sin:
11 \8£.® tsrrn -a^ tj.

ST^SF^ ^jfTTTT^-^n n^fraWlfWSTSTTWT

VSfi^JRWfT^SF
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cTctlT TOT* 3f}f4^T BfrT*STMr^ ^txff^cRTW-

^xf
I
^TWl^T ^TcTW ^Tfy*T3TT^T *JT || TOcWT cHU X^

i^IXTT, cT^f 3H*fl ^TT^t I XTM *rnf§j»reft f^cft^T *TIH-

TncRiTMT larcff^T ^n^rcisr hxttiyt xt^h
|

sn^€*reft vti^t xtm — ^j^xj^- ynjxfxr xffciix^r

«

O Nj Nj

vr— vfi^i m ^rc^cft vw fecffa wm *rr-

^Xfl^T
I
^TT^XTM f^cftxr *TTH ^HTSRT^TT

TT^ TTJffXrra
II
?rtxfi flW

II

*T^T BBTTrfcT
||

Salutation to Adinatha. On the 7th of the waxing moon, when she

was in the mansion of Punarvashu, in the month of Vais'akha, Samvat

1497, when the Maharajadhiraja Dungarendra Deva reigned in

the fort of Gopachala. The saint Gunakirti Deva, of the congre-

gation of Kanchi and of the race of Magura, who belonged to the

class (gana) of Pushkara, was succeeded by Kirti Deva, next the re-

spected priest Pandita Sri Paghu, next Pandita Sri Bhaya of pure

soul, who belonged to the race of Agrota and the clan (gotra) of

Modgala. His son was Sadhu Bhopa, whose wife was Kanin', whose

first son was Sddhu Kshemsi, second son Sadhu Maharaja, third

Asarajd, fourth Dhanapala and fifth Sadhu Palka. The wife of Sddhu

Kshemsi was Kora Devi of whose sons the eldest was Bhagdyi,

whose son was Kaulabha. The eldest wife of the latter was Saras-

wati by wdiom he had Mallidasa. His second wife was Sadhheswara

or the faithful (Saddhi) Swara, whose eldest son was Chandrapala.

The second son of Kshemsi was Sddhu Sri Bhojaraja. The son of

Bhaya Deva was Purna Pala. Among these Kala the head of the con-

gregation of Adi Jina, offers constant salutation.*'

i\) fafe *facr vi.\° ^ <= (^) vv (**ri)

(f) MI

(^) 'SjWtfsfWcq^

* I am very doubtful nbout the accuracy of this translation. The name Kala
is most probably incorrect. I publish this only as tentative.

3 K
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(a) fern - — *Risnir ?i

(<i) ^T: TT^T £ VTTCT ci^J UTOT®

TT—^ft^T - - ~ ^
(^) <ft^To ^ftTOTHTT TOW: t%cf^ — — - — -

— TCSffaTo OTTOTo <Jcff

(©) ^Tg^T® ^¥^1® ^T
5? ^TTtf — W *JTo -*j_

*TT® ^
(«) iNt *02} *£ST cT’sgi

w*n - -

(t) ^nwgi Ot^t ^t»r*TTtesfrHi sr-

TfffrfcT
II

(\o) Bfci^i wm srfsreixra^T *r*<ni i

tffW TT^

{\\) w^fri^i vrw fawfar: ii ^vf vn*g

*R*fT II

:

On the 8th of the waxing moon, in the month of Magha,

Samvat 1510, in the reign of the supreme lord of great kings, king

Sri Dungarendra Deva, High Priest (Bhattarka) Sri Kshemakirti

Deva of the congregation of Kanchi and of the race (gotra) of

Mayura, next his successor Hemakirti Deva, and next his successor

Amalakirti Deva. (Rest illegible.)
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Lxterabx Intelligence.

The following is part of a letter to E. C. Bayley, Esq. from Col.

Cunningham, dated 6th May, 1862.

“ I have got a small silver coin, similar to the oboli of Eukratides,

but of a new barbarous king, Obv. King’s head, bold Bev. a stand-

ing figure, almost the same as that on the copper coins of Kadaphes

Zatlius. Legend in two lines HPAOY KOIPAN (Y)—The name ap-

pears to be complete. I read it as Heraus (P Herawa ? Era.) I have two

somewhat similar coins, but still closer imitations of the Eukratides

obolus with the legend KOZOYAO in one line, the other line being

wanting except OKO.—Koipavos is a well known name for king, and

Era or Ela or Aila is an Indian name.

"With regard to Oskaus, I rather incline to read the name as

Huvoskaus. There is no Y after Turanno, unless the T looking letter

be taken for Y. To read TOY we must omit the Y from TYPANNOY.
I would prefer reading TYPANNOY OYOSKAOY 2ANAB . . YHIOfl-

ANOY. This would be Voskaus, but might also be read as Hovoskiius,

which would be a near approach to Huvishka. The actual letters,

however, read TYPANNO TOY 025KA0Y.

The name of the father of Zeionisos appears to be Manigala. One

of my coins has ANNJI on the Greek side. May he not have been

the founder of Manikyala. This name, as it at present stands, is of

course a pure Hindu one, Manikya + alaya, but the name may have

been slightly altered from Manic/alaya. I have an impression of a

third didrachm of Zeionisos, different somewhat from my own two

coins. I have sent for the coin itself. It seems odd that we do not

get any of Manigal’s own coins. I have half a dozen of his son’s

copper coins, besides the two silver ones. If we could get some more

of these coins which give the father’s names we should get some

valuable facts to add to our scanty knowledge of early Indian his-

tory.

Have you any specimen of the Jital ? I have one small copper

coin with the word Jitalah I cannot make out the legends. I

read bagani— ? does the coin express the value of ajital in ganis ?

I have two Kashmirian copper coins with Q
]
on the female side,

3 K 2
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and on the male side ?— IInm (atti Yarmma).

%3>-

Another good specimen of the square Satrap Horseman and Lion

type has come to hand. I make out the legends as follows.

H
APTAYOY XAPATIojSTEISATPAIIEI

APTAou YIOY XAPAA(o2TH2 2ATPAIIH2

llegadastes is a known Persian name. The native legend I read

as follows.

Attasa-putrasa Tsatrapasa Karada ostasa.

The father’s name is somewhat doubtful. Perhaps Artas, or Arta-

vas reading APTAYOY as the genitive, and omitting YIOY — which

is not absolutely necessary — artabas occurs in Ktesias. Have you

any specimens with you to clear up this reading ?

I have a new relative of Gondophares, but unfortunately the name

is incomplete and very much rubbed BA sileus basileon. It is not

Orthagnes, as the head is quite different. The end of the name may
be ATHC or APHC. The native legend is in tolerable order, but

quite unintelligible. Beginning from the two streamers of Victory’s

wreath it is

Maha disa-sa hidasa tradinasa janatinuja

? Sabina Satadinasa janadinuja ra ?

It is possibly a coin of Gondophares himself.

I still continue to puzzle over the dates of the Mathura inscrip-

tions, as well as over those of the Manikyala and Kabul Topes. The

dates of the Mathura inscriptions ought to he in the era of the Nir-

vana of Buddha—those of the Manikyala and Kabul Topes may be

either in the era of the Nirvana of Buddha, or in that of the Seleu-

cidse, or in some local Bactrian or Indo-Scythiau era. The Parthians

certainly established an era, but they as certainly made use of the

Seleucidan era on their coins. The last idea that has struck me is

that some one or more of the characters may be mere indices or

exponents—as was the case in Europe, and also in Western India.

Thus in Europe 1862 would have been written JS62 where the let-

MCXI,

ters below show that the figures above represent thousands, hundreds,

tens and units. In the Western Cave inscriptions the hundreds and

thousands are written with indices — thus rr
l
= hundreds 3— and
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«FV = thousands 4— while the tens and units have separate figures.

Now to apply this to our inscriptions from Mathura, Manikyala and

Kabul. The Mathura dates give X*] J
and Let us con-

sider ^ as equivalent to the Arian letter ^ = h for hat — sat =
100, then the first character x may be = — 4 and the date

would be 4 hundreds plus 31 in the first case or 431, and 401 in the

second case, by adopting Thomas’s Q for 30 — which I doubt.

The figure 4 is represented indifferently by ch, or by chh — as
y

7
or

In the Manikyala inscription the date is XX ^ which

might be read as “ hundreds 4, plus 4, or 404. It is no matter which

way the date is read—as by reading from the left it would be 4 plus

4 hundreds. The Wardak date ^ 3 J would be hundreds 3 plus 3 =
303 which if of the Seleucidan era would be = 9 B.C. The day of

the month, however, seems to include the same cipher f
]. If this

is the same character my new reading falls to the ground at once

—

but it is possible to read X; ~J~
= vriliiya 4.

The whole subject is full of difficulty. In the Mathura dates it

would be better perhaps to take the sloping character <] which agrees

with the Kabul and Manikyala forms as the index for hundreds, but

then the date would he in hundreds.

One thing is certain = in the Western Cave inscriptions, the units

and tens are represented by independent cyphers = the hundreds

and thousands by the unit cyphers with indices. Now as the Kabul

and Mathura inscriptions are of about the same period, we ought to

expect to find the same system of notation employed in them.

I have a suspicion that the two Mathura dates of ',x 1 J

and ^ are the same, the two middle characters of the first being

new exponents — 1^- must be an unit as it is used to number the

day of the month. It is the figure 1 of the Satrap inscriptions of

the Western Caves. If we might read as 4 h a 1, that

is 4 hat alca anka 1, = 4 hundreds -f- units 1 = 401 anka being

taken for unit. The figure 7 is represented by in the Cave inscrip-

tions. Thomas’s ^ for 30 is a mistake, which he has adopted from

Stevenson. His H for 30 may be correct—and if so, the Mathura
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date according to my reading will be 4 h 31 = 4 hat (or hundreds)

+ 31 = 431 which deducted from 477 or 457 will give B.C. 46 or

26—for Huvishka — and I would read as 400 + 1 = 401 --

which would give 76 or 56 B. C. for Yasu ( ). Xowthe Kanwa

Prince Vasu Deva reigned from 66 to 57 B. C. This date would

therefore suit him exactly.

XX r
)
= /j 4 + 4= 404 of Manikydla (Kanishka), and Kohwut.

The Chinese and the Ceylonese place kamishka 400 years after Bud-

dha. The Wardak date of 733 = li 3 + 3 = 303 must be of the

Seleucidan era = 9 B, C. for Huvishka the date of Kanishka being

as above 404—457 = 53 B. C. According to the Raja Taringini the

three brothers reigned 60 years.”

Dr. Hall writes from London, Oct. 10th.

“ Benfey has written a Sanskrit grammar for Englishmen. It has

been translated into English
;
and Muller is seeing the translation

through the press. The fourth part of Muir’s Sanskrit Texts is well

advanced. The 4th vol. of Muller’s Rig Yeda and commentary will

be out in a few days.”

We are glad to announce that our learned coadjutor has been ap-

pointed Professor of Hindustani and Indian Jurisprudence in King’s

College.



PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

Foe July 1S62.

The monthly general meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

was held on the 2nd instant.

Colonel R. Strachey, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The proceedings of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Presentations were received

—

From Mr. E. B. Harris, impressions of an inscription on the hack

of an image of Buddha found in Sultangunge, near Monghyr. The

inscription contains the Buddhist creed so common on such images.

2. From Major J. C. Haughton, a hollow wooden shield from

Port Blair, used by the natives as a tom-tom.

3. From Archdeacon Pratt, a copy of his papers from the Philo-

sophical transactions on Mountain and other Local Attraction in

India.

Read letters

—

From H. Bell, Esq., intimating his desire to withdraw from the

Society.

From the Under-Secretary, Government of Bengal, forwarding an

extract of the annual general report of the Rajshahi Division giving

some account of a Cyclone which visited the western part of the

district in March last.

From the Under-Secretary, Government of India in the Home
Department, containing the following extract from the proceedings

of the Government of India in the Financial Department, with

reference to the Society’s solicitation for a reconsideration of the

decision of the late Hon’ble Court on Mr. Blyth’s application for a

pension.
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“It appears from the papers on the case that Mr. Blyth’s applica-

tion was considered inadmissible by the late Hon’ble Court of Directors,

on the ground that ‘ the grant of pensions from the public revenues

is strictly' limited to those who are in the direct service of Government.’

This principle still holds good, and His Excellency the Governor-

General in Council does not think that Mr. Blyth’s application for a

pension can be supported on the ground now advanced by the Asiatic

Society. As a special ease, however, it appears to His Excellency in

Council to have claims to consideration. It is the case, His Excel-

lency remarks, of a man of science, who has devoted himself for a

very small salary to duties in connexion with the Asiatic Society', a

body aided by and closely identified with the Government of India

from which the public have derived great advantage.

“ Mr. Blyth may truly be said to have been, in a great measure,

the creator of the Natural History Museum, which has hitherto

supplied the place of a Public Museum in the metropolis of India

and which will probably, soon be made over to Government, as part

of a National Museum. This collection is open to the public free of

charge, and many thousands have derived benefit and instruction

from it.

“In addition to the direct educational benefits of the Museum, the

character and standing of the Asiatic Society undoubtedly' exercise

a most beneficial indirect effect in maintaining a high standard of

Science and Literature among a numerous body of the Civil and

Military Officers in the service of Government, and in one important

department, that of Zoology and Natural History, Mr. Blyth’s labours

have done much to maintain and to extend that character.

“ His Excellency in Council considers, therefore, that if, under

such circumstances, Mr. Blyth should after twenty years’ service, be

compelled to retire from ill-health, brought on very much by his

exertions in pursuit of science, it would not be creditable to the

Government that he should be allowed to leave without any retiring

pension, and His Excellency' in Council is of opinion that if the rule

which limits pensions to those who are in the direct service of

Government can be relaxed, the application on behalf of Mr. Blyth

ought to be favorably entertained.”

The Chairman moved that the thanks of the Society be conveyed

to His Excellency in Council for the liberal concessions made in favour

of Mr. Blyth.
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Carried unanimously.

The nomination of the Hon’ble W. Grey to he a member of the

Council, vice the Eight Hon’ble S. Laing, was confirmed.

The Council reported that they had appointed Colonel E. Strachey,

a Vice-President, and Mr. J. G. Medlicott, a member of their body,

in the place of Mr. Oldham who has left India.

With reference to the announcement made at the last meeting, the

Council reported that they had addressed the following letter to

Government on the subject of the projected Government Museum -

From the Secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

To E. C. Bayley, Esq.,

Secretary to the Government of India

,

Some Department.

Dated, Asiatic Society's Booms, Calcutta, June 18 th, 1862.

Sir,—I am desired by the Council of the Asiatic Society to reply

to your letter No. 2564, dated the 22nd May, informing the Society

that His Excellency the Governor-General in Council is now prepared

to consider the offer made by the Society in 1858, relative to the

foundation of a public Museum in Calcutta, to which the Society’s

collections might, under certain conditions, be transferred.

2. The Council cordially thanks His Excellency in Council for

the liberal proposals that he has made to the Society, and for the

strong additional proof that he has now given of the interest the

Government of India takes in the advancement of science by offering

to establish a Museum in this city to be maintained by the State.

3. But the Council regrets that it is unable to give an immediate

reply to the offers thus made. The resolution of the Society which

authorized the Council to enter into communication with the Govern-

ment on this subject was passed in May, 1857, and the whole matter

has now been in abeyance for several years. The Council therefore

feels that no real decision can be communicated to the GovernmeL

until the entire subject has again been fully brought before the

members of the Society, and re-considered according to the regular

forms of procedure. At the same time the Council, being generally

disposed to concur in the propriety of carrying out in their main

features, the proposals made in 1858, believes that it will be useful

and will tend to an early decision of the questions involved in your

letter, if it states the impressions of its own body on these questions

3 L
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and submits at once a preliminary scheme, suggesting the general

scope of the details which it would propose in filling up the outline

which has been sketched out by you. The process of making a

reference to the Society at large is of necessity tedious
;
and the

Council considers that it will best meet the interests of the Society

and the convenience of the Government, if it endeavours to obtain

the general approval of the Government to a scheme which it could

recommend to the acceptance of the Society in a complete form. In

this sense and with the distinct reservation, that the opinions expressed

in this letter are those of the Council, and cannot be held to be

binding on the Society, or to interfere in any way with its complete

liberty of action in dealing finally with the matter, the Council

desires me to make the following observations.

4. The Council has understood your letter to be designed to

elicit from the Society an expression of its wishes as to the details of

the general arrangements, which it had been said must be satisfac-

tory to the members of the Society, before its collections could be

transferred to a Public Museum
;
and it is with much respect that the

Council desires to submit for the favourable consideration of His Ex-

cellency the Governor-General the following scheme, which in its

essentials is, it thinks, quite in accordance with the proposals contain-

ed in your letter :

—

I.

—

Museum.

I.—The Museum to be a Public Museum, the management being

vested in a Board of Trustees to be constituted b}* an Act of the

Legislature.

H.—The Trustees to be fourteen in number
;
the President to be

His Excellency the Governor-General of India; the Vice-President

to be the President of the Asiatic Society
;
of the remainder, six

to be named by the Government, and six by the Asiatic Society.

III.—The complete management, arrangement, and disposal of

the Museum to be in the Trustees.

IV.—The Museum to be open to the public under suitable rules

to be approved by the Government.

V.—The rules further to provide for the continuance to the Mem-

bers of the Asiatic Society, in respect to the New Museum, of all

their existing privileges in respect to their own present Museum— in

regard to then- rights of entering the Museum, aud of examining
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or taking ont specimens from it— subject to such modifications as

shall be made by the Trustees from time to time in communication

with the Council of the Asiatic Society.

VI.—Suitable clauses to be introduced into the Act of Incorpora-

tion to provide for the restoration to the Asiatic Society of its con-

tributions to the Museum, if the Trust shall hereafter be dissolved ;

and for enabling the Society to mark by a special label its donations

to the Museum, and to keep a separate Catalogue of all specimens so

contributed by it.

VII.—The Council understands it to be the intention of the Govern-

ment to endow and maintain the Museum on a scale suitable to the

importance of the object for which it is founded, and corresponding

with the great value of the contributions to be made to it by the

Society.

VIII.—The locality suggested for the Museum, the site of the

present Small Cause Court, appears to the Council to be excellent.

IX.—Regarding the name to be given to the Museum, the Council

would desire to abstain from offering any present opinion
;
a decision

on this point is obviously not pressing.

X.—Under the foregoing stipulations, the Council would recom-

mend to the Society to agree to the complete transfer of all its col-

lections to the new Museum
;
the Library and Manuscripts, Pictures,

Busts, and other miscellaneous objects to be specified hereafter, to be

reserved by the Society.

II.

—

Asiatic Society.

XI.—The Asiatic Society to remain constituted exactly as at pre-

sent, having the complete management and disposal of its own

affairs.

XII.— The Council considers that the Society would be desirous of

receiving accommodation in juxta-position with the new Museum
building.

XIII.—The house for the Society should provide a Meeting Room
;

an Ante-room
;
a Library

;
two Reading-rooms or Study Rooms

;
a

Room for the Librarian and Clerks
;
and other ordinary subsidiary

minor accommodation.

5. There is only one point on which the Council would desire to

suggest to the Government any important modification of the pro-

posals that have been made in your letter. It has reference to the

3 l 2
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disposal of tho Society’s present house, which, for the following

reasons, the Council would submit, may with justice be left in the

hands of the Society, and not be transferred to the Government in

return for the accommodation offered in juxta-position with the new

Museum. The Council has nothing further from its intentions than

to enter into negotiations with the Government on this subject in

anything approaching a spirit of self-aggrandisement or of barter.

The object which the Government and the Society alike have in view

in this matter is the furtherance of Science and of true knowledge,

and there is no room for the intrusion of any questionable motive on

either side. But the Council feels strongly the great value, not only

in a scientific sense, but in a pecuniary sense also, of the collections

which it offers to hand over to the new Museum. These collections

have been brought together after long years of patient labour, and at

great expense to the Society
;
and the Council rejoices that the So-

ciety has so bestowed its means, and that it is now placed in a posi-

tion to give still greater effect to its past work by bestowing its

Museum on an Institution which promises to fulfil all its aspirations

in this direction. And having this feeling, the Council thinks that

it may fairly and frankly suggest to the Government that, in return

for the very extensive collections thus to be presented to the public

by the Society—collections of which the money value must be esti-

mated at many thousand pounds—the State might, without for a

moment considering that it conferred a favour in so doing, provide

the Society with the accommodation it would need near the new

Museum, and leave to the Society the disposal of its existing house,

for the purpose of reinforcing the very restricted pecuniary means

now at its disposal. If proof be needed that these means will in the

future be well applied, the Council is satisfied that it will be com-

pletely given in the past history of the Society; and it appeals

confidently to the manner in wdiich the Society’s Museum has

been got together, and to the present proposals regarding its future

disposal, to show the spirit in which the Society may be expected

to perform its functions. The objects of the Society will be, as they

ever have been, the advancement of knowledge. But from the very

nature of the case, the numbers of the Society being small, and the

contributions of its Members limited, the want of pecuniar}- means

has always greatly restricted the sphere of the Society’s usefulness,
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and, under any imaginable circumstances, no doubt will still continue

to do so. The Council therefore trusts that the Government will see

in this suggestion nothing but the indication on their part of what

appears to them an equitable and practicable way of making the

present arrangements as conducive as possible to the usefulness of

the Society, without making any serious or undue claim on the

Government.

6. Should His Excellency the Governor-General in Council be

disposed to meet the views that have thus been expressed by tbe

Council, the Council trusts that the Society would ratify an arrange-

ment on such a basis.

1 have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

W. S. Atkinson,

Secretary to the Asiatic Society of Pengal.

The following gentlemen duly proposed at the last meeting were

balloted for, and elected ordinary members :

A. M. Monteath, Esq., C. S.
;
Hon’ble T. J. H. Thurlow

;
J. Gor-

don, Esq., C. S.
;
Captain H. Hyde, Bengal Engineers

;
Baboo Bhola

Nauth Mullick.

The Hon’ble Major General Sir B. Napier, K. C. B.
;
Major Allen

Johnson, Bengal Staff Corps.

The following Gentlemen were named for ballot at the next

meeting :—
H. Beverley, Esq., C. S., proposed by Dr. Duka, seconded by the

President.

Captain J. P. Basevi, Bengal Engineers, proposed by Lieutenant-

Colonel Thuillier, seconded by Major Walker.

J. W. S. Wyllie, Esq., proposed by Mr. Bayley, seconded by the

President.

W. L. Heeley, Esq. C. S., proposed by Mr. Atkinson, seconded by

the President.

Col. Vincent Eyre, proposed by Archdeacon Pratt, seconded by

Col. B. Strachey.

Communications were received

—

I. Frem Bev. A. Brandt through Major Dalton, a copy of a

Phonetic table of the Alphabet prepared by a Philologer of Finland.
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2. From Baboo Gopee Nauth Sein, Abstracts of Meteorological

Observations taken at the Surveyor General’s Office, Calcutta, for

March and April last.

3. From Mr. E. C. Bayley, some remarks on certain coins recent-

ly procured for the Society from Captain Stubbs.

Mr. Bayley remarked that the whole collection obtained from Cap-

tain Stubbs had not as yet been fully examined, but that he would

make some observations on a few of them which appeared to him

especially worthy of notice.

Two of these were gold coins of Malwa, the first a fine one of

Mahomed Shah, the son of Hoshung Shah.

It bore on the obverse the titles of that King “ al Sultan ul Azim

—Taj ud dunia wa uddin Abul Mozuffer on the reverse, “ Mohamud

Shah bin Hushung Shah ul sultan” and round the margin the name of

the coin “ al Sikah,” the mint Shadiabad or Mandoo, and the

date S40.

As to the latter it was curious that Ferislitali quoting the Tari-

khi Alfi in two places gives dates which place the death of this

sovereign about two months before the close of 839, A. H. This point

is given with much circumstantiality and detail, so as to show that it

is no mere clerical error.

The other coin which was somewhat similar in its reverse appear-

ance is of considerably later date.

The obverse inscription ran thus :
“ ul Sultan ul Azim bin Ghieas

uddunia wa uddin Khilji” (bin ?), Abul Mozuffer Mahmood Shah

Ivhuld Allah Khalafalu.

The reverse contained (imitating the coins of Alaudin Khilji of

Delili) “ Sekunder ul Sani Yamin ul Khalafat Nash Amir ul mominin.”

The reverse margin gives the same legend as the other coin, but the

date which was imperfect was either 908 or 909.

The next three coins were coins of the earlier Khalifs.

No. I. was a coin of the Abbaside Khalil’ al Mahdi and was struck

at Bagdad in 162 A. H. It is described and figured as No. XXIII. in

Marsden’s Numismata Orientalia.

The others were both apparently of Haroun al Rashid, dated re-

spectively 19 ? and 192. The date on the first named coin, however,

was somewhat rubbed and dubious, and the name of the mint was

also unfortunately imperfect. This was the more to be regretted as

the name of the mint seemed to be a new one.
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The second coin, which was very perfect in its preservation of beau-

tiful execution, was struck at Bagdad. The second was Marsden’s

No. XLYI.

The first named coin was not described in Marsden, and one of the

inscriptions was not quite deciphered
;
the character used was too

of rather peculiar form.

The Delili rebels had destroyed the copy of Professor Fralin’s

works which Mr. Bayley once possessed and he was not quite certain

if the coin was, as was probable, an undescribed mintage.

Mr. Cowell noticed that Mr. E. Thomas had on more than one

occasion, but especially in his paper on Pathan coins, pointed out

the untrustworthiness of the dates given by the Mohammedan

historians of India. Syud Ahmed had further illustrated it in the

edition of Zia Barni’s Tarikli-i Feroz Shahi recently published in the

Bibliotheca Indica, by dated quotations from Khosru and other

poets, showing that in several instances the dates given in the history

were manifestly erroneous.

Mr. Bayley replied that this was true, and the coins were ordina-

rily more trustworthy than the histories, but even they were not al-

ways accurate. This proceeded in various instances from different

causes, and he instanced the coins struck during the interregnum

which followed the departure of Timour from Dehli when coins were

struck correctly dated, but in the name of deceased kings, for fear of

arousing the vengeance of that tyrant or his successors.

So also more recently, during the mutiny at Bareilly and Luck-

now, coins had been struck in the name of Shah Alum, and in

those struck at Bareilly the correct date was given, and what would

have been the year of his reign had he been living.

4. From Babu Bajendralal Mitra a paper on the vestiges of the

kings of Gwalior and a note on a copper plate grant from Sarun.

The Babu read the papers, and the thanks of the meeting were

voted to him for his valuable communication.

The papers will appear in the Journal.

5. From Mr. Cowell, a paper on the Charvaka Bars 'ana or Materia-

listic Philosophy of the Hindus.

Mr. Cowell read his paper, and a vote of thanks was passed to him.

The paper will be published in the Journal.

The Librarian submitted the usual monthly report.
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The meeting was then made special, pursuant to notice, in order

to decide upon the propositions of the Council relative to certain

proposed changes in the Code of Bye Laws.

The Chairman read the report of the Council on the subject, re-

commending the adoption of the proposals by the Society.

The question having been put to the vote by the Chairman, the

votes were found to be as follows :

—
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Proposal, I. 12 60 0 0
Ditto, 11. 5> 5 J 5?

< 'lause, 1. 12 59 0 1

Ditto, 2 12 GO 0 0
Proposal, III. 12 57 0 1

The proposals were accordingly carried.

The following books and periodicals have been added to the Library since

the meeting held in June last.

Presented.

Brockhaus’ Berichte de Phil-Histoire classe der Konigl-Sachs—Gesells-

chaft der Wissenschaften.

—

By the Authoe.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for June, 1862.—By the Editoes.

The Journal of the Chemical Society of London, Vol. XV. Parts 1—4.

—

By the Society.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for March and April.—By the Editoes.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of London, Vol. VI. Xo. 2.

—By the Society.

Address delivered at the Anniversary Meeting of the Geological Society of

London, 21st February, 1862.

—

By the Society.

Papers on Mountain and other Local Attraction in India.

—

By Aech-

DEACON J. H. PEATT.

The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XVIII.

Part 2.

—

By the Society.

Report of the British Indian Association for May.—

B

y the Association.

Report of the Committee of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce from Nov-

ember 1861 to April 1862.—By the Chaaieek.
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Schlagintweit’s General Hypsometrical Tableau of India and High-Asia,

part of Vol. II. of Results of a Scientific Mission to India and Higli- Asia.

—

By Messes, de Schlagintweit.

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Vol. XXIV. Part 1.—By the

Academy.

Weber’s Die Vedischen Naclirichteu von den Naxaitra, Part 2.

—

By the

Authoe.

Zeitsehrift der Deutschen Morgenlandisehen Gesellscliaft, Bd. XVI. 1 and

2 Heft.

—

By the Society.

Exchanged.

The Athenaeum for April 1862.

The Philosophical Magazine Vol. XXIII. No. 155.

Purchased.

Benfey’s Orient und Occident, Erster Jahrgang. Viertes Heft.

Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, Band II. No. 3.

Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, Nos. 3 and 4 of 1862.

Journal Des Savants for April, 1862.

Comptes Rendus Hemdomadaires des Seances De L’Academie des Sciences

—Tome LIV. Nos. 13—16.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Vol. IX. No. 53.

Revue des Deux Mondes, Tome XXXVIII. for 15th April and 1st May.

The Literary Gazette, Vol. VIII. Nos. 119 and 200.

The Parthenon, Vol. I. Nos. 1 and 2.

The Edinburgh Review, Nos. 233 and 234 for January and April.

The Quarterly Review, No. 222 for April.

Acharius’ Liehenograpliia Universalis, 4to. Gottingae, 1810.

Acta Physico-Medica Academise Caesarean Naturae Curiosorum, 10 Vols.,

4to. Norimbergse.

Nova Acta Physico-Medica Academiae Csesareae Leopoldino—Carolinae Na-

turae Curiosorum, 8 Vols. 4to. Norimbergae.

Algae Maris Mediterranei et Adriatici, Auctore. Jacob G. Agardhl, Royal

8vo. Paris, 1842.

Systema Algarum, Adumbravit C. A. Agardh. 12mo., 1824.

Conspectus Fungorum in Lusatiae Superioris Agro Niskiensi crescentium.

Auctoribus J. B. de Albertini et L. D. de Schweiniz, 8vo. Lipsiae, 18< -5.

Annales du Museum National D’Histoire Naturelle par Les Professeurs.de

cet Etablissement, 21 Vols. 4to. Paris, 1802—27.

Annals of Natural History or Magazine of Zoology, Botany and Geology.

Conducted by Sir W. Jardine, Bart., P. J. Selby, Esq., Dr. Johnston, Sir W,

J. Hooker and R. Taylor, F. L. S., 20 Vols. 8vo. London, 1838—47.

Petri Artedi Renovati, Bibliotheca et Philosophia Ichthyologica. 3 Vols,

8vo. Grypeswaldise, 1789—93.

3 M
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Histoire Naturelle des lies Canaries, par MM. P. Barker—Webb, Et Sabin

Berthelot. Imperial 4to. Paris, 1836—44.

Medizinisclie Zoologie, vori J. F. Brandt und J. T. C. Ratzeburg, 2 Yols.

in one, 4to. Berlin, 1829.

Ornitbologia sine Synopsis Methodica, Par M. A. D. Brisson, 6 Yols. 4to_

Paris, 1760.

Catalogue of the Hunterian Collection in the Museum of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons in London, 6 Yols. 4to. London, 1830—45.

Histoire Naturelle Generale et Particuliere des Cephalopodes Acetabuli-

feres vivantes et Fossiles—Par Alcide D’Orbigny, 4to. Paris, 1835—48.

Journal of a Residence in Ashantee.—By Joseph Dupuis, Esq., 4to. Lon-

don, 1824.

Encyclopedic Methodique—Histoire Naturelle des Animaux, 10 Yols. 4to.

Paris, 1782—1825.

Histoire Naturelle des Mollusques, Par M. Le Baron De Ferussac, 4to.

Paris, 1828. [1829-30.

Synopsis Mammalium, Auctore Joanne Baptista Fischer, 8vo. Stuttgart,

Flora TEgvptiaco-Arabica, Par Petrus Forskal, 4to. Haunise, 1775.

Yoyage Autour du Monde, Entrepris par ordre du Roi, Par M. Louis De

Freycinet, with a folio Atlas of Plates, 4to. Paris, 1824.

Yoyage en Islande et au Groenland, pendant les Annees 1835-36.

Zoologie et Medecine—Par M. Eugene Robert, with a folio Atlas of

Plates, 8vo. Paris, 1851.

Yoyage De Humboldt et Bonpland—Recueil D’Observations de Zoologie

et D’Anatomie, Comparee, Par Al. De Humboldt et A. Bonpland, 2 Yols.

Imperial 4to. Paris, 1811—33.

Prodromas Systematis Mammalium et Avium.—Par Caroli Illeger, 8vo.

Berolini, 1811.

A History of British Sponges and Lithophvtes.—By George Johnston,

M. D., 8vo. Edinburgh, 1842.

Specimen Medicum exhibens Svnopsin Reptilium.—Par Joseph Nicolai

Laurenti, 8vo. Yiennae, 1768.

Manuel D’Ornithologie, ou Description des Genres et des principales Espe-

ces D’Oiseaux.—Par R. P. Lesson, 2 Vols., 12mo. Paris, 1828.

Expedition Scientifique De Moree—Section des Sciences Physiques, 3 Yols.,

(the third volume having two separate parts) and a folio Atlas of Plates, 4to.

Paris, 1836.

Description De L’E'gypte, ou Recueil des Observations et des Recherches

qui ont ete faites en E'gypte pendant L’Expedition de L’Armee Francaise,

public par les ordres de Sa Majeste L’Empereur Napoleon Le Grand,

9 Yols. folio of Letterpress and 12 Royal folio Yols., Paris, 1809—20.

Lalgopal Dutt.
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For August, 1SG2.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

was held on the 6th Instant.

A. Grote, Esq., President, in the chair.

Presentations were received—

1. From T. S. Shaw, Esq., Mynpoorie, through Mr. E. C. Bayley

a Sassanian silver coin.

2. From Dr. F. E. Hall, a copy of his work entitled “ A Rational

Refutation of the Hindu Philosophical Systems,” translated from the

Hindi of Pundit Nehemiah Nil Kanth Sastri Gore.

Read letters

—

1. From the Secretary to the Government of Bengal, forwarding

official correspondence on certain beds of coal discovered by Major

Shervvill in the Govintlpore subdivision of the Maunbhoom district.

The papers shew that this coal is of inferior quality. It has been

analysed by Mr. Tween of the Geological Survey, who considers it

“ for all purposes, except perhaps lime-burning, nearly, if not altoge-

ther, worthless.”

2. From the Commissioner of Mysore, forwarding several copies

of a table shewing the elevations of certain localities, and the height

of certain mountains in the Mj'sore territories.

3. From the Hon’ble F. W. A. Bruce, Her Majesty’s Minister at

Peking, the following letter addressed to the President, in reply to

a communication from him on the subject of the Thibetan expe-

dition :
—

Peking, Alh Hag, 1862.

Dear Sir,—I have received your letter on communication with

Thibet.

I had previously addressed myself to the lamas who are at present

in Peking as envoys from Lhassa, ajourne}r it has taken them three

years to effect. But they appear miserably and profoundly ignorant,

so much so that not an atom of information could be obtained from

them. The difficulty of holding intercourse with them is increased

by the necessity of employing the official interpreter attached to

them by the Chinese Government.

As soon as certain questions are disposed of which at present ab-

sorb all the time the Prince of Hung can give me, I shall enter on

the subject with him, and inform the Government of India of the

3 m 2
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result. I rather anticipate that the Chinese will decline giving pass-

ports to Thibet, on the ground that they do not interfere in the

internal administration of the country. Whether I shall be able to

induce them to use their influence to favour our views, I cannot state.

They are much alarmed at the idea of foreign nations having inter-

course with these semi-barbarous races, who lie as a barrier between

China and the European Powers. Of this, I have seen some strik-

ing proofs lately with reference to the Mongolian tribes.

In the meantime, 1 beg you to believe that I understand the im-

portance of the subject proposed, and shall be most happy to assist

in carrying it out. But as I know that the traditions of China will

incline her statesmen to throw obstacles in the way, the subject must

he approached with caution, and under favourable circumstances.

The most enlightened Chinese have not got beyond the notion,

that it is a less evil to tolerate the presence of foreigners where they

have a right to be, than to risk a war for the purpose of keeping

them out. But I doubt whether there is one amongst them who

does not think their presence an evil.

I remain, &c.,

(Sd.) F. W. A. Bruce.

The nomination of Col. It. Strachey to be a Vice-President, and

of Mr. J. G. Medlicott a member of the Council, vice Mr. Oldham,

was confirmed.

The following gentlemen, duly proposed at the last meeting, were

balloted for and elected ordinary members :

H. Beverley, Esq., C. S.
;
Captain J. P. Basevi

;
J. W. S. Wyllie,

Esq.
;
W. L. Heeley, Esq., C. S., and Colonel Vincent Eyre, C. B.

The following gentlemen were named for ballot at the next meet-

ing:—

F. It. Mallet, Esq., proposed by Mr. J. G. Medlicott, seconded by

Mr. Atkinson.

It. L. Martin, Esq., inspector of schools, proposed by Mr. Atkinson,

seconded by Mr. Leonard.

Communications were received—

I. From Major Walker, an extract of a report from the Civil

Assistant in charge of the Assam Longitudinal Series G. T. Survey,

to the Superintendent of the G. T. Survey.

2. From the President, extracts from reports by Mr. J. II.
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O’Donel, the Arrakan surveyor, and by Mr. H. J. Reynolds, the

Superintendent of survey on the Eastern frontier of Sylhet, con-

taining interesting information regarding some little known tribes

inhabiting in those regions.

These papers and tire preceding one were read by Colonel Thuil-

lier, who added some interesting remarks on the present state of our

geographical knowledge of the districts on the Eastern frontier of

Bengal.

The papers will appear in the Journal.

3. Erorn Dr. J. L. Stewart, a ntemoiandum on the Peskawur

Valley, chiefly regarding its Flora.

4. From Dr. T. Anderson, a paper on tire Flora of Behar, and the

mountain Parasnath, with a list of the species collected by Messrs.

Hooker, Edgeworth, Thomson and Anderson.

5. From E. Blyth, Escp, a further note on Wild Asses and alleged

Wild Horses.

6. From Captain J. G. Forlong, a report with plans and draw-

ings on the Isthmus of Krau, prepared by Captain Fraser and himself.

7. From Rev. I. Loewenthal, a paper on the antiquities of the

Pesliawur district.

Mr. Bayley after reading the paper, illustrated it by remarks

with reference to similar discoveries at “ Jamal Giri” described in

Vol. XXI. of the Journal for 1S52, and added some observations on

the extract from Major Burrough’s letter given by Mr. Loewenthal.

The papers will appear in the Journal.

8. From Baboo Gopinath Sen, abstracts of Meteorological Obser-

vations taken at the Surveyor General’s Office, in May and June last.

The Librarian submitted the usual monthly report.

The following additions were made to the Library since the meeting in July.

Presented.

The Annals of Indian Administration, Part 2 of Vol. VI. for June, 1862.

—By the Bengal Government.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for July and August.—

B

y the Editors.

Clifford’s Memorandum of Timber of Bengal.

—

By the Editor.

Rational Refutation of Hindu Philosophy.

—

By Pundit Hehemiah Nil

Kanth and translated by Mr F. E. Hall.

Journal of the Statistical Society of London for June, 1862.

—

By the

Society.
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A Letter on the subject of the Translation of Scriptures into English from

Tamil language.

—

By the

A Legend of Khoolneah, pamphlet by Mr. H. J. Rainey.—

B

y the

Author.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Yol. IY. Part 1.—By the

Bengal Government.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Palaeontologia Indica, Yol. II.

Part 2, 2 copies.—By the Government of India and the Bengal Go-

vernment.

The Oriental Baptist for June.

—

By TnE Editor.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for May.—By the Editors.

The Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Yol. XII. Xo. 49 .—By

the Society.

Report on the Survey Operations of the Lower Provinces for 18G1 .—By
the Bengal Government.

Selections from the Records of the Govt. Xorth-West Provinces, Xo. 3G.

—By the Government Xorth-West Provinces.

Selections from the Records of the Government of Punjab and its Depen-

dencies, Yol. VI.—By the Punjab Government.

Statement of the Weekly Meteorological Returns of the Xorth-West Pro-

vinces from June I860, to May 1861.— By the Government Xorth-West

Provinces.

Etudes Quelques Orthopteres des M usee de Geneve. By Henri de Saus-

sure.

—

By the Author.

Exchanged.

The Athenaeum for May.

The Philosophical Magazine, Xos. 156 and 157.

Purchased.

The observation of Sir Richard Hawkins, Ivt., in his voyage into the

South Sea in 1593—Edited by Captain C. R. Drinkwater Bethune, R. A'.,

C. B.

Select letters of Columbus with original documents relating to the dis-

covery of the New World—Translated and edited by R. H. Major, Esq., of

the British Museum.

The discovery of the Empire of Guiana, by Sir Walter Raleigh, Kt., edited

with copious explanatory Xotes and a Biographical Memoir by Sir Robert

H. Schomburgk, Phil. D., etc.

Sir Francis Drake his voyage 1595, by Thomas Maynarde, together with

the Spanish account of Drake’s attack on Puerto Rico, edited from the ori-

ginal MSS. by 4\ . D. Cooley, Esq.

Xarratives of early voyages undertaken for the discovery of a passage to

Cathain and India, by the North West, with selections from the Records of
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the worshipful fellowship of the merchants of London, trading into the East

Indies
;
and from MSS. in the Library of the British Museum, published

by Thomas Rundall, Esq.

The Historie of Travaile into Virginia Britannia expressing the Cosmogra-

phiae and Commodities of the country, together with the manners and cus-

toms of the people gathered and observed as well by those who went first

thither as collected by William Strachey, Gent : the first Secretary of the

Colony. Edited by R. H. Major, Esq., of the British Museum.

Divers voyages touching the discovery of America and the Islands adja-

cent, collected and published by Richard Hakluyt, Prebendary of Bristol, in

the year 1582. Edited with Notes and Introduction by John Winter Jones,

Esq.

A collection of documents on Japan with a commentary by Thomas Run-

dall, Esq.

The discovery and conquest of Florida by Don Ferdinando de Soto. Trans-

lated out of Portuguese by Richard Hakluyt, and edited with Notes and

an Introduction, by W. B. Rye, Esq.

Notes upon Russia, being a translation from the earliest account of that

country, entitled Rerum Moscoviticarum commentarii, by the Baron Sigis-

mund Von Herberstein, ambassador from the Court of Germany to the Grand

Prince Vasiley Iranovich in the years 1517 and 1526, two Volumes. Trans-

lated and edited with Notes and an Introduction by R. H. Major, Esq. Vols.

I. and II.

The Geography of Hudson’s Bay, being the remarks of Captain W. Coats,

in many voyages to that locality, between the years 1727 and 1751, with an

appendix containing extracts from the log of Captain Middleton, on his voy-

age for the discovery of the northwest passage in II. M.’s “ Furnace,” in

1741-42. Edited by John Barrow, Esq., F. R. S., F. S. A.

Three voyages by the North-East towards Cathay and China undertaken

by the Dutch in the years 1594, 1595 and 1596, with their discovery of

Spitzbergen, their residence of ten months in Novaya Zemlya, and their safe

return in two open boats, by Gerrit de Veer. Edited by C. T. Beke, Esq.,

PH. D., F. S. A.

The history of the great and mighty kingdom of China and the situation

thereof, compiled by the Padre J uan Gonzalez de Mendoza, and now reprint-

ed from the early translation of R. Parke. Edited by Sir George T. Staun-

ton, Bart., with an Introduction by R. II. Major, Esq., 2 Vols.

The world encompassed by Sir Francis Drake, being his next voyage to

that to Nombre de dios, collected with an unpublished MS. of Francis Flet-

cher, Chaplain to the expedition. With appendices illustrative of the same

voyage, and Introduction by W. S. W. Vaux, Esq., M. A.
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The history of the Tartar conquerors who subdued China, from the French

of the Pere D’Orleans, 1688. Translated and edited by the Earl of Ellesmere

with an Introduction by R. II. Major, Esq.

A collection of early documents on Spitzbergen and Greenland, consisting

of a translation from the German of F. Marten’s important work on Spitz-

bergen, now very rare
;
a translation from Isaac de la Peyrere’s relation de

Greenland, and a rare piece entitled God’s Power and Providence showed in

the miraculous preservation and deliverance of eight Englishmen, left by

mischance in Greenland, Anno 1630, nine mouths and twelve days, faithfully

reported by Edward Pelham. Edited with notes, by Adam White, Esq.

The voyage of Sir Henry Middleton to Bantam and the Maluco Islands.

From the rare edition of 1606, edited by Bolton Corney, Esq.

Russia at the close of the sixteenth century comprising “ The Russe Com-

monwealth” by Dr. Giles Fletcher and Sir Jerome Horsey’s travels, now

first printed entire from his MS. in the British Museum. Edited by E. A.

Bond, Esq.

The travels of Girolamo Benzoni, in America in 1512—56. Translated

and edited by Admiral W. H. Smyth, F. R. S., F. S. A.

India in the fifteenth century, being a collection of nai-ratives of voyages

to India in the century preceding the Portuguese discovery of the Cape of

Good Hope
;
from Latin, Persian, Russian and Italian sources now first trans-

lated into English, edited with an Introduction byT R 11. Major, Esq., F. S. A.

Narrative of a voyage to the West Indies and Mexico, in the years 1599

—1602, with maps and illustrations, by S. Champlain. Translated from the

original and unpublished MS. with a Biographical notice and notes by Alice

Wilmere. Edited by Norton Shaw.

Expeditions into the valley of the Amazons during the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries ;
containing the journey of Gonzalo Pizarro, from the

Royal commentaries of Garcilasso Inca de la Vega ;
the voyage of Francisco

de Orellana, from the General History of Herrera ;
and the voyage of Cristo-

val de Acuna, from an exceedingly scarce narrative written by himself in

1641. Edited and translated by Clements R. Markham, Esq.

Early indications of Australia ; a collection of documents shewing the early

discoveries of Australia to the time of Captain Cook. Edited by R. II.

Major, Esq., F. S. A.

The embassy of Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo to the Court of Timour, 1403—

6. Translated, with notes, a preface and an Introductory life of Timour

Beg, by Clements R. Markham, Esq., F. R. G. S.

Henry Hudson the Navigator. The original documents in which bis ca-

reer is recorded, collected, partly translated and annotated with an introduction,

by George Asher, Esq., LL. D.
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The expedition of Ursua and Aguirre, in search of El Dorado and Oma-

gua, A. D. 1560-61, translated from the “Sexta Noticia historial” of Fray

Pedro Simon, by W. Bollaert, Esq., with an Introduction by C. R. Markham,

Esq., 1861.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History for June.

The American Journal of Sciences and Arts for May.

Bleeker’s Atlas Ichthyologique des Indes Orientales Neerlandisch, parts

1 and 2.

Deutsches Worterbuch Vol. III. part 7.

Enault’s Ilistoire de la litterature des Hindous.

The Parthenon, Vol. I. Nos. 3 to 7.

The American Journal of Sciences and Arts, Vol. XXXIII. No. 99.

Revue des Deux Mondes for 15th May and 1st June.

Reeve’s Conchologia Iconica, parts 218, 219.

Vendidad Sadi, part 8.

Wilson’s works, edited by Rost, Vol. I.

Comptes Rendus, Vol. LIV. Nos. 17 to 19.

Journal des Savants for May, with an Index of the Vol. for 1861.

Lalgopal Dutt.

Qth August, 1862.

For September, 1862.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

was held on the 3rd instant.

A. Grote, Esq., President, in the chair.

Presentations were received

—

1. From the Hon’ble G. F. Edmonstone, several statues and

inscribed bases of columns of red sandstone from the remains of a

monastery lately discovered in one of the ancient mounds outside the

city of Muttra. One of these inscriptions records the name of

Huvishka, who has been identified with the Indo-Scythian King

Hushka.

On the proposal of the President, the thanks of the Society were

voted to Seth Luchmee Chand, and to Mr. Palmer, the East India

Bailway Agent, for having kindly undertaken to bring them down

to Howrah on account of the Society.

2. From Mr. E. B. Cowell, a copy of the Uttara Bama Charita,

edited by Pundit Premchand Tarkabagisa.

3 x
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3. From Babu Rungolal Banerjea, through Baba Ilajendralal

Mitra, a copy of a poetical work entitled Karma Devi.

4. From Mr. D. H. Macfarlane, a silver coin of Shere Shah found

near a temple in the Tirhoot district. The inscription is in Arabic

and Devanagari letters, dated A. H. 951.

The President exhibited two silver coins found in lot 211 belong-

ing to Babu Siva Chandra Mullick in the Sunderbuns, forwarded for

that purpose by the Commissioner, Sunderbuns, who writes, “ I visit-

ed the lot in February last, and was agreeably surprised to observe

several extensive tanks and heaps of bricks and mounds of earth, also

the remains of a road, thereby clearly indicating that the place was

once inhabited by men in opulent circumstances.”

The coins were those of Ghyasoodeen Bulbun, dated 673 A. H.

apparently struck in Bengal, and of Nasiroodeen Maliamood. The

President expressed a hope that he would be able to exbibit the whole

trove consisting of 38 coins.

A circular vessel said to be of Jade enclosing a crystal duck and

gold leaf inscription, received from Mr. C. Westropp, of Rawal Pindee,

was also exhibited (vide supra, p. 167).

The nomination of Babu llama Nauth Tagore to be a member of

the Council, vice late Babu Ramapersaud Roy was confirmed.

The following gentlemen duly proposed at the last meeting were

balloted for and elected ordinary members.

F. R. Mallet, Esq.

R. L. Martin, Esq.

The following gentlemen were named for ballot at the next meeting

:

Raja Apurva Krishna, proposed by the President, seconded by

Babu Rajendralal Mitra.

Babu Pulin Behary Sen, proposed by Babu Gourdoss Bysack,

seconded by Babu Rajendralal M itra.

The Hon’ble H. B. Harington, proposed by Capt. W. N. Lees,

seconded by the President.

J. T. Wheeler, Esq., proposed by Mr. E. C. Bayley, seconded by

the President.

C. C. Stevens, Esq., C. S., R. H. Wilson, Esq., C. S., and Valentine

Irwin, Esq., C. S., were proposed by Capt. W. N. Lees, and seconded

by Mr. Cowell.

C. S. Hogg, Esq., proposed by Colonel Thuillier, seconded by Mr.

Wyllie.
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C. Bernard, Esq., C. S,, proposed by Captain Hyde, seconded by

Colonel Thuillier.

Communications were received

—

3 . From Colonel A. P. Phayre, a note on a Burmese inscription

from Pagan.

2. From the same, a note on some Tenasserim medals and coins.

3. From Babu Rajendralal Mitra, a paper on the Bhoja Baja

of Dhara and bis Homonyms.

4. From Babu Gopi Nauth Sen, Abstracts of the Meteorological

Observations taken at the Surveyor General’s office in July last.

E. C. Bayley, Esq. read Colonel Phayre’s paper, on the Pagan

inscription, and Babu Rajendralal Mitra read his own paper on the

Bhoja Raja.

The thanks of the meeting were voted for each communication.

Both will appear in the Journal.

The Librarian submitted the usual monthly report.

The following are the accessions to the Library since the meeting held in

August.

Presented.

Annual Report of the Grant Medical College of Bombay for 1861-62.

—

By
THE PfilNCIPAL OF THE COLLEGE.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for September-
.

—

By the Editors.

Catalogue of Economic products of the Bombay Presidency.

—

By the

Bengal Government.

Catalogue Codicum Orientalium.—

B

y the Lugdttni Batavorum Aca-

demy.

Indian Annals of Medical Science, No. XIV.—By the Editor.

The Infant Treatment, 2nd Part.

—

By the Author.

Journal Asiatique, Vol. XIX. No. 74.

—

By the Paris Society.

Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Vol. V
Part 1.

—

By the Academy.

Journal Royal Asiatic Society of London, Vol. XIX. Part 4.

—

By the

Society.

Jahrbuch, Vol. XII. No. 1 .—By the Vienna Academy.

Journal of Sacred Literature and Biblical Record, No. 2, New Series.

—

By the Editors.

Karma Devi or the Rajput Wife.—

B

y the Author.

3 k 2
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The Madras Journal of Literature and Science, Vol. VI. No. 12 .—By the

Madeas Society.

Natuurkundig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch Indie, Deel. XXIV.—By
the Batavian Society.

The New Civil Guide, Part 2.—By Babu Kissoby Chand Mitea.

The Oriental Baptist for July.—

B

y the Editoe.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for June.

—

By the Editoe.

The Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

pp. 145—556.

—

By the Academy.

Schriften der Koniglischen Academy der Wissenschaften, Vol. II. Parts 1

and 2.—By the Vienna Academy.

Uttara Rama Charita, Edited by Pandita Prem Chandra Tarkabagisa.

—

By E. B. Cowell, Esq.

Bhaminee Bilasa, Part 2 .—By the same.

Exchanged.

The Athenaeum for June.

The Philosophical Magazine, No. 158.

Purchased.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History for July.

Bohtlingk and Roth’s Sanskrit Worterbuch, Bogen 1— 10.

Bleeker’s Atlas Iehthyologique des Indes Orientales Neerlandisch, Part 3.

Goeje’s Memoires de Histoire et de Geographie Orientales, No. 1.

Hewitson’s Exotic Butterflies, Parts 19 to 43.

The Natural History Review for July.

The Numismatic Chronicle and Journal of the Numismatic Societv of

London, New Series, No. 6.

The Parthenon, Vol. I. Nos. 8 to 11.

Revue des Deux Mondes for 15th June.

Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, No. 5 of 1862.

Reeve’s Conchologia Iconica, Parts 220 and 221.

The Westminster Review for July.

Westergaard’s Indischen Gescliichte.

Comptes Rendus, Vol. LIV. Nos. 20 to 25.

Journal des Savants for June.

Lalgopal Dctt.

3rd September, 1862.
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For October, 1862.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

was held on the 8th instant.

E. C. Bayley Esq., in the chair.

The proceedings of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Presentations were received

—

1. From the Count D’Escayrac Be Lauture, a copy of his work

on the telegraphic transmission of the Chinese characters.

2. From the Secretary, Batavian Academy, several numbers of the

Verhandlingen and Tijdschrift of the Academy.

3. From Lieut.-Col. B. C. Tytler, numerous skulls of the small

wild pig of the Andaman Islands
;
also of the edible and Hawk’s-bill

Turtles, the lower jaw of an adult Dugong, and some bones of fishes.

A letter from Bev. F. F. Mazuchelli, intimating his desire to

withdraw from the Society, was recorded.

The following gentlemen, duly proposed at the last meeting, were

balloted for and elected ordinary members :—

-

Baja Apurva Krishna Bahadoor.

Babu Poolin Behary Sein.

The Hon’ble H. B. Harington.

J. T. Wheeler, Esq., C. S.

C. C. Stevens, Esq., C. S.

E. H. Wilson, Esq., C. S.

Valentine Invin, Esq.

C. S. Hogg, Esq
,
and

C. Bernard, Esq.

The Council recommended that the following report of the Philo-

logical Committee should be adopted.

The Philological Committee recommened that the Tabakdt-i-Nasari

of Abu Umar al Juzjani, should be published in the Persian series

of the Bibliotheca Indica.

We have already published its continuation by Zia-i-Barni and the

two works together will form a most valuable contribution to Indian

history. Mr. Morley in his catalogue says, that the Tabakdt-i-

Ndsari is exceedingly valuable in reference to the intricate history of

the Ghurides and of the Slave Kings of India and of their Viceroys

and Governors
;
so far as it extends, it is the best authority for the
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events of that interesting period. Captain Lees has undertaken to

edit the work
;

it will occupy about seven Fasiculi.

The report was adopted.

Communications were received

—

1. From Major J. T. Walker, extracts from a report from the

Superintendent, Great Trigonometrical Survey, to the Secretary to

the Government of India, Military Department.

2. From Babu Rajendralal Mitra, a paper on two ancient San-

scrit Inscriptions from Central India.

3. From Herr E. Schlagintweit, a paper entitled “ Translation

and Tibetan text of a Tibetan address to tbe Buddlias of confession.”

4. A letter from Colonel Cunningham on the Buddhist discoveries

at Sultanganj.

Mr. Bayley read the above. It was as follows :
—

Nynee Tal, 7th Sept. 1862.

To the Secretary, Asiatic Society.

Dear Sir,—In reply to your letter regarding Mr. Harris’s dis-

covery of some Buddhist remains near Sultanganj, I beg to say that

there seems to me every probability that the complete excavation of

the ruined buildings would well repay tbe cost of the work. I have

received from Mr. Harris a plan of the ruins, as far as they have

been excavated, and I am able to state decidedly that they are the

remains of an ancient Vihdr, or Buddhist chapel-monastery. The

Piliar always included a temple or shrine, containing a figure of

Buddha
;
and in the present case the enshrined figure has already

been discovered. Around the shrine were the cells of the resident

monks, who conducted pilgrims to all the holy spots, and retailed

the legends connected with them. Six cells have already been un-

covered by Mr. Harris. These six cells cannot form more than one-

sixth or perhaps only one-eighth of the whole number. The cells are

always disposed on the four sides of a square
;
and I would therefore

recommend that the first operation should be to dig a narrow trench

along the course of the inner wall, in order to determine at once the

shape and extent of the mass of buildings.

In Mr. Fergusson’s Hand Book of Architecture you will find

several plans of Vihdr caves, excavated in the solid rock. In all

these examples, the cells necessarily occupy only three sides of the

square, the fourth side being required for tbe admission of light.
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My reason for believing that the continuance of the excavations

will well repay the cost of the work, is chiefly founded on the dis-

covery of the colossal copper image of Buddha
;

and on the

unmutilated state of the other images and inscriptions. From these

discoveries, I conclude that the resident monks had only just time to

bury the colossal copper statue of Buddha, before making their

escape from the Vihdr, and consequently that numerous objects of

interest must have been abandoned by them. Mr. Harris does not

mention whether there are any traces of fire
;
but I infer from the

perfect state of the copper statue, that fire was not the means of

destruction of the Sultanganj Vihdr. At Sarnatli, Benares, all the

metal objects discovered by Major Kittoe and myself had been wholly

or partially fused, and the grain found in the cells was all charred.

I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Harris for a copy of one of

the inscriptions discovered by him on the back of a small stone figure.

The inscription itself is of no value, it being only the usual Buddhist

formula, beginning with Ye Dliarmma hetu prabhava, &c., but it is

otherwise of value, as the forms of the letters show that the figure is

of early date, most probably of the second or third century.

I have delayed answering your letter in the hope of being able to

find some mention of this Vihdr either in Fa Ilian or in Hwen
Thsang ; but I have been disappointed. The latter pilgrim describes

Champa, (the modern Bhagulpore) and it is probable that the Sultan-

ganj Vihdr is one of the “ several dozens of monasteries” which were

then mostly in ruins. This is rendered still more probable by the

early date of the inscription noticed above.

If I am right in my conjecture that the Sultanganj Vihdr is one

of the many that were in ruins in the seventh century when visited

by Hwen Thsang, it will only be the greater inducement to continue

the excavations, as the objects which may be brought to light will

belong to an early period of Buddhism, probably anterior to the

introduction of the five JDliydn Buddhas and Bhodi Satwas, who were

the principal objects of reverence at the time of Hwen Thsang'

s

pil-

grimage.

The characters of the inscriptions sent to me by Mr. Harris are

of the same age as those of the Gupta dynasty. The principal de-

terminative letters are the Y and the sr, which in the inscriptions

of later date, say of the 7th and 8th centuries, have changed to
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another form. A reference to Mr. Bayley regarding the probable

age of the inscriptions in which the earlier forms of these letters are

found, will at once satisfy you that I am right in assigning the occu-

pation of the Sultanganj Vihar to an early date.

I am, &c.,

(Sd.) A. Covsiugham.

5. A letter from Babu Guru Churn Doss, containing an account

of an old mosque situated in Pergunnah Habibe, with specimens of

bricks of the mosque forwarded through Babu Gour Doss Bysack.

The Secretary read the above. The letter is subjoined :

—

To the Secretary of the Asiatic Society, Calcutta.

Berliampore, 22nd September, 1SG2.

Sir,—During one of my official tours in the district of Jessore, I

visited a very old and curious mosque about two miles to the east of

a small bazar called Bunghat, in Pergunnah Habibe, and although

not surrounded with very great interest, yet the fact of its having

been built in the time of the great Akber in such an out-of-the-way

place is not quite unworthy of notice.

The mosque is said to have been built by one Khwajah Ally Khan,

who came down from Delhi and took up his residence, it is impossible

to say for what length of time, in that part of Jessore, where it now

stands. Besides this mosque, there are other buildings about a

mile’s distance from it, but they are all either overgrown with jungles,

or are in too great ruins to admit of my determining their exact

nature and form
;
one of which, however, I was told, goes under the

name of Satgoombuz, meaning sixty pyramidal roofs, which was the

palace of Khwajah Ally Khan. In the neighbourhood of this there

are several other buildings apparently in ruins, but the general aspect

of which leads one to imagine that this locality was once, no doubt,

a scene of magnificence. Traces of broad and strongly metalled

roads are yet to be seen in almost every direction of the mosque from

the Satgoombuz, thereby affording grounds for believing that the

Sunderbuns shroud the ruins of once populous and flourishing towns.

Although the mosque and two other small buildings in its close

vicinage were not very seriously damaged when I visited them, they

were much out of condition. The entrance door of the mosque is

towards the west. The material consisted of small but very strong

bricks nicely cut and beautifully put together with mortar. The
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structure in fact is very solid, and the floor is inlaid with beautifully

small square and hexagonal bricks, the surface of which, however, is

variegated and enamelled.

In the interior, save and except a tomb of ordinary elevation on

rather an oblong base, a very large slab of white marble on which

some couplets of the Koran are engraved in gilded characters, and

placed upon an artificial raising, and the wood-work of the door, there

is nothing else to attract notice.

In the front of the mosque there is a large tank, equal if not

larger in size than that in the DilJcush Bang of the Rajah of

Burdwan, and containing not a small number of alligators of differ-

ent size. The whole of the space attached to the buildings and

surrounding the tank is enclosed by walls of ordinary height.

I have found some difficulty in obtaining any authentic account

of Khwajah Ally’s mission to Bengal, nor could I discover why he

was induced to fix his residence at a locality beset by so many dis-

advantages.

The bricks which I had taken out from the mosque have been

handed over to Babu Gour Doss Bysack, for presentation to your

Society.

I remain, &c.,

(Sd.) Guru Chcen Doss.

The Librarian submitted the usual monthly report.

The following books and periodicals were added to the Library since the

September meeting.

Presented.

Annual Report on the Administration of the Bengal Presidency.—

B

y THE

Bengal Government.

A Work on Telegraphic Transmission of the Chinese characters. By the

Count D'Escayrac de Lauture.

—

By the Author.

Memorandum on the Panchoutee or Indian Gutta of the Western Coast.

—By Lieut.-Col. C. Douglas.

Report on the Hyderabad Assigned Districts for 1861-62.

—

By the Ben-

gal Government.

Report on the Administration of Port Blair for 1861-62 .—By the same.

Sakuntala, edited by Pandita Prem Chandra Tarkabagisa.—

B

y E. B,

Cowell, Esq,
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Selections from Records of tlie Madras Government for 1860.—By the

Madras Government.

Transactions of the Government of India, Military Department for 1861-

62.

—

By the Government of India.

Zijdschrift voor Indische Zaal-land en Yolken kunde, Yols. VII. VIII.

IX. and X.

—

By the Batavian Academy.

Yerhaudlingen van liet Bataviasch Gentooschap, Yols. XXVII. and

XXVIII.

—

By the Batavian Academy.

Purchased.

Kadamvari.

Masnavi Kliizar Khan wa dawal Rani.

Molla Nany.

Nizami’s Sekander Nameh.

Lalgopal Dvtt.
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